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Raoul David Findeisen (1958–2017)

»So Free from Care! Here’s Real Idyllic
1
Happiness«
Notes on Nostalgia
Amira Katz-Goehr

Abstract This essay follows a few Chinese terms which might approach »our« blurry notion
of Nostalgia. It looks at these terms’ early appearances in a variety of classical Chinese
poems so as to discern their meaning and clarify their authors’ feeling, not necessarily
equivocal, for this kind of undefinable longing. The article concludes with a very brief
reference to the way »nostalgia« is taken up in modern Chinese writing (Lu Xun), and with
some comments on the problematic interlocking of what is personal and what public in
such revived reminiscing.
Keywords Chinese poetry · nostalgia · Tao Qian
(365–427) · Du Fu
(712–770) ·
Ban Gu 《 (32–92) · »Western Capital Rhapsody« (Xidu fu
) · 19 Old Poems (Gushi
shijiu shou
) · Li Bai
(701–762) · modern Chinese literature, Lu Xun
(1881–1936) · »In the Wineshop« (Zai jiulou shang
)
Life is deep trouble. And death,
Why should death be anything less?
Hu-ooo! Ai-tsai hu-ooo!
!2

This is a piece for Raoul, who has so inconceivably disappeared, a man obsessively
in love with life, still hovering around—generous, warm, curious, attentive, agile
of mind, an untraceable wanderer, saying no to nothing, heartily laughing—a loyal

1

Lu Xun

, »Storm in a Teacup« [Fengbo

, October 1920], in Selected Works of Lu Hsun, Vol.1.,

transl. by Yang Hsien-yi and Gladys Yang (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1956), 52.
2

Tao Qian

, last couplet of »Elegy for Myself« [Zi ji wen

], transl. by David Hinton, in

The New Directions; Anthology of Classical Chinese Poetry, ed. by Eliot Weinberger (London: Anvil
Press Poetry, 2007), 34.
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friend. Alas, his meticulous SOS guiding hand—barring unrestrained folly while
also encouraging a lot of freedom—is now becoming more clearly nebulous.
This is a memorial issue of the journal Raoul was wholly dedicated to, and
although my choice of subject might ring appropriate, it is in fact fairly offbeat—
»Nostalgia« (whatever that might mean) is a notion not at all to my liking. However,
appearing more than one would wish, my readings of Chinese texts associated with
this fuzzy feeling, are for sure biased; still, I hope, not to the extent of betraying
the scholar, writer and editor that Raoul was.

1
For a start, although overly-quoted—Lu Xun with his accurate wording and
sincerely ambiguous lines:
When I was young I, too, had many dreams. Most of them came to be forgotten, but
I see nothing in this to regret. For although recalling the past may make you happy, it
may sometimes also make you lonely, and there is no point in clinging in spirit to lonely
bygone days. However, my trouble is that I cannot forget completely, and these stories
[collected in Call to Arms (Nahan
erase from my

)] have resulted from what I have been unable to

memory.3

！
》
4

The title of this essay originates in Lu Xun’s story »Storm in a Teacup« (Fengbo
), which although not a »nostalgia story« per-se, somehow came to my mind
when reflecting on the subject, touching on nostalgia and its loftier associates:
remembering, memories, remembrances. Be it as it may, the quotation is not
altogether far off the mark, since one quickly realizes that the Chinese terms close

3

Lu Xun, Selected Works, »Preface«, 1.

4

Lu Xun, Nahan
1.

[A Call to Arms], »

« [Preface] (Beijing renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1973),
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to our own foggy Nostalgia—»proper« are so varied as to allow this kind of
associative, digressive quotation.
The exuberant, but ill-fitting title’s description of the rural scene is uttered
by a gentleman sitting aboard a pleasure boat, admiring from afar what he sees:
the folks on the riverbank getting ready for what looks like a harmonious family
dinner. The observer, a man of letters on an outing with his scholarly companions,
is carried away on the wings of his literary imagination, delighted by what he sees,
while of course unaware of the actual circumstances of village life as they unfold:
miserable economic conditions, chaotic politics, peasants’ ignorance and naturally,
a disharmonious family. The gentleman’s idealization of the unfamiliar is inspired
by the profuse lines from the classics in praise of sagacious quietude and rural
happiness.5 Of course, the feelings expressed in such writings (and particularly so
in the genre of »Fields and Gardens poetry« (tianyuan shi
), or by those who
recite them, sometimes reflect personal experience, but more often than not they
evolve from a kind of cultural or aesthetic »identification« and the comfort derived
from the company of authors, alive or dead.6
Here, just one example, obviously a more conscious and authentic expression
of rural idyll, penned by Du Fu at the time he lived in his humble cottage in the

5

Alluded here is a sentence from the Zhuangzi

, »Heaven and Earth«

(12.12): »Virtuous

men, when quietly occupying [their place], they have no thought, and, when they act, they have no

6

anxiety; [...].

; [… ].

See for example, Pu Songling’s

(1640–1715), »Author’s Preface« (1679) to his Strange Tales

from a Chinese Studio (Liaozhai zhiyi

), translated by John Minford (London: Penguin

Classics, 2006), 456-457: »[…] Midnight finds me / Here in this desolate studio / By the dim light
/ Of my flickering lamp, Fashioning my tales / At this ice-cold table / Vainly piecing together my
sequel / To the Infernal Regions […]. Those who know me / Are in the green grove / They are at the dark
frontier«. And Minford comments: »Those who know me«: His true friends. (See also Confucian
Analects, 15.35: »Alas! There is no one who knows me [for what I am]«) »Are in the green grove [...].
»At the dark frontier«: In a famous poem, Du Fu (712-70) dreamed that he saw Li Bai (701-762)
appear to him, »coming when the maple-grove was still green, and returning while the frontier
was dark«. (English translation from John Minford’s comments to Pu Songling’s »Author’s
Preface«, in his Strange Tales from a Chinese Studio, London: Penguin Classics, 2006, 459–460). That
is to say, during the night, when no one could see him; the meaning being that he never came at
all, and that those who »know« Pu Songling are equally non-existent.

4
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»periphery«, Chengdu. Those years of his life are generally considered by scholars
of his poetry as relatively peaceful and contended:
River village
A bend in the clear river flows on, embracing the village,
In the river-village all summer long everything is still.
Coming and going as they please, swallows in the rafters,
Getting friendly, coming closer, gulls upon the water.
My aging wife marks lines on paper to serve as our chessboard.
My young son hammers a needle to be his fishing hook.
Often ill, my requirements are merely medicines,
For myself beyond things like that what more have I to seek?7

[alternative to l.7:

]

Harmony is here transposed from happy peasants to swallows and gulls (keeping
in mind that their anthropomorphic motions link man and nature). Moreover, the
last couplet not only tints the poem with a streak of sorrow, but also dims the idyll,
casting some doubt on what precedes.8

7

See An Anthology of Chinese literature; Beginnings to 1911, edited and translated by Stephen Owen
(New York; London: W.W. Norton & Company, 1996), 427.

8

For this kind of self-searching rustic poems, see the much earlier »model« of Tao Qian’s, e.g.
»Matching a Poem by Secretary Kuo«, which has a long description of rural joys, but ends with
the lines: »Far-far off I watch the white clouds, / my longing for the past deeper than words« (
/

)—seemingly not rid of yearnings of other kinds. Translated by Burton

Watson, Chinese Lyricism; Shi Poetry from the Second to the Twelfth Century, with Translations (New
York; London: Columbia University Press, 1971), 77. However, for a different reading of Du Fu’s
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Although this essay, for this particular issue, was meant to look at a few
modern Chinese works, it went its own way, somewhat differently. The new
writings (beginning, for our purposes, with the »May Fourth« period), of their
nature and of the nature of our specific interest, cannot be detached from their
antecedents. Needless to say, the great majority of modern Chinese writers (and
quite a number of »contemporary«, mainly those of the 80’s and 90’s, identified
with »Root-Seeking«), although conscientiously dedicated to the present (and
future), their starting point—whether reformist or revolutionary—was the past,
that is to say, a parting with the »past«—mainly with »past language« and literary
conventions. The »past« however is an awkward thing and attempts at tackling and
mainly rejecting it, surface in many of the new stories.
With this in mind, a cursory glance at a few classical poems characterized by
their recurring motifs and vocabulary of evoking the past, may suggest an elusive
trail leading to some of the writings of latter days.
The notion of nostalgia in »our« culture (we can’t quite call it a »feeling«—it is
a mass noun, and one doesn’t »nostalge«) is so vague, and its relation to a past to
which it is supposedly attached—a past which is no more, and most likely was
never as hankered after—is as questionable as the discrepancies between
associative imagination and the reality hinted at in the title’s quotation.
Furthermore, since the Chinese terms which circle around »nostalgia« are
abundant and context and time reliant, it might be more to the point to follow a
few of their textual appearances than to speculate on the nature of this vague
»feeling«.
I will refer here mainly to two of these. The one, »huaijiu« (
)—is defined
9
in the Hanyu da cidian
as:
»cherishing the memory
of past events and old friends«, but (as some of the following examples will show)
seems also to indicate a more active contemplation of bygone things.10 The word

pastoral poems, put in the context of the poet’s biography, see Eva Shan Chou, Reconsidering Tu
Fu; Literary Greatness and Cultural Context (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 169–171.
9

Hanyu da cidian
Zhufeng

10

[Big Chinese Dictionary, hereafter HYDC], 12 vols, ed. by Luo
et al. (Hanyu dacidian chubanshe, Shanghai, 1994), Vol. 7: 793.

In Chinese-English dictionaries we find: »cherish the past« (Lin Yutang); think of old times and
old friends (Mathews’); »remember past time or old acquaintances (usually with kindly thoughts)«
(A Chinese- English Dictionary); »yearn for the past; think of old friends« (Wenlin). Huaigu (

6
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»nostalgia« (for »huaijiu«) which is absent in the Chinese-English dictionaries I’ve
searched, is to be found in literary translations, like in Lu Xun’s Huaijiu
(»Nostalgia«).11 It is also given in English-Chinese dictionaries (e.g. the Internet
Wenlin: huaijiu gan
, and in A New English-Chinese Dictionary, which defines
»nostalgia« as: 1. huaijiu bing
[an illness!]; 2. liulian guoqu
and
12
huaijiu
). It seems to be the first word native and foreign speakers of Chinese
come up with when asked about the Chinese term for nostalgia.
The second term, xiangchou
(»pain of the native place«) applies less (than
huaijiu) to »collective [cultural] memory«, and more, so it seems, to what is
personal—childhood, home, family. Semantically xiangchou is close to the Greek
»nostalgia«, which is a compound of two words: nostos »return
home« + algos »pain«.
Other than these two terms to be discussed, the following is just a short list
of synonyms:
• Meditating on the past: huaigu
; huailian
; zhuixiang
; zhuisi
.
• Longing for home, native place, friends: huaitu
; huaixianbing
;
xiangjia
; xiangsi
; guguozhisi
; huaiyou
; juanhuai
;
juanlian
; juanjuan
; huainian
; huaixiang
.

), although defined similarly (HYDC):

»thinking of/longing for men and

events of antiquity«, refers more specifically and »objectively« to the meditation on history and
its exemplary figures. It is the term used for the particular poetic genre »huaigu shi«
11

.

See Julia Lovell, »Nostalgia«, in The Real Story of Ah-Q and Other Tales of China: The Complete Fiction
of Lu Xun (London: Penguin Classics, 2009), 1. I am not sure about the choice of the title, since
the imbalance of innocent and critical memories undermines its »nostalgic« assignation; unless
the translator sought to enhance a sense of irony. For a detailed discussion of the story’s two
narrators—the experiencing child and the retelling adult—and the entailed difficulty of
recapturing the past, see Shi Shumei, The Lure of the Modern: Writing Modernism in Semi-colonial
China, 1917–1937 (Berkeley; London: University of California Press, 2001), 86–87.

12

A New English-Chinese Dictionary, compiled by the Editing Group of a New English-Chinese
Dictionary (Hong Kong: Joint Publishing Company, 1975), 882.
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• Terms for old home: guyu
; guyuan
; guzhai
; benzhai
; guju
; gusuo
.
• Native place/land: guli
gùlǐ; gutu
; guguo
; xiangguan
; sangzi
; zixiang
; Shenzhou
.
• Old friends: guren
; gujiu
; guyou
.
Much of Classical Chinese poetry, mainly that of the Tang, is saturated with a
remembering and longing for past times, places, events, humans, and particularly
home or the native place—one might call it a [poetic] »nostalgic« mindset, which
sounds at times almost like a »calling«, or else, an expression of a conviction
combined with convention. The wealth of synonymous terms and repeated images
organized in tight prosodic schemes, makes one wonder at the poet’s enterprise,
on the one hand »succumbing« to a kind of an inherent »imposition«, and on the
other querying it in search of some individual »authenticity«.

2
Start with the Master himself, who self-declaredly recollected and conveyed the
past. Besides for Confucius’ seminal »I transmit, but do not innovate; I am truthful
in what I say and devoted to antiquity […]«,13 (
[…]),
we read in the same chapter (7.5) of the Master’s longings for better days, the
golden age of Zhou and its enlightened duke (?-1104? BCE).
The Master said: How I have gone downhill! It has been such a long time since
I dreamt of the Duke of Chou [Zhou].14

We witness in the analect both a personal exclamation (it speaks of »dreaming«)
and a weighty political principle, in fact the pattern to be pursued - moral
modelling. I will later return to this dual implication, which is a substantial
property of »nostalgia«.
But back to the more pertinent terms of nostalgic evoking of the past, and
first to huaijiu, the cherishing of bygone times, past events and old friends.

13

The Analects, translated by D.C. Lau (Hong Kong: The Chinese University Press, 1992), Chapter
7.1., 57.

14

Ibid., 7.5., 57.

8
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According to the Hanyu da cidian, the Ciyuan
dictionaries and the Kanseki
Repository, the term’s earliest mention is in Ban Gu’s 《 (32–92) prose-poem
»Western Capital Rhapsody« (Xidu fu
).15 The poem is prefaced by a brief
outline setting the scene:
There was a Western Capital guest questioning an Eastern Capital host:16 »I have heard
that when the great Han first made their plans and surveys, they had the intention of
making the He-Luo area the capital. But they halted only briefly and did not settle
there. Thus, they moved westward and founded our Supreme Capital. Have you heard
of the reasons for this, and have you seen its manner of construction?« The host said,
»I have not. I wish you would: Unfold your collected thoughts of past recollections
(

). Disclose your hidden feelings of old remembrances (

).«17

Or alternatively in Edward Robert Hughes translation:
I pray you, set forth your store of cherished recollections, disclose your hidden
feeling with their thoughts of the past [...].«18
[...]

The object of memory, or of the required »report« here is Chang’an, the
magnificent (western) capital with its city walls, streets and avenues, luxurious
palaces and residential houses, gardens and markets, but also with its hidden
licentiousness, desire and corruption. Since the capital has been moved some 50
or 60 years earlier, it is thought that Ban Gu’s fu was written with ulterior motives,
and coloured by flattery.19 Ban Gu himself, most likely, had never visited the old

15

Ban Gu »Xidu fu«

, Jingdu shang

1, in: Xiao Tong

, Wenxuan

[Selections

of Refined Literature], <http//www.chinesewords.org/poetry/72829-127.html> (last retrieval
January 21, 2018).
16

The Western Capital, Chang’an, capital of the Former Han dynasty (206 BC–24AD); the Eastern
Capital, Luoyang, capital of the Later Han dynasty (25–220).

17

See »Western Capital Rhapsody«, in Wen Xuan or Selections of Refined Literature, Volume 1: Rhapsodies
on Metropolises and Capitals, compiled by Xiao Tong; transl. with annotations and Introduction by
David R. Knechtges (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982), 99.

18

See Edward Robert Hughes, Two Chinese Poets; Vignettes of Han Life and Thought (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1960), 27.

19

Ibid., 82–84.

9
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capital, 20 and his entrusting of the description of the capital to two fictional
persons, casts interesting light on the quality of this »second hand«, imaginary
»huaijiu«. Even if the critical part of the fu—the condemning of the corruption of
the previous capital, served Ban Gu’s intention to praise the accomplishments of
the current ruler, he himself, as D.R. Knechtges writes, acknowledges that the fu
had two functions, the one eulogistic, and the other admonitory. Although the
primary one was praise of the ruler and Eastern Han’s adherence to Confucian
ritual principles,21 still, »huaijiu« here seems to be a general term for both, eulogy
and admonition.
The host’s repeated request to learn about Chang’an is formulated pointedly.
He asks the guest for a comprehensive and sincere report on the capital: his
reminiscences should be based on the guest’s »collected thoughts« and »hidden
feeling«. Might Ban Gu not only wish to praise the ruler and to curry his favour,
but comment on what describing the past is?
The host’s wish to learn, through the guest’s recollections (huaijiu and sigu), of the
»kingly way« and the »Han capital«—formulated as it is:
Broaden my understanding of the imperial way (

),

Expand my knowledge of the Han metropolis (

).22

This is further amplified by the two weighty terms he uses, alluding to the Analects:
bo
and hong
which signify abundance and vastness, and here, used as verbs,
mean »to broaden«, »expand«, »unfold«. These two terms appear in particularly
substantial sayings of the Master. Bo here, set in »Bo wo yi [huangdao]«
[
] brings to mind Yan Yuan’s (Confucius’ favourite pupil) perplexing, almost
mystical analect on learning and knowledge: »fuzi […] bo wo yi wen […]«
[…]
[…] (The Master [is good at leading one on step by step], […] he broadens
me with culture […]).23 Hong
in the clause here: »hong wo yi Hanjing«
(with or without the preceding
of the previous clause) brings to mind the

20

Ibid., 91–92.

21

See David R. Knechtges, »To Praise the Han: The Eastern Capital Fu of Pan Ku and His
Contemporaries«, in Thought and Law in Qin and Han China; Studies Dedicated to Anthony Hulsewé
on the Occasion of his Eightieth Birthday, edited by Wilt Idema and Erich Zürcher (Leiden; New York:
E.J. Brill, 1990), 118–140.

22

Knechtges, Wen Xuan or Selections of Refined Literature, 99.

23

Analects, 9.11, D.C. Lau, The Anaclects 79.

10
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important: »Zi yue: ren neng hong dao, fei dao hong ren«
(The Master said, It is Man who is capable of broadening the Way. It is not the
Way that is capable of broadening man).24 Do these allusions, in the context of
the fu, enhance the gravity of the request (re the memories of Chang’an and by
implication the function of the poem), or else cast on it a note of rhetoric
pomposity?
I quote here a few lines of the fu, reflecting its ambivalent mood of admiration
of the capital’s grandiosity and revulsion at the horrors of the hunt, or in the words
of Zhang Yu, the expression of »emotional attraction and rational criticism«.25
The Western capital of the Han
Is located in Yongzhou; It is called Changan.
The City and Its Suburbs
They erected a metal fortress a myriad spans long,
Dredged the surrounding moat to form a gaping chasm,
Cleared broad avenues three lanes wide,
Placed twelve gates for passage in and out.
Within, the city was pierced by roads and streets,
With ward gates and portals nearly a thousand.
In the nine markets they set up bazaars,
Their wares separated by type, their shop rows distinctly divided.

24

Analects, 15.29, D.C. Lau, The Analcts, 157.

25

Zhang Yu, »The Image of Chang’an in the Odes to the Capitals of Han Dynasty«, Canadian Social
Science, 11(2), 163-170. Available from: <http://www.cscanada.net/index.php/css/article/view/6223>
(last retrieval February 21, 2018), DOI: <http://dx. doi.org/ 10.3968/6223>. Zhang Yu further
comments on Ban Gu’s [and Zhang Heng’s] »Odes to the Two Capitals«: »The more they devoted
their heart and soul to depicting those grandiose architectural works and the heavenly imperial
gardens, the more skeptical they became of the domineering powers’ attempt at cultivating
infinite desires; the harder they tried to glorify the awe of hunting, the more obvious their
disapproval of the emperors’ pursuit of pleasure exemplified by hunting. Yet the intricate
interplay of emotional attraction and rational criticism made the image of Chang’an even more
vivid and colorful«. Zhang Yu, »The Image of Chang’an«, 163.
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There was no room for people to turn their heads,
Or for chariots to wheel about.
People crammed into the city, spilled into the suburbs,
Everywhere streaming into the hundreds of shops.
Red dust gathered in all directions;
Smoke blended with the clouds.
Thus, the people being both numerous and rich,
There was gaiety and pleasure without end.26

The Hunt
[… ] And then:
The Rendezvous-Gate Guard and the Sharpshooters,
Wielding their serried swords, gathering their arrows,
Intercept the fleet-footed, pursue the spoor.
Birds panic and fall into the mesh;
Beasts bolt and dash against the lances.
The crossbow triggers are not fired in vain;
Bowstrings need not be drawn twice.
Arrows make not only a single kill,
But when hitting the mark, always impale double.
Pelting and pattering, whizzing and whirring,
The corded arrows entangle one after another.
Blowing fur and feathers, raining blood,
Sprinkle the moor, blot out the sky,
And the level plain is stained incarnadine.

26

Knechtges, »Western Capital Rhapsody«, lines 44–59, 103/105.

11
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Brave warriors are so fierce,
Gibbons and monkeys fall from the trees,
Jackals and wolves skulk in terror.27
？

28 the »grief of native home«, is naturally not
The second term, xiangchou
special to China and its writings, but the corpus of literary works of
»homesickness«, mainly poetic, as well as the vocabulary connected to the »old
home«, »native place« are overly ubiquitous. Obviously, this is partly due to China’s
particular circumstances—the vastness of the land and the bureaucratic system
responsible for dispatching its officials to remote posts or exiling them afar. The
centrality of the family institution only added to the outpouring of traditional
literary yearning.
Xiangchou, which (again, according to the HYDC) originates in Tang poetry,
is an interesting term; it possibly acquired its particular meaning with the
expansion in nuance of its »xiang« component. »Xiang’s« primary meaning is an
administrative unit differing in size from time to time. Naturally it has expanded
with time to cover wider fields, such as »area«, »realm«, and more specifically, the
rural districts outside the city [Xiangxia
)—»country/side«, became the
opposite of chengshi
—»city«] as well as »hometown« and »native place«. Indeed,
this nuance is apparent in the various compounds of »home vocabulary«, e.g.
xiangtu
, xiangren
, tongxiang
, laoxiang
, fanxiang
, xiangxin

27

Ibid., lines 343–357, 137/139.

28

Defined in the HYDC (Vol.10: 669) as:
of the old home«.

»gloom/pain [engulfing one] when thinking
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, xiangsi
, huaixiang
, and most importantly for our purposes: guxiang
»native place« or »hometown«, the primary object of nostalgia.
Guxiang deserves a further digression. The term already appears in the Xunzi
(
3rd-century BCE), chapter 19, »Discourse on Ritual Principles« [Li lun
]. Paragraph 19.9b is an answer to a question posed in 19.9a as to the three years
of mourning for parents: »Why does mourning extend into the third year?«
?:
As a general principle, all creatures that live between heaven and earth and have blood
and breath are certain to possess awareness. Having awareness, each of them loves its
own kind. Consider the case of large birds and animals: If one loses its mate or is
separated from its group, then even after a month or season has passed, it is sure to
circle when it passes its old home.29 It looks about, round and round, crying and calling,
sometimes moving, sometimes stopping, gazing about uncertainly and hesitantly,
before it can leave the place. Even small birds like swallows and sparrows chatter and
cry for a few moments before they can leave. Hence, since no creature with blood and
breath has more awareness than man, the feeling of a man for his parents is not
exhausted even till death.30

Guxiang in the above quotation (not unlike the sprightly birds of »River Village«
above) is transplanted to the natural world of birds and animals; their »native
home« connects here man and nature, henceforth substantiating the idea of moral
duties to be inculcated in human society. Further we learn that the duration of
mourning is justified as it corresponds to human emotion and relates to the
measure of grief. It also follows the patterns of Heaven and Earth: the full cycle
of the four seasons is the basis for the one year unit/mourning, to be extended or
diminished according to the status of the mourned.31 Ritual regulates the different

29

I would translate here slightly differently: »It is sure to return along the same route; [and] when
it passes its old home it is sure to circle around or pace back and forth / waver there […].«

30

John Knoblock, Xunzi; A Translation and Study of the Complete Works, Volume III, Books 17-32,
(Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1994), 19.9b, 69.

31

Xunzi, 19.9c.
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obligations due to near and far relations, to eminent and humble. As such it serves
as a principle of ordering, vital for harmony and unity in the community. And again,
all this is embedded here in Nature, the »native home« of birds and animals;
perhaps a delicate step in building »home« into the collective consciousness.
An even more potent expression of the growing lore of »guxiang«, stems from
Sima Qian’s (
, ?135–91 BC) Records of the Historian (Shiji
). It tells of the
return of Liu Bang (256–195 BC), the legendary founder of the Western Han
dynasty, to his old birthplace. He lays on a feast for his relatives and friends, then
bursts out crying and explains his tears: »The wanderer sorrows for his old village
(or: native place«
).32
And the longer quotation:
As Kao-tsu returned [to the capital], he stopped by P’ei and stayed on.33 He set out
wine at the Palace of Pei, summoning all his old acquaintances, the elders, and the
youth to indulge in wine, he had over 120 children from P’ei sent to him, to teach them
to sing. When he was in his cups, Kao-tsu struck the dulcimer, and sang a song he had
composed himself:
A great wind arose, clouds flew up!
My prestige increasing within the seas. I return to my hometown.
But where will I find valiant warriors to hold the four directions!
He had the children all practice the song with him. Kao-tsu then got up to dance, his
emotions ran high until they overcame him and streams of tears flowed down his face. He
said to the elders of P’ei, »The traveler sorrows for his old village. Although my capital is

32

For more on this, see Tang Xiaobing, Chinese Modern: The Heroic and the Quotidian (Durham, NC;
London: Duke University Press, 2000), 74; Cheng Eileen, J., Literary Remains; Death, Trauma, and
Lu Xun’s Refusal to Mourn (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press. 2013), 142.

33

This was after he struck at [Qing] Bu’s army at Kuai-zhui. And as William H. Nienhauser notes,
»Kuai-zhui was about one hundred miles south of Pei, and thus the stopover in Liu Bang’s
hometown involved only a short detour on his way back to the capital«. See The Grand Scribe’s
Records, volume II; the Basic Annals of Han China by Ssu-ma Ch’ien, ed. by William H. Nienhauser, Jr.
(Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2002), 82.
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in the Land within the Passes, after my long span of years my soul will still draw pleasure
from thinking about Pe’i 34 […].35
。
！

The innocent birds and animals hanging around their »guxiang« and the mythic
hero’s return home, among other examples of literature, will inspire Chinese
writing for ages to come. Longing for home, the guxiang—considered for
argument’s sake as a lyrical ornamentation of the more rigid Confucian »family
ethics«—will become a major motif of Tang poetry.36 But, needless to say, it is not
sung in unison. Whether read as »authentic« or as culturally »inculcated«— the
distinction is dubious to say the least—the sorrowful »nostalgic« texts sometimes
reflect the poet’s thoughts on the feeling (of homesickness) itself, and not without
self-questioning at that. This kind of ruminations will later (with the beginnings
of modern Chinese literature) transform into direct investigations as to what
»guxiang« and »nostalgia« actually stand for, pronouncing a fierce struggle to get
away from them.
Another verse—a wanderer’s poem par excellence, featuring »guli«
,a
variant of »guxiang«—is poem 14 of the (anonymous) Nineteen Old Poems (gushi shijiu
shou
). It dates most likely from the end of the Eastern Han dynasty,
and was too included in the (6th century) Wenxuan:37

34

Note the proximity here of sorrow and joy involved in thinking of the old home; and also Lu Xun,
Nahan, »Preface« quotation.

35

Nienhauser, The Grand Scribe’s Records, 82–83.

36

Not forgetting poets’ other prevalent philosophical dispositions.

37

Knechtges, Wen Xuan or Selections of Refined Literature, vol. l, 35. See also last lines of poem no.1 of
»Nineteen Old Poems« (although taken as an abandoned woman’s lament, the italicized verse
quoted here sounds rather decisive, more like a »general statement«): »Floating clouds block the
white sun / The wanderer does not think of returning / Thinking of you makes me old / Months
and years have suddenly passed / Forget it, I won't speak of it anymore / Take care and eat a good
meal«. [

/

/

/

；：].

Translated by Daniel Hsieh, »The Origin and Nature of the “Nineteen Old Poems”«, Sino-Platonic
Papers 77 (1998), 7.
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Each day those gone are farther withdrawn,
each day newcomers grow more like kin.
I went out the gate, stared straight ahead,
and all I saw were barrows and tombs.
The ancient graves have been ploughed to fields,
their cypress and pines smashed to kindling.
Mournful winds fill silver poplars,
in their moaning a woe that destroys a man.
I long to turn back to my native town,
I wish to return, but there is no way.38

And alternatively, in Wai-yim Lip’s translation:
Those gone are day by day remote.
Those coming are day by day near.
Straight view outside the gate:
Mounds and mounds and mounds.
Ancient graves ploughed into fields.
Pines, cypresses axed into firewood.
From white poplars, much sorrowful wind.
Comes swish-swish cutting men.
Longing to return home,
Longing, and finding no road.39
[alternative version:

38

]

»Nineteen Old Poems« XIV, in: An Anthology of Chinese Literature: Beginnings to 1911, ed. and transl.
by Stephen Owen (New York: W.W. Norton, 1996), 260.

39

Chinese Poetry; an Anthology of Major Modes and Genres, ed. and transl. by Wai-lim Yip (Durham and
London: Duke University Press, 1997), 73.
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The poem, despondent in any way one chooses to reads it, acquires an additional
air of despair in its last couplet, and the final three words: dao wu yin
.
Understanding it causally, seems like an over simplification. Having not specified
the obstacles to returning, the poet leaves us with a final much graver reaction to
chaos and death. Dao wu yin sounds as if there is no way to find and follow, and
thus casting a doubt upon the very concept of return. Life being intermingled with
death throughout the poem, deems ‘going back’ as devoid of meaning. Human
destiny or as it is put here—human destination, gets blurred: even graves are not
final resting places—they’ve been turned into ploughed fields, and their
surrounding trees into firewood. 40
Cai Zong-qi, following the Qing critic Wu Qi, takes the poem a step further,
putting the words of the first and last couplets in the mouth of the dead, a
»posthumous speaker« in his words (and thus the quotation marks). In this way
he is able to connect the two couplets:
Day by day those who are gone go farther away,
Day by day those who have come become closer to one another.

[Next lines without quotation marks:
Go outside the gate of the wall and look afar:
All you see is hills and graves.

And then the last lines again in the first person:]
I long to go back to my native land,
but I cannot find a way to return.

And he adds: »When the dead arise to tell us how they sink deeper and deeper
into oblivion with each passing day and how they struggle in vain to return to their
homes on earth, they strike the horror of death deep into the heart of the living.
Not only do the dead suffer eternal darkness and oblivion, they have to endure the
gnawing consciousness of their suffering and of their failure to rid themselves of
that suffering«.41

40

All too familiar.

41

Cai also mentions here the poem’s antecedent—Zhuangzi’s speaking skull, and of later date— Tao
Qian’s self-mourning poems depicting his own funeral. See, Cai Zongqi, The Matrix of Lyric
Transformation; Poetic Modes and Self-Presentation in Early Chinese Pentasyllabic Poetry (Ann Arbor:
The University of Michigan, 1996), 70–71. We ought to add here the modern manifestation of the
old motif: Lu Xun again, with his retold Zhuangzi story, »Resurrecting the Dead« [»Qisi«

] in
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Another longing-for-home poem, conveying a more »quotidian« despair, is the
last of the Nineteen Old Poems. The direct, rather plain description of misery sounds
less convincing to our undiscerning ears, making one suspect that the wanderer is
trying to persuade himself of his sorrowful circumstances:
Pure and white bright moon,
lighting my silk bed curtains.
I feel such grief I cannot sleep.
just slip on a robe and rise.
Traveling may be a joy,
but early return is better.
I step out of the door and pace
with no one to listen to my sorrow.
Head lifted to sky, I return to my chamber,
clothes wet with tears.42

And alternatively, lines 5-6 in Stephen Owen’s translation:
Though travels are said to have their joys,
Better by far to turn home soon.43

！

With the bright moon (mingyue
) and the bed [curtains] (chuang [wei] [ ]),
one immediately thinks of Li Bai’s (
, 701–762) »guxiang« poem, which every
child knows by heart:

his collection Old Tales Retold [Gushi xinbian

, 1922–1935]. For more of his confrontations

with the dead and new surrealist imagery, see also »After Death« [»sihou«
[»mu jiewen«
42

], two grim pieces of his Wild Grass [Yecao

1924–1926].

»Pure and White Bright Moon« (Poem 19), in The Anchor Book of Chinese Poetry. Edited by Tony
Barnstone and Chou Ping (New York: Anchor Books, 2005), 37–38.

43

] and »Epitaph«

Owen, An Anthology, 256.
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Night Thoughts
Before my bed, the bright moonlight
I mistake it for frost on the ground.
Raising my head, I stare at the bright moon; [or: mountain moon]
lowering my head, I think of home. 44

,
.
, [or:

]

.

The poet, is half awake half asleep. Although his longing is [supposedly] triggered
by the sight of the full moon, a conventional symbol of family reunion, his first
reaction is sudden—he is puzzled by the bright image on the ground. His being
perplexed (yi
) is imaginative, fresh, free, and essentially different from
»nostalgic« pondering indicated by si , which he does when looking up at the
moon and realizing his »error«. It suggests a longer, more deliberate mental act.
An additional interesting comment here, again of Cai Zongqi: »[…] The round
(full) moon… has caused the traveller to lower his head and think of home. Yet his
thoughts are permeated by the frost, now transformed into a symbol of his
homesickness and still carrying its connotations of coldness, harshness, and
destructiveness. Thus, the poem has very subtly projected us into the poet’s raw
emotional state«.45
After this expansive digression to xiang—component of guxiang, »the native
place«—I return to the second compound mentioned above—xiangchou, literally,
»the pain of home coming« or vaguely, but more to the point, some kind of
»homesickness«. Again, according to the HYDC, its first appearance is in a poem
by Du Fu
(712–770):
»A Companion Piece to a Poem Sent Me by Pei Di, “Climbing to the East
Pavilion of Shuzhou to Send Off a Traveler, Coming Upon Early Plum Blossoms
and thinking of You”«.

44

Transl. by Charles Egan in: How to Read Chinese Poetry; a Guided Anthology, ed. by Cai Zong-qi (New
York: Columbia University Press, 2008), 210.

45

Cai, How to Read, 210.
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The public plums by the eastern kiosk stirred poetry’s inspiration,
and it was just as with He Xun when he was in Yangzhou.46
Facing their snow at that moment, you thought of me far away;
encountering spring as you sent off a traveler it was right to act as you pleased.47
I am glad that you did not snap a spray to bring pain at the year’s end,
how could I take looking on such, stirring a turmoil of homesickness?
My one tree here by the river is gradually blossoming,
day and night it makes my hair grow white still faster.48

»

«49

This is an overflowing short poem—it is a heptasyllabic regulated verse and an
excellent example of individual poetic sensibility bursting out of a set of motifs,
imagery and allusion. It holds in it a whole story, »played out« by four
»protagonists«—Pei Di, the poet/official whose poem spurs Du Fu’s (the »I« of the
poem) »companion piece«; He Xun, another poet/official, famous for his »plum
poems«, and finally Pei Di’s guest, the parting with whom is another stimulus for

46

He Xun

47

Alternatively, see David R. McCraw’s translation of the line: »At send-off greeting spring could

(466–519) wrote famously on plums.

you give free vent […].«, in David R. McCraw, Du Fu’s Laments from the South (Honolulu: University
of Hawaii Press, 1992), 85–87. I read it slightly differently, keeping in mind [

]

([shi]xing) of the

first line and understanding it in an »apologeticvein« in view of the scene/blossoms, approaching
spring and parting from a friend you couldn’t but be inspired and write the poem for me.
48

The Complete Poetry of Du Fu. Ed. and transl. by Stephen Owen (Library of Chinese Humanities—
De Gruyter), < https://www.degruyter.com/view/serial/449827> (last retrieval February 21, 2018).

49

Chengdu, 760.
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the poem sent to Du Fu. Accordingly, the »story« also rolls between four different
locations—East Pavilion in Shuzhou, where Pei Di is sending off his friend;
Yangzhou, where He Xun wrote his poem on early plum blossoming; and then the
poet’s two hinted at locations—the humble abode in Chengdu, and his longed for
native place in the north (Luoyang area). The seasons change with the locations,
and the different times of plum blossoming—winter’s end to beginning of spring—
forcefully mark the passage of time and man’s ageing.
Still, notwithstanding the diversity, the plum twig is the single tangible object
and symbolic image, which threads through the poem, connecting the personae,
locations, time and seasons. The plum inspires Pei Di’s poem in the first place;
the poem which Du Fu receives is as beautiful as He Xun’s famous plum poems;
seeing the blossoms in the snow makes Pei Di think of Du Fu, and the parting
from his friend makes him write the poem. Pei Di’s poem, fortunately (as we are
told in the verse), was sent without the blossoming sprig (customarily attached
among friends), which spares Du Fu the »turmoil of homesickness«. Still, visible
to him is the one tree growing on the river bank (in his location in the south),
gradually blossoming and making him ever more painfully aware of the passage of
time and encroachment of old age.
The plum blossoms appear immediately in the first line as the poetic
inspiration or »affective image« (xing )50, that is to say, Pei Di’s inspiration and
emotions as imagined by Du Fu (on the basis of Pei Di’s poem sent to him but lost
to us). The reference to He Xun not only adds to Du Fu’s praise of Pei Di’s poem,
but also creates a poetic bond between the three poets. Ironically, in the first part
of the poem Du Fu is, as if, just a recipient and ‘passive’ reader, reacting to the
two other poets. It is through them that he becomes aware of changes of space
and time.
Only in the second part does the poem turn more directly to its author and
his own feelings, introduced in the fifth line with the reappearing plum twig. But
not as tangible as all that—the twig which is »fortunately« not there, would
otherwise have aroused the imagined emotions, the pain of the end of the year

50

Translated thus by both Stephen Owen, An Anthology, 34, as well as Jie Cui and Cai Zong-qi, How
to Read Chinese Poetry; a Workbook (New York: Columbia University Press, 2012), 8, 25. See also my
»The [True] Meaning of xing had been Lost; Words and Poetry in the Analects of Confucius«,
Monumenta Serica 54 (2006), 151–164.
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and the »turmoil of homesickness« (luan xiangchou
). Not only does the poet
identify with the frame of mind of his brothers-in-spirit, he also »imagines« his
own potential emotions. It is strangely formulated, and in paraphrase: If he were
to see the twig, how could he bear the ‘turmoil of homesickness’ (or the wild
incitement of homesickness). We witness here an impetuous leap from the
»tangible« not-existing object and well-established symbolic image, to the
imagined stormy emotion. This makes one think that the term here—xiangchou,
»homesickness«, incorporates more than is indicated in the translated word;
perhaps, a desire or yearning for meaning and authenticity— poetic and
existential—in the context of the passage of time. It is this which is reiterated
throughout the poem and comes to its climax in the last line: »day and night it
makes my hair grow white still faster«.
Xiangchou, that »pain of native place«, is not limited to its objects (home and
the rest), but goes right to the core of longing—of »truthfully attaining« the
»yearned for«. Being of its nature unfulfillable, yearning surfaces through the
poeticizing of personal raw, less controlled associations into a more established,
disciplined aesthetic web of prosody and imagery. It is the pain of yearning for the
unfulfillable which is at its centre, more than its actual objects.
4
Now, finally to my initial purpose to get to the »Modern«, which seems to have
been held back by what has been considered until now.
So, only a brief return to Lu Xun. Du Fu’s imagery led me not to the obvious
Guxiang
, »My Native Home« (1921, an attempt to undermine any nostalgic
inclination), nor to Fengbo
, »Storm in a Teacup« (1920), 51 which my title
quotes, but to his Zai jiulou shang
, »In the Wine Shop/Tavern« (1924).52
The plum twig, of course, is not unique to this poem of Du Fu, but the central

51

And also, perhaps unforgivably, skipping Lu Xun’s first short story »Huaijiu«

(1911), translated,

as mentioned above, as »Nostalgia«. See note 8.
52

Included in Lu Xun’s Wandering (Panghuang
1926.

), published in Beijing (Beixin shuju chubanshe,
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image of blossoms »braving« the snow (duixue
) in combination with the other
motifs—friendship and parting, locations in south and north, contemplating the
old home, ageing—connects in my mind with Lu Xun’s forlorn tavern’s courtyard
with its plum and camellia »rivalling« the snow (dou xue
).
I refer here only to the frame-story of »Zai jiulou shang« (about a fifth of the
whole story—one page at the beginning and [a pro forma] hardly half-page at the
end) and not to the main part which is a portrayal of what might be described as
»nostalgia«—a trip back »home«, meaning here a withdrawal from newly adopted
revolutionary ideas to the embrace of old traditional ways. The retrogressive
process (in the form of a morose confession of sorts) is put in the mouth of the
story’s main protagonist, a disillusioned activist and previous comrade of the
narrator (and participant in the plot). They chance upon each other in the tavern
they used to frequent ten years earlier, when serving as teachers in this small
southern town. The friend’s tale of his retreat to what they fought against (he now
teaches the Classics, half-heartedly adheres to old values and »functionally«
succumbs to superstitions) comes as a shock to the listening narrator. But does it
really? A closer reading of the frame-story 53 further intimates that he too, the
narrator, has not really dispelled the past—he is struggling and has »flown only in
a small circle« too. The old friend starts his story by explaining his own return to
the town:
As soon as I came back I knew I was a fool«. Holding his cigarette in one hand and the
wine-cup in the other, he spoke with a bitter smile. »When I was young, I saw the way
bees or flies stopped in one place. If they were frightened they would fly off, but after
flying in a small circle they would come back again to stop in the same place; and I
thought this really very foolish, as well as pathetic. But I didn’t think that I would fly
back myself, after only flying in a small circle. And I didn’t think you would come back
either. Couldn’t you have flown a little further?« »That’s difficult to say. Probably I too

53

Various modern and contemporary »return stories« have apologetic »introductions«
embarrassedly justifying their journeys home, journeys which turn into dismal disillusionment.
See, for example, the beginnings of Lu Xun’s »Guxiang« and Mo Yan’s »White Dog and the Swings«
[

»

«, 1985)]. Their explanatory, humble quality is perhaps a distant echo of

introductory poems to traditional vernacular prose and of the long titles of classical poems (e.g.
Du Fu’s poem, p. 14).
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have simply flown in a small circle«. I also spoke with a rather bitter smile. »But why
did you fly back?54
«
«»
.
》
«»

«.

.»

?55

From here on sprawls the long monologue of Lü Weifu, the youth who has
retreated. As for the narrator, the »I« character, participating in the plot, he is on
his way back south to his native place. Driven by »indolence and nostalgia« (huaijiu
) he diverts to that nearby little town which »can be reached in less than half
a day by a small boat […]« (
). As traditional literary
convention would have it, he is enticed (the description is rather dry though) to
the old town by the wintery weather, reflecting his mood; still, four lines on, at
the end of the first paragraph we read, »In less than two [four] hours my
enthusiasm had waned, and I rather reproached myself for coming« (or: I rather
regretted this tiresome visit
). Finding nothing much of what he only half willingly admits to have
expected (old colleagues, the old school, etc.), he »quite naturally« (
)
remembers the small tavern (»wine-shop« in the English translation used here).
Supposedly inspired by some eagerness, or at least relieved of the unease
accompanying his pointless return, he immediately locks the door of his room and
sets out to the place (
). But again, a reservation comes to the
fore in the next sentence: »Actually, all I wanted was to escape the boredom of my
stay. I did not really want to drink« (
).
And then, walking upstairs, it all feels both familiar and strange:

54

All following quotations are taken from »In the Wine Shop« (or alternatively in this essay—
»tavern«), in Selected Works of Lu Hsun, vol.1, 174–187.

55

All following quotations are taken from »Zai jiulou shang

« in Lu Xun xiaoshu xuan

[Selection of Lu Xun’s Short Stories] (Chengdu: Sichuan renmin chubanshe 1979), 192–206.
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[This upstairs room was absolutely empty, which enabled me to take possession of the
best seat from which I could look out on to the deserted courtyard beneath.] The
courtyard probably did not belong to the wine shop. I had looked out at it many times
before in the past, sometimes in snowy weather too. Now, to eyes accustomed to the
North, the sight was sufficiently striking: several old plum trees, rivals of the snow,
were actually in full blossom as if entirely oblivious of winter; while beside the
crumbling pavilion there was still a camellia with a dozen crimson blossoms standing
out against its thick, dark green foliage, blazing in the snow as bright as fire, indignant
and, as if despising the wanderer’s wanderlust.
»

«,56
》

」

As if despite of himself, the sight of the deserted courtyard is »sufficiently striking«
(to the eye of the now »northerner«), or »merits astonishment« (
).
This rather fits the apologetic tone of voice which characterizes the whole framestory. His meditation of the »nostalgic visit«—while putting on a face of total
indifference—is fidgety, uneasy, in a way nervous. Any recognition of the slightest
excitement or sentimentality is hastily supressed and qualified. But then, it is the
sight of the plum blossoms and camellia flowers defying the snow which
spontaneously brings on the nostalgic:
I suddenly remembered the moistness of the heaped snow here, clinging, glistening
and shining, quite unlike the dry northern snow which, when a high wind blows, will
fly up and fill the sky like mist.[…]
「
[…]

But straightaway, yet again, come the explicit words »struggling-against« any such
feelings. The momentary nostalgic slip is held back and also, as luck would have
it, is interrupted by the waiter arriving with wine and food. Nostalgia melts away
with the more matter of fact analysis:
The wine had come. I turned to the table, set everything straight and filled my cup. I
felt that the North was certainly not my home, yet when I came South I could only

56

Analects, 9.8.
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count as a stranger. The dry snow up there, which flew like powder, and the soft snow
here, which clung lingeringly, seemed equally alien to me57. In a slightly melancholy
mood, I took a leisurely sip of wine.

All this is still the frame-story serving to introduce the main protagonist, whose
entry to the tavern catches the narrator by surprise. In spite of his feeling of
loneliness, he dreads the idea of any other guest—perhaps a threatening past
acquaintance—coming in. But then it happens:
This time it must be a customer,« I thought, for the footsteps sounded much slower
than those of the waiter. When I judged that he must be at the top of the stairs, I
raised my head rather apprehensively to look at this unwelcome company. I gave a
start and stood up.

And here starts the intruder’s monologue, explaining his return south and
describing his circumstances and state of mind since their ways parted. He is back
in town, so he tells, in response to his mother’s request, entrusting him with two
tasks inspired by the »old ethics«.
While Lü Weifu conscientiously carries out what to both men are pointless
tasks (although in despair in the guise of apathy), he finally finds some meaning
therein. He thus represents all that the I-narrator is guarding against in his
nostalgic return: any residual attachment to the past.
It was the plum blossoms, the old image, which has momentarily touched the
returning narrator looking out of the tavern’s window. The same happens to his
friend: the image reappears, deep into the story, almost halfway through, brought
up as if casually by Lü Weifu, when interrupting for a second the flow of his
monologue and draining another cup of wine. He looks out of the window and
exclaims:

57

The translation here seems to miss something of the emphasis on his indifference, on not caring
about it all—neither of the »snows« are of any concern to him.
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Could you find anything like this up North? Flowers in thick snow, and beneath the snow not
frozen. So, the day before yesterday I bought a small coffin [to shift his little brother’s
grave to a place safe of the flooding water, in fulfilment his mother’s request].
[…].

He too, in his self-professed mood of apathy is interrupted by the vision, but
refuses to say anything further.
In both cases it is a pang of nostalgia—ephemeral, transient, triggered by the
memory of an old place and old times, but also by the imagery of an ongoing
literary tradition. The symbolic moment also encapsulates what the poet/writer
works against. Nostalgia as a particular, dubious adjunct to memory is intrinsic to
writing, but stands there to be searchingly negotiated. In our context, it is the
exploration of nostalgia, in a way an anti-nostalgic preoccupation which takes care
of the uncovering of things, and salvages the writings from the distortions of
memory.
Although similar in origin and in nature—basking in old memories—nostalgia
(in its more common display) works adversely when it comes to collective
memory.58 It is more of a construct—available to be solicited at wish and need,
and often playing a part in communal ceremony (far from the Confucian ideal of
social harmony as the east is far from the west). Based on the supposedly pleasing
feeling of being a part of the community and its lore, the »nostalgic« individual is
called upon to remember, memorialize, and celebrate the communal past with its
values, glorified historical events, sites, national heroes.
The created nostalgic mood can be remolded not only to make the
remembered ever more palatable, but also to exonerate whatever is unpalatable.
In the warmth of muffled togetherness, a particular design of the ‘recollected’ past
can be exploited to form desirable attitudes towards the present and possibly the
future.
But I’ll end here, again with Tao Qian’s serene words:

58

It is worthwhile to return here, finally, to Guxiang. The term, with its connotations of longing for
home and native place has been adopted in modern writings as a reference to China, being used
by writers who left the homeland to study abroad. An extreme example of complex patriotic
longings, is Yu Dafu’s (

1896–1845) »Sinking« (Chenlun

), written while in Japan (1921).
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Elegy for Myself 59
It’s the late-autumn pitch-tone Wu-yi, Ting year of the hare. The heavens are cold now,
and the nights long. Geese pass, traveling south in desolate, windswept skies. Leaves
turn yellow and fall. I, Master Tao, will soon leave this inn awaiting travelers, and return
forever to my native home. Everyone grieves. Mourning together, they’ve gathered here
tonight for these farewell rites. They’re making offerings to me: elegant foods and
libations of crystalline wine. I look into their already blurred faces, listen to their voices
blending away into silence. Hu-ooo! Ai-tsai hu-ooo!

，

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Department of Asian Studies

Raoul in South Mt. Hebron, the occupied territories (2013).

59

Tao Qian, first lines of »Elegy«, 32.

Qoheleth in Chinese Dress:
Early Versions of the Chinese Bible
Lihi Yariv-Laor

Abstract
The paper deals with early Chinese translations of the book of Qoheleth,
traditionally considered one of the most enigmatic writings of the Hebrew Bible. Five early
Chinese versions are examined, Morrison and Milne’s 1823’s pioneering work; the 1854
Delegates’ Version; two different translations by Samuel Isac Joseph Schereschewsky (1875
and 1899); and the well known 1919. Chinese versions of the book are known to the presentday reader as Chuandao shu
.
KeyWords Qoheleth, Hebrew Bible · Bible translations into Chinese, Chuandao shu
· Delegates’ Version, Union Version

 ו ְַהְכִּסיל, ֶהָחָכם ֵעינָיו ְבּר ֹאשׁוֹ.>שׁ
ֶ ֹ ַהח- ִמן,ִכּיְתרוֹן ָהאוֹר--ַהִסְּכלוּת-שׁיֵּשׁ י ְִתרוֹן ַלָחְכָמה ִמן
ֶ ,ו ְָרִאיִתי אָנִי
ַ
ִ
ַ
ִ
ִ
ִ
ָ
ָ
ָ
ֻכּלּם-שׁמְּקֶרה ֶאחד יְקֶרה ֶאת
ֶ ֹ ַבּח.
ֶ ,אָני-שׁ> הוֵֹל>; ו ְידְעתּי גם
I saw that wisdom is better than folly, just as light is better than darkness. The wise have
eyes in their heads, while the fool walks in the darkness; but I came to realize that the same
fate overtakes them both (Ecclesisates, 2;13-14, NIV).
To the blessed memory of Raoul David Findeisen whose contribution to the field of Chinese
translatology is so dear to me

Traditionally considered one of the most enigmatic writings of the Hebrew Bible,1
the book of Qoheleth has given rise to many questions. Contents and authorship
are equally associated with a title that by no means attenuates the cryptic aura

1

Scott labels Qoheleth as »the stranges« or »the book whose presence in the sacred canons of
Judaism and of Christianity is most inexplicable«. Robert B.Y. Scott, Proverbs and Ecclesiastes
(Garden City; New York: Doubleday, 1965), 191.
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surrounding this text. True with regard to the Hebrew, translated versions too
cannot fail to embody at least part of the ambiguities inherent in the original, and
in their turn give rise to further interpretations, allusions and interconnections.
The Chinese versions of the book known to the present-day reader as
Chuandao shu
constitute no exception in manifesting the difficulties
incurred in deciphering the contents. They add a further dimension to questions
and open new quandaries that affect both the title and the contents.
Five early Chinese versions are examined here: Morrison and Milne’s 1823’s2
pioneering work; the 1854 Delegates’ Version 3 ; two different translations by
Schereschewsky 4 (1875 and 1899); and the well known 1919 Union Version. 5
Reflecting a century of Protestant missionaries’ efforts to bring the Scriptures to
Chinese readers, these texts allow us not only to look at ways of coping with the
Protestant transmission of Qoheleth 6 but also to observe some strategies of
Chinese Bible translations in the 19th century.

2

Shentian Shengshu

[Chronicle Book of Proclaiming the Way], transl. by Robert

Morrison and William Milne, issued by the Anglo-Chinese College [Ying Hua shuyuan
], 1823.
3

The term »Delegates’ Version« is commonly used to refer to the New Testament translation
Xinyue quanshu

published in 1852 and to the Old Testament translation Jiuyue quanshu

published in 1854. On this version see Patrick Hanan, »The Bible as Chinese literature:
Medhurst, Wang Tao, and the Delegates’ Version«, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 63 (2003), 197239. As the part of the Old Testament where the book of Qoheleth appears was actually translated
by Medhurst, Milne, and Stronach. Zetzsche argues that it should be more accurately referred to
as »the London Missionary Version«. See Jost Oliver Zetzsche, The Bible in China. The History
of the Union Version or The Culmination of Protestant Missionary Bible Translation in China.
Monumenta Serica Monograph Series XLV (Sankt Augustin: Monumenta Serica Institut, 1999),
101–102.
4

Shi Yuese yiben

5

Heheben

, transl. by Samuel I. J. Schereschewsky (1875, rev. ed. 1899).

6

Despite various previous attempts by the Jesuits to translate the Bible into Chinese, the first

Chinese Union Version (1919).

Roman Catholic version of the entire Bible (Old and New Testaments), translated by a team at
the Studium Biblicum Franciscanum Sinense, was published as late as 1968.
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1

The Word Qoheleth

Qoheleth, the Hebrew title of the book, has been variously explained as a personal
name, a pen name, a function, or even a short form of some sort (such as an
acronym).7 The Hebrew root Q H L  קהלmeans »to convoke«, »to assemble« or »to
be gathered«, but the word Qoheleth has a strange form. What does the unusual
form of the word conceal?8 Whether the answer is that Qoheleth is a sort of official
function, a designation of an official who addresses an assembly, or a personal
name, or whether it refers to some other identity, is of great interest to scholars.
For translators, the answer to this question bears practical implications.
Since Qoheleth, the Hebrew title of the book, comes from the opening verse
(Eccl 1:1): »divrei Qoheleth ben David, melekh biYrushlayim« (The words of
Qoheleth son of David, king in Jerusalem), my first step was to examine how the
Chinese versions transmitted this verse, and then to look at the Chinese title of
the book in each version.
Of the three nouns figuring in the opening verse: a place name—»Jerusalem«,
a personal name—»David«, and a third one, the focus of our attention here, the
versions examined are unanimous only with regard to the Chinese transcription
of the name »Jerusalem«,9 established by Morrison as Yelusaleng
. The
7

See James Wood, Wisdom Literature: An Introduction (London: Duckworth, 1967), 66 and also James
L. Crenshaw, Qoheleth: The Ironic Wink (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 2013).

8

James L. Crenshaw, Urgent Advice and Probing Questions: Collected Writings on Old Testament Wisdom
(Macon: Mercer University Press, 1995), 499: »The difficulty of comprehending the meaning of
the word Qoheleth in the original Hebrew text is compounded by the fact that it seems to be
understood differently within the book itself, where Qoheleth has the definite article at least once
(12:8, although the same verse occurs in 1:2 where Qoheleth lacks the article).«

9

The French Jesuit Jean Basse’s translation of major parts of the New Testament, which Morrison
read in the British Museum before embarking on his China mission, included a Chinese
transcription for »Jerusalem« and for »David«, but not for Qoheleth, which does not figure in the
text of the New Testament. Basset’s transliteration for »Jerusalem« was Rousaleng
»David«—Dawei

and for

. See Zhao Xiaoyang, »Erma shengjing yiben yu Bairesheng shengjing yiben

guanxi kaobian«

[An Examination of the Relationship

between Robert Morrison and Joshua Marshman's Translations of the Bible and Jean Basset's
Translation], Xiandai shi yanjiu

4 (2009), 51. On Basset’s manuscript, see Thor
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two other nouns do not share a common convention for transliteration in Chinese
characters. The name »David« is given by Morrison as Dawude
,10 in the
Delegates’ Version as Dapi
, and in Schereschewsky’s versions as Dawei
—
11
as in other Protestant Chinese translations thereafter. But how do the Chinese
versions treat »Qoheleth«, which appears seven times within the original Hebrew
text?

2

Qoheleth within the Text

2.1 In Morrison’s translation
Morrison and Milne’s 1823 version was the first complete Chinese translation of
the Scriptures published in China,12 deriving its authority from the fame of Robert
Morrison (1782-1834), the London Missionary Society’s first representative in
China, considered as the father of Protestant missionary work in the country. As
Srandenaes, »The Sloane MS 3599—An Early Manuscript of an Incomplete Version of the New
Testament«, Theology and Life 6 (1983), 61–76; see also A. C. Moule, »A Manuscript: Chinese
Version of the New Testament (British Museum, Sloane 3599)«, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
of Great Britain and Ireland 1 (1949), 23–33.
10

Marshman shared Morrison’s transliteration for »Jerusalem« and for »David« (Zhao Xiaoyang,
»Erma shengjing yiben yu Bairesheng shengjing yiben«, 51). On Morrison’s linguistic background
see W. South Coblin, »Robert Morrison and the Phonology of Mid-Qing Mandarin«, Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Society 13 (2003), 339–355.

11

The name »David« is transcribed in the Catholic translation by the same two syllables, da wei; the
characters chosen to represent these syllables are different:

12

.

Although published only in 1823, the work of translation was completed by the end of 1819, as we
know from Morrison’s letter of the 25th of November 1819 to the Society in London quoted by
Ride: »By the mercy of God, an entire version of the books of the Old and New Testaments, into
the Chinese language, was this day brought to a conclusion«. Lindsay Ride, Robert Morrison—The
Scholar and the Man (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1957), 18. Joshua Marshman and
Johannes Lassar’s 1822 Chinese version, published in Serampore, India, was not widely
diseminated and did not enjoy the prestige of Morrison’s translation. In fact, the Marshman—
Lassar was to a great extent based on Morrison—Milne. See Zetzsche, The Bible in China, 51.
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Morrison and Milne shared the work of translation between them, the book of
Ecclesiastes was translated by Morrison 13 and his Chinese assistants 14 who most
probably had no previous translated version to consult.
Morrison’s opening verse reads: »Yelusaleng Wang Dawude zhi zi xuandaozhe zhi
yan ye«
(»The words of the proclaimer of the
way, son of Dawude, King of Jerusalem«). This rendering of Qoheleth as xuandaozhe
15
»one who proclaims the way«, »the proclaimer of the way«, is consistently
repeated in all the other six occurrences of the noun in the text, as demonstrated
by the following verse (1:2), which presents the motto of the book: »wan xu zhi xu
zai, xuandaozhe yue, wan xu zhi xu zai, suo you zhe, jie xu ye«
(»Emptiness of myriad emptinesses, the
proclaimer of the way said, emptiness of myriad emptinesses, whatever there is,
all is emptiness«). The translation of the word Qoheleth as xuandao zhe
seems
to be based on the attitude adopted in the Vulgate16 by St. Jerome, who, following
the Septuagint, took this noun to be an office related to the assembling of people,17
and stressed in addition the function of speaking in the presence of an assembly.
13

William Milne, Morrison’s collaborator, was not engaged in the translation of Qoheleth. See Ride,
Robert Morrison, 19.

14

On Morrison’s Chinese co-workers see W. South Coblin, »Robert Morrison and Thor Strandenaes,
Anonymous Bible Translators: Native Literati and the Translation of the Bible into Chinese, 18071907«, in Sowing the Word. The Cultural Impact of the British and Foreign Bible Society 1804–2004, ed.
by Stephen Batalden Kathleen Cann and John Dean (Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix Press, 2006),
121–148.

15

Transcribed seuen, the character

means »to proclaim« in Robert Morrison, A Dictionary of the

Chinese Language in Three Parts (Macao; London: Peter Perring Thoms, 1815–1823), 239. This was
the first Chinese-English dictionary ever compiled.
16

We know that Morrison used both the Vulgate and the Septuagint. In a letter quoted by Broomhall
Morrison says: »I have used the English public version; the Original Scriptures; Montanus’s
Version; the Vulgate; the French; the Septuagint translation; Thompson’s translation of the
Septuagint, etc«. Marshall Broomhall, Robert Morrison: A Master-Builder (London: Student
Christian Movement, 1927), 123.

17

This interpretation in the Septuagint, associating the noun for »assembly« with the word for a
public gathering, is based on the form of the Hebrew word pokheret appearing in two other
instances as a feminine participle functioning as an office. Ezra 2: 57; Nehemiah 7:59.
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This construal led to the Reformers’ use of Prediger (»Preacher«) with reference
to this book, although there is no biblical evidence for such a meaning.
2.2 In the Delegates’ Version
An independent approach, evidently aware of the puzzling aspects of the noun
Qoheleth while striving at the same time to be faithful to Classical Chinese style, is
demonstrated in the Delegates’ Version. By freely translating the opening verse
Yelusaleng Wang Dapi zhi zi, xuanbo Dadao, qi yan yue
,
(»The son of Dapi King of Jerusalem propagating the Great Way, his
words say«), in which xuanbo
functions as a verb (»propagating«), the
translators—Walter Henry Medhurst, William Charles Milne, John Stronach 18
and last but not at all least—Wang Tao, the young Chinese literatus who was
actually in charge of producing the Chinese version, 19 decided not to render
Qoheleth as a noun at all. The verb, transmitting its supposed meaning of
announcing the activities of the son of David who spreads and propagates the
Great Way, is followed by the phrase qi yan yue
(his words say), that opens
a quotation of direct speech in the subsequent verse (1:2): wu guan wan shi, kong zhi
you kong, xu zhi you xu«
(»I saw all things—
hollowness upon hollowness, emptiness upon emptiness«).
Avoiding transmission of the noun Qoheleth which in the opening verse of the
Hebrew original agrees with the verbal form of the third person singular (»havel
havalim amar Qoheleth havel havalim hakol havel« (the ultimate absurdity, says
Qoheleth, the ultimate absurdity; everything is absurd), the Delegates’ Version opts
for the first person pronoun wu »I« instead. The same policy is adopted in two
other verses of this version, where another first person pronoun,20 wo »I« figures
18

As »Stronach and Milne seem to have followed Medhurst’s lead on style and the principles of
translation«, see Patrick Hanan, »The Bible as Chinese Literature: Medhurst, Wang Tao and the
Delegates’ Version«, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 63,1 (2003), 215. While working with two
other delegateds on the New Testament committee, we have no reason to doubt that this pattern
prevailed in their work on the Old Testament.

19

Wang Tao’s crucial role in the translation work of the Old Testament is vividly described in
Patrick Hanan’s »The Bible as Chinese Literature«.

20

There is a controversy with regard to the functional difference between these two first person
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instead of a noun for Qoheleth: in (12:9) »wo ji you zhi, jiao min yi zhi, zhuan xin qiu
dao, chenshu zhengui«
(»Since I have
wisdom, [I] teach the people by means of wisdom, focusing on seeking the way,
[I] tell admonitions«), which is the rendering of »veyoter shehaya Qoheleth hakham
od limed da'at et ha'am«. In addition to the fact that Qoheleth was wise, he also
taught the people knowledge«; In 12:10 we again find that this Chinese version
uses a first person speech to render Qoheleth followed by a third person verb: »wo
suo yun jia yan ye, suo lu shi yu ye«
(»what I said is good
words, what I narrated is true sayings«), which translates a third person in the
original: »bikesh Qoheleth limtso divrei hefets vekhatuv yosher divrei emeth«
(Qoheleth sought to find pleasing words and accurately wrote down trustworthy
sayings).
Furthermore, in 1:12, where the original Hebrew text uses the first person
pronoun followed by Qoheleth in an emphasizing apposition (»ani Qoheleth hayiti
melekh biYrushalayim« (I Qoheleth was king in Jerusalem), the translators of the
Delegates’ Version (Wang Tao’s hand is here particularly clear), skip the noun
altogether and conscientiously use the personal pronoun yu (which in the Oracle
Bone Inscriptions referred »almost exclusively to the king himself«): 21 »Yu wei
Yîselie Wang, du Yelusaleng«
(»I was King of Israel,
whose capital is Jerusalem«). The only two cases (out of the seven occurrences of
Qoheleth in the original) where the Delegates’ Version does render it as a noun are
in verses containing the word Qoheleth preceded by the definite article in the

pronouns in Classical Chinese. Karlgren sees here a reflection of an original case system. Bernhard
Karlgren, »Le Proto-chinois langue flexionnelle«, Journal Asiatique 15 (1920), 205–233; argues that
the distinction is constituted by stress: between a stressed for—wo

and an unstressed for—wu

. George A. Kennedy, »The Classical Chinese forms ngo and nga«, 1956, reprinted in Selected
Works of George A. Kennedy, ed. by Li Tien-yi (New Haven: Far Eastern Publications, Yale
University 1964), 434–442; A.C. Graham does not agree with this observation. Angus Charles
Graham, »The Archaic Chinese Pronouns«, Asia Major New Series 15 (1969), 17–61. On the other
hand, Pullyblank says that wo

»seems to be more emphatic and contrastive than wu

«. Edwin

G. Pulleyblank, Outline of Classical Chinese Grammar (Vancouver: University of British Columbia,
1995), 77.
21

This old usage of yu

referring to the king can be seen in early Zhou bronze inscriptions. Cf.

Pulleyblank, Outline of Classical Chinese Grammar, 76.
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Hebrew text. It seems as if, to the translators, in these two cases alone might the
word justifiably be interpreted as a name designating an official post chuandaozhe
»the transmitter of the way«, »the preacher«. In 12:8 we find »Chuandaozhe
yue, wo guan wan shi, kong zhi you kong, xu zhi you xu«
(»The preacher said: I saw all things—hollowness upon hollowness,
emptiness upon emptiness«). The fact that this verse, identical in the Hebrew
original with 1:2 except for the definite article preceding Qoheleth, is treated
differently in this version shows that the translation is very far from mechanical.
Not only is it reader-oriented, it is also very much aware of the original text. While
Medhurst and his two colleagues of the London Missionary Society were
conscious of the difference between these two cases where Qoheleth was preceded
by the definite article, and other occurrences, Wang Tao on his side proved his
talent and erudition in finding the appropriately stylish literary solution.
Interestingly enough, in 7:27, where the original is somewhat obscure: »re’e ze
matsati amra« (3rd pers. fem.) Qoheleth (which according to some readings could
also be taken as »amar ha-Qoheleth« /says the Qoheleth/ or »ahat le'ahat limtso heshbon«
/Look, I have discovered this—says Qoheleth—adding one to one in order to find
the sum/), the translators omit the vague meaning and combine this verse with
7:28 into a verse that opens with »Chuandaozhe yue«
(»The preacher
said«S). What emerges from all this is that Medhurst, Milne and Stronach,
uncertain as to the real entity behind the word Qoheleth, seriously and very
ingeniously searched for a way to deal with the problem.
2.3 In Schereschewsky’s versions
A third and fourth version, published in 1875 and 1899 respectively, are both the
work of Samuel Isaac Joseph Schereschewsky. 22 Unlike the earlier translations
that used the classical literary style to render the Bible, his was the first to transmit
the entire Bible into Mandarin, the modern colloquial language. The 1875
translation of Qoheleth begins: Yelusaleng Wang Dawei de erzi, Keheilie zhi yan
(Keheilie huo zuo Jiangdaozhe xia tong) ji zai xiamian
(»The words of Keheilie son of Dawei,

22

For a biography of Schereschewsky, see Irene Eber, The Jewish Bishop and the Chinese Bible: S. I. J.
Schereschewsky (1831–1906) (Leiden: Brill, 1999).
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King of Jerusalem /Keheilie, or »the one who gives sermons«, and the same
hereafter/ are recorded below«). Published twenty-four years later,
Schereschewsky’s revised version of 1899 has: »Yelusaleng Wang Dawei de erzi
Kexilie zhi yan ji zai xiamian«
(»The
words of Kexilie, son of Dawei King of Jerusalem are recorded below«).
Schereschewsky’s versions reflect the translator’s awareness of the issue
behind Qoheleth from quite another point of view. Unlike his predecessors and also
his successors, Schereschewsky uses a transliteration of the word Qoheleth.The
transliteration, however, varies.
In the 1875 version, the transliteration Keheilie in the opening verse is
immediately followed by a note in parenthesis »Keheilie, or otherwise “The one
who gives sermons,” and the same hereafter«. Adding this note, Schereschewsky
seems to indicate that although he himself thinks that to regard Qoheleth as a
personal name23 is correct, a certain latitude should be left open to an alternative
view which treats Qoheleth as a kind of public function, designating a person who
gives sermons. Nonetheless, beyond that single note in the opening verse,
Schereschewsky unmistakably treats Qoheleth as a personal name in all other
occurrences. In 1:12 he translates: »Wo Kehelie zuoguo Yiselie wang, jian du zai
Yelusaleng«
(»I Keheilie was King of
Israel (and) established the capital in Jerusalem«).
Conveying the message of the original with meticulous accuracy and at the
same time observing an idiomatic baihua style, Schereschewsky is also aware of the
Chinese tendency to avoid amassing personal names; in 1:2, which is preceded by
the opening verse where the name Qoheleth rendered Keheilie figures, he makes use
of a third personal pronoun instead of repeating the name: »Ta shuo, fan shi dou shi
xukong de xukong, xukong de xukong, dou shi xukong«
(»He said, everything is emptiness of emptiness,
emptiness of emptiness, all is emptiness«). But, when this verse is repeated in 12:8,
without being preceded by a verse containing the name, the translator transmits
»Qoheleth« by Keheilie without hesitation: »Keheilie shuo, fan shi dou shi xukong de

23

Although this is a man’s personal name (King David’s son) it has a feminine ending. However,
precedents exist for a masculine personal name with a feminine ending, as, for example, the name
Alameth, 1 Chr. 7:8.
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xukong, dou shi xukong «
(»Keheilie
said, everything is hollowness of hollowness, all is hollowness«).
In his 1899 version, Schereschewsky again clearly opts for the solution of a
personal name, thus showing his direct knowledge of the Hebrew text in which
Qoheleth is felt to be a personal name. However, the transliteration of the name
underwent a change in the 1899 version: it is no longer Keheilie
, but Kexilie
. A possible reason for this change in the second syllable was a wish to avoid
the character hei »black«,24 which carries negative connotations. If this was the
motive behind the change, we might see here the fingerprint of the Chinese
literatus, Scherescehwsky’s coworker 25 in the translation project, who very
probably felt it necessary to introduce Qoheleth to the Chinese reader by a more
sociable transliteration. As a result of this careful attention paid to the name and
to the characters used to transmit it, the alveolo-palatal fricative Mandarin syllable
(xi) was chosen as better suited for reflecting the glottal fricative second syllable
of the Hebrew word (pronounced Ko-he-let) than the velar fricative hei used in the
1875 version.
2.4 In the Union’s Version
The Union Version, published in 1919 became most popular in China of the period.
For the opening verse of Qoheleth it has: »zai Yelusaleng zuo Wang, Dawei de erzi,
chuandaozhe de yanyu«
(»The
words of the transmitter of the way, son of David, who served as King in
Jerusalem«).
Unlike Schereshewsky, the Union translation, in all the versions published
since 1919 to our own time, does not hesitate to qualify the attribute of the son of
David as a function, chuandaozhe
»the preacher«. Adhering to the

24

I thank my dear friend and colleague Lin Qian for suggesting this explanation.

25

According to Eber, The Jewish Bishop, 162, the Chinese literatus who helped Schereschewsky in
producing this version was probably Ye Shandang. On the crucial importance of Chinese
coworkers to the project of Bible translation in China, see Thor Strandenaes, »Anonymous Bible
Translators: Native Literati and the Translation of the Bible into Chinese, 1807–1907,« in Sowing
the Word: The Cultural Impact of the British and Foreign Bible Society 1804–2004, ed. by Stephen
Batalden, Kathleen Cann and John Dean (Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix Press, 2004), 121–148.
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Protestant tradition followed by translations to western languages, the Union
Version does not leave the slightest suspicion in the reader’s mind that the word
might be interpreted in some other way. All seven occurrences manifest this
interpretation, as for example in the closing chapter of the book (12:10):
»Chuandaozhe zhuan xin xunqiu ke xiyue de yanyu, shi ping zhengzhi xie de chengshi hua«
(«The preacher focused
his mind on seeking pleasant words, trustworthy sayings based on candid writing«),
which translates »bikesh Qoheleth limtso divrei hefets vekhatuv yosher divrei emeth«
(Qoheleth sought to find pleasing words and accurately wrote down trustworthy
sayings).
Having observed the ways adopted by five early Chinese versions to render
the word Qoheleth, we now turn to the title of the book in each of these versions.

3

Qoheleth’s Chinese Title

Not in any Chinese version of the Bible does the title of the book refer to a person
holding an official post such as »one who holds an assembly«, »a convoker«, as the
usage established since the Greek word ’Εκκλεσιαστης (from ’εκκλεσια »an
assembly of the citizens summoned by the crier«) was chosen for the title of this
book as a translation of Qoheleth in the Septuagint.
Morrison’s 1823 version, which, as we have seen, is consistent in using the term
xuandaozhe »proclaimer of the way« within the text, acts in a different way where
the title is concerned. Morrison offers an array of four different designations: the
table of contents of the entire Shentian Shengshu
translated by himself
and William Milne lists the 21st book of the Bible as Xuandao shu zhuan
(Chronicle Book of Proclaiming the Way); on the cover page of the thirteenth
volume of this same version the book is presented as a second component of the
bipartite: »Yanyu xuandao hezhuan«
(Joint Chronicles of Proverbs
and Proclaiming the Way); two further alternative titles are given side by side on
the opening page of the text: »Xuandaozhuan huo ming Yijilixiyashu«
(The Chronicle of Proclaiming the Way or [the book] called the Book
of Yijilixiya). Here, in this greatest proximity to the text, and apart from his
preference for the compound xuandao
within the text itself, Morrison offers
the option of a very articulate transliteration for the title: Yijilixiya (followed by
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the categorizing noun shu »book«). This five-syllable transliterated form which
draws on the fοur-syllabic Greek »Εκκλεσιαστης« accommodated into Latin as
»Ecclesiastes«, harks back to his Greek and Latin sources.
In this diversity Morrison seems to admit his uncertainty as to the
appropriate mode of rendering the book’s title. However, his decision not to
render it as referring to a person holding an official post (unlike western
translations), paved the way for all subsequent Chinese versions.
The Delegates’ Version, by contrast, offers a single title: Chuandao
»Propagating the Way«. The character xuan , prevalent in Morrison’s translation,
does not figure at all in this version and it is the character chuan »to pass on«,
»to transmit«, that precedes dao , constructing the compound that makes the
title.
Together with Shipian
(Psalms), Zhenyan
(Proverbs), and Yage
(Song of Songs), Chuandao forms
the fifth volume of the 1854 Delegates’
Version of the Old Testament. It is not without significance that the Chinese title
of each of these four books consists of a disyllabic compound, as opposed to all
the other titles of the biblical books, whether in this or in other Chinese versions
of the Old Testament. As a rule, Chinese titles of biblical books consist of
compounds that are at least trisyllabic. For example, Shishiji
, The Record of
Judges for Judges, the result of a translation, or Yisaiyashu
, The Book of
Yisaiya for Isaiah, a transliteration of the proper name—are necessarily
polysyllabic, outcome of the required last syllable specifying the nature of the text,
whether ji »record«, shu »book,« or zhuan »chronicle«.
The disyllabic titles assigned to these four specific books in the Delegates’
Version are therefore an exception that deserves our attention. They might reflect
the translators’ awareness of the special poetic quality of these texts and of their
potential attraction for Chinese audiences, more likely to find them sympathetic
than other parts of the Scriptures. The idea that this kind of text might appeal to
Chinese intellectuals might have influenced the special effort made in this case to
bring the biblical texts closer to the Confucian classical canonical books, which as
a rule have disyllabic titles.26 Medhurst and Wang Tao may have hoped that books
26

All the titles of the 14 components of the Canon are disyllabic, Cf. 1. Yi jing
Changes«, 2. Shu jing

»Book of History,«, 3. Shi jing

»Book of

»Book of Odes,« 4. Chun-Qiu
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titled Shipian
, Zhenyan
, Yage
and Chuandao
, brought together
in one volume might not be conceived as totally strange and alienating writings
coming from afar, but as Scriptures that—on account of their contents and genre
headed by a disyllabic title—might come closer to the Chinese literary canon, even
recall it in some way.
What are Schereschewsky’s titles? In the 1875 version, the title reads Chuandao
zhi shu
»The Book of Propagating the Way«; the 1899 version has
Chuandao shu
»Propagating the Way Book«. While these two titles are at a
slight conceptual variance (in that the first one is grasped as consisting of two
predication units and the other is a single predication unit), they are both
completely in disagreement with Schereschewsky’s attitude to the word Qoheleth
in the translated text of both versions. In the text, Schereschewsky preferred a
transliteration of the Hebrew word Qoheleth to a translation of some sort. Had he
been the first to name the book, he would probably have chosen Keheilie shu in
1875 and Kexilie shu in 1899. Nonetheless, in the eighth decade of the nineteenth
century, acting within the tradition of Protestant translations as they had been
established since the 1820s, it was probably too late to change a title of a biblical
book altogether. Besides, Schereschewsky too might have seen the advantage to
missionary aims in the title Chuandao shu
.
The Union version of 1919 and its many re-publications followed
Schereschewsky’s 1899 version in naming the book Chuandao shu
»Propagating the Way Book«. Yet unlike Schereschewsky’s versions, which
demonstrate a total disharmony between the text of the book and the title, the
Union version offers a solid agreement between the text (where in all cases
chuandaozhe
»the one who propagates the way« stands for Qoheleth) and the
title Chuandao shu
.
Looking at the titles assigned to the Chinese book of Qoheleth in the early
Protestant versions, we see that, starting with Morrison, each title contains the

»Spring and Autumn Annals«, 5. Li ji
Zhou Li

»Rites of Chou«, 8. Yue jing

Piety«, 10. Er ya
13. Da xue

»Erh Ya«, 11. Lun yu

»Book of Rites«, 6. Yi Li
»Book of Music«, 9. Xiao jing
»Analects«, 12. Zhong yong

»The Great Learning«, 14. Meng zi

»Mencius«.

»Book of Ritual«, 7.
»Classic of Filial
»The Middle Way«,
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character .27 Now, while dao
by itself is not a unique or rare character, the
consistent use in the title seems to be of particular significance, in view of the fact
that the Chinese title in all the versions differs in concept from the title in the
source language, Hebrew, and also from the early translated versions into Greek
or Latin: in none of the Chinese versions does the title refer to a person—either
as a designation of a post or function nor as a proper name. The concept of the
title as comprising dao seems to be an idiosyncratic notion of Robert Morrison’s,
the first Protestant missionary to translate Qoheleth into Chinese.
The character , transcribed taou in Morrison’s Chinese-English Dictionary, is
thus defined: »A way, a path […] the principle from which heaven, earth, man and
all nature emanates.
in the books of Laou-tsze is very like the Eternal Reason
of which some Europeans speak; Ratio of the Latins, and the Logos of the
Greeks«.28
First introduced to the west in 1788, when a Latin translation of the Daodejing
was presented to the Royal Society in London, the early nineteenth century saw a
growing interest in the text of the Daodejing among European intellectuals. One
instance of this interest may be found in Hegel. In his lectures on the history of
philosophy delivered at the University of Heidelberg in 1816, Hegel told his
audience that Laozi’s writings »have been taken to Vienna, and I have seen them
there myself.«29 He went on: »to the Chinese what is highest and the origin of
things is nothing, emptiness, the altogether undetermined, the abstract universal,
and this is called Dao or reason«.30 How could these words not evoke a possible
analogy between the Chinese text and the text of Qoheleth which begins with havel
havalim?

27

This practice is also followed in the Catholic version known as the
Biblicum Version (1968) in which the book’s name is Xundao pian

Sigao yiben, Studium
.

28

Robert Morrison, A Dictionary of the Chinese Language in Three Parts, 378.

29

Hegel also writes about Abel-Remusat’s impressions of the Chinese attitude toward this so-called
Dao. See Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Lectures on the History of Philosophy, transl. from the
German by E. S. Haldane (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner, 1892, Vol. 1), 124.

30

Ibid., 125.
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Robert Morrison, who, from August 1805 spent some eighteen months of
extensive study in London libraries preparing himself for his China mission, 31
certainly did not let this text, so relevant to his interest in Chinese culture, escape
his attention. Dao, in the Latin translation that he read in London, »was translated
as ratio, in the sense of the highest reason of the divine being«.32 When, in 1814,
Jean-Pierre Abel-Remusat started the first course in sinology in Paris, Morrison
was already deep into his translation project.
Thus, in the second decade of the nineteenth century, when the first
translations of the Bible into literary Chinese were being composed, the Daodejing
was already a chose acquise in European circles, especially among those who could
read it not only in translation but also in Chinese, as the Protestant missionaries
preoccupied with Bible translation. It is quite understandable that of all the
biblical writings it was the book of Qoheleth, known to the missionaries in the
Graeco-Roman texts as Ecclesiastes that resembled the Chinese Daodejing in more
than one respect. In fact, as has appeared in sporadic remarks and articles through
the years, resemblances between the texts have seemed to strike not a few
readers33 ever since.
31

It was at that time that Morrison became acquainted with Basset’s Chinese translation of the
New Testament and with the Chinese dictionaries that were then available. See Ride, Robert
Morrison, 2–4.

32

Karl-Heinz Pohl, »Play-Thing of the Times: Critical Review of the Reception of Daoism in the
West«, Journal of Chinese Philosophy 30 (2003), 469–486.

33

This trend, shared by Western and Chinese writers, includes not only scholarly articles but also
literary work such as the poetic writings of the Taiwanese poet Rongzi, which are deeply
infuenced by Ecclesiastes, as observed by Marián Gálik, »Three Modern Taiwanese Woman
Poets (Rongzi, Xia Yu and Siren) on Three Wisdom Books of the Bible,« in Marián Gálik,
Influence, Translation and Parallels: Selected Studies on the Bible in China (Sankt Augustin: Monumenta
Serica Institut 2004), 213–230. Gálik also speaks of the comparison made by Zhu Weizhi between
Qoheleth and Daodejing, cf. Marián Gálik, »The Reception of the Bible in the People’s Republic
of China (1980–1992): Observations of a Literary Comparatist«, in Influence, Translation and
Parallels, 96–97. Among scholars who have drawn their readers’ attention to various aspects of
resemblance between the biblical book and Daoist texts such as Zhuang Zi and Daodejing, are
Archie C. C. Lee, »Death and the Perception of the Divine in Qohelet and Zhuang Zi«, Ching Feng
38 (1995), 69–81; and Timothy S. Dobe, »Qoheleth and the Lao Tzu: An Experiment with Wisdom«,
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Morrison was aware of the essntial role of the coneept of dao
in Chinese
thought34 and had already used this character to render Logos35 in his translation of
John (1: 1-3). Very probably he had noticed certain resemblances between the style
and contents of the book of Ecclesiastes and those of Daodejing, and, deviating from
his usual handling of other biblical book titles,36 wished to use this similitude for
his missionary aims. By placing dao in the title, thus alluding mainly to Daoist
writings, he could suggest proximity between the texts, and thus opened the way
to later Chinese versions that readily kept this character in the title, other
components of the title being changeable. Counting on the basic feature of human
nature according to which the more familiar things seem, the more easily they are
accepted and understood, the Delegates’ Version went much further in showing
awareness of the Chinese addressees and offering a title with a direct allusion to
the Confucian canon, presenting it in the shape of a disyllabic compound.
Schereschewsky, who within the text preferred a transliteration of Qoheleth, was
likewise very much aware of the benefit to the missionary cause in a title that

Ching Feng 40 (1997), 129–147. See also Lauren Pfister’s article »Making time for changes:
Searching wisdom in Qohelet and Richard Wilhelm’s post-world war I translations« in At home in
Many Worlds: Reading, writing and Translating from Chinese and Jewish cultures: Essays in Honour of
Irene Eber, ed. by Raoul David Findeisen, Gad C. Isay, Amira Katz-Goehr, Yuri Pines and Lihi
Yariv-Laor (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2009), 103–116.
34

The concept of dao is pertinent not only to Daoist texts but also to Confucian classical texts.

35

On the use of dao

for Logos, see Jost Zetzsche, »Gutzlaff ’s Bedeutung fur die protestantischen

Bibelubersetzungen ins Chinesisische,« in Karl Gutzlaff (1803-1851) und das Christendum in Ostasien,
ed. by Thoralf Klein and Reinhard Zollner (Nettetal: Steyler, n.d.), 155–171; Liu Xiaofeng

,

ed., Dao yu yan—Huaxia wenhua yu jidujiao wenhua xiangyu
[Logos, ‘Dao’ and the Word—the Encounter of Chinese Culture with Christian Culture]
(Shanghai: Sanlian, 1995).
36

As a rule, Morrison’s book titles followed the Greek version and comprised either a
transliteration of a proper name when the Greek title consists of a name, with the addition of
the word shu ‘book’ such as Yisaiya shu for Isaiah, Yelimi shu for Jeremiah etc.; or, when the title
does not consist of a proper name, he translates the Greek title, for example Chu Aiji ji »Record
of Going out of Egypt« a translation of Exodus (»going out«), although in Hebrew the book is
called Shemot (»names«), the second word of the text.
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means »transmitting the Way«, The Union Version, rendering Qoheleth with the
same compound in each of its occurrences, contributed in its own way to soothing
the reader's bewilderment and to the desired rapprochement with the text.
It is through these century-long attempts by Protestant missionaries to
»accommodate« the biblical text to Chinese addressees that some of the facets of
the »Chinese face of Qoheleth« are revealed. Other aspects of this encounter wait
to be examined.
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Department of Asian Studies

Lost in Recollection:
Gao Fenghan’s (1683–1749)
Reflections on Langya Terrace
Ylva Monschein

Abstract The article will focus on album pages by the painter, calligrapher, and poet Gao
Fenghan
(1683–1749), a native of the coastal district of Jiaozhou in Shandong
province who lived during the Pax Sinica of the early Qing dynasty. The paper analyses
Gao’s creative obsession with the highly symbolic historical place of Langya terrace and his
vision of the corroded remnant of a Qin dynasty stone tablet set against the contemporary
socio-political background.
Keywords
China ∙ Gao Fenghan
inscription, Qing literati

(1683–1749), Langya

, Qin Dynasty stele

This contribution might not have a lot to do with Raoul’s academic interests, but
by the time I received the sad notice of his much too early death, I was absorbed
by studies on the ancient Langya
.1 When deciding upon the topic, I felt it
was a kind of coincidence to elaborate on a topic I had come across along the way
and would otherwise not touch again.

1

On different writing and pronunciation of the graphs see Peng Yuwen
jiedu« »

«

, »“Langye” diming

[Decoding the Place Name »Langye«], in Langyatai wenzhang xuanbian
[Selection of Articles on Langyatai], ed. by Wei Changjing & al. (Qingdao: Qingdao

Langyatai fengjing mingshengqu guanlichu, 2016), 21–23.
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Shortly before I visited a memorial complex in the city of Jiaozhou
dedicated to the erudite and artist Gao Fenghan
(1683–1749)2 in his native
village Nansanlihe
. One of the paintings of the passionate collector of
antiques helped to discover the neighboring Neolithic find place Sanlihe
during the 1970s.3 The exhibition on his life and artwork features two fascinating
album leaves including a pictorial motif which at first sight looks like a simple
timeless rock. The weathered, lichen covered object fills more than the right half
of one leaf, whereas the remaining space is covered by two poems written in
clerical script (lishu
). Only the titles of the picture and of one poem indicate
a deep-reaching historical dimension: »Picture of the Qin stele of Langya« (Langya
Qin bei tu
) and »Watching the Qin stele on Langya terrace« (Langyatai
kan Qin bei yi shou
). 4
Which reflections have guided Gao Fenghan to present the nearly two
thousand year old cultural symbol in this unusual way? How and what did he want
to remember when using this rather intimate medium of recollection? Looking
into his life time, his oeuvre and the historical background may allow a tentative
answer to this question.

1

The Life and Time of Gao Fenghan

Gao Fenghan lived during the so-called »Pax Sinica« (1683–1795)5 of the early Qing

2

For an exhaustive introduction to the exhibition area: Nancun guju

[The former

residence of Nancun], ed. by Wang Lei (Jiaozhou: Jiaozhou shi bowuguan, Gao Fenghan
jinianguan, 2016), 41–62.
3

Sun Shunhua

, Gujin Qingdao

[Old and New Qingdao] (Qingdao: Qingdao

chubanshe, 2012) 9–11.
4

See a photo of the two leaves in: Nancun guju, 15.

5

Karl-Heinz Pohl, Cheng Pan-ch’iao. Poet, Painter, and Calligrapher (Nettetal: Steyler Verlag, 1990), 1.
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dynasty (1644–1911).6 The foreign rule of the Manchu replaced the Ming
(1318–1644) only a few decades before. Frontier wars and pacification came to an
end around the time of his birth. However, the intellectual circles of Han Chinese
had to face an omnipresent brutal censorship. Radical Ming loyalists7 continued
their opposition. They propagated the return to the classical learning and
contributed to a Han learning wave (Hanxue
), the precursor discipline of
8
modern Sinology. The »return to antiquity« movement enhanced the study of
classics and histories, archeology, especially epigraphy and the beginning of stele
studies.

6

For bibliographic accounts see Li Jitao
meishu chubanshe, 1963); Li Jinxin
Gao Fenghan nianpu

.

, Gao Fenghan
and Guo Yu’an

(Shanghai: Shanghai renmin
, Yangzhou baguai yanjiu nianpu.

[Chronicle of the Eight Eccentrics of Yangzhou,

Chronicle of Gao Fenghan] (Nanjing: Jiangsu meishu chubanshe, 1990), 273–354; Zhuang Su’e
, Gao Fenghan huihua yanjiu
(Taibei: Yishujia chubanshe, 1996); Li Wensheng

[Studies on the Paintings of Gao Fenghan]
(Hg.), Yishu jujiang Gao Fenghan

[Gao Fenghan, Grand Master of Art] (Beijing: Zhongguo xiju chubanshe, 2002); Nora
von Achenbach, Nichts als die Spuren meiner Hand—Der chinesische Maler Gao Fenghan (1683–1749)
unter besonderer Berücksichtigung seiner Alben [Only the Traces of my Hand—the Chinese painter
Gao Fenghan (1683–1749) with special consideration to his albums] (Frankfurt a. M. [u.a.]: Peter
Lang, 2005).
7

On the term see Lynn A. Struve, »Ambivalence and Action. Some Frustrated Scholars of the
K’ang-his Period«, in From Ming to Ch’ing. Conquest, Region, and Continuity in Seventeenth-century
China, ed. by Jonathan D. Spence and John E. Wills (New Haven [etc.: Yale University Press, 1979),
327–328.

8

Pohl, Cheng Pan-ch’iao, 8–9; Benjamin A. Elman, »The Social Roles of Literati in Early to MidCh’ing«, in The Cambridge History of China, vol. 9, Part One, The Ch’ing Empire to 1800, ed. by
Willard J. Peterson (Cambridge [etc.]: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 398.
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Gao Fenghan grew up in a family of literati. 9 The initial dominance of
Northern candidates in climbing the official ladder of success was over.10 From
1702 on, Gao would recurrently fail in examinations. He passed the provincial
examination only at the age of 45. In 1728, he held the optimus degree of the
»xianliang fangzheng«
grade in the capital of Beijing and was received by
Emperor Yongzheng
(1723–1735). A decade of modest official assignments in
the provinces of Anhui, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang followed.
Similar to his friend, the famous Zheng Banqiao
(1693–1765), Gao
Fenghan kept a reluctant if not cautiously adverse bearing towards the foreign
government. Their friendship began in Taizhou
, Jiangsu province in 1733 and
became as close as the popular saying of »Gao and Zheng are one family«11. It was
part of the Confucian self-conception to devote one’s capacities to public service.
Also similar to Zheng, Gao would time and again take a sociocritical stance, as in
»Ku zao xing«
[Song of the Sufferings of Salt-workers] (1725), composed
when compiling the Shandong Chronicle of the Salt Legislation (Shandong yanfa zhi
) or in »Bu huang yao«
[Ballad on Locust Catching] written during
12
a plague in Taizhou (1734).
In 1737, Gao became indirectly involved in the corruption scandal of a fellowcountryman of Shandong to whom he had long been attached. 13 After several
weeks of detention and torture it was the end of his official career and the
beginning of a life as a full-time artist. In the same year, however, Gao was struck
by an enduring paralysis of his right shoulder which might have been a stroke.14

9

For the biographic data see Zhuang Su’e, Gao Fenghan huihua yanjiu, 311–326; Li Jitao, Gao Fenghan,
9–29; Li Jinxin, Yangzhou baguai yanjiu nianpu, 269–352.

10

Elman, »The Social Roles of Literati«, 390–391.

11

Nancun guju, 21.

12

Li Jinxin, Yangzhou baguai yanjiu nianpu, 299–300 and 313–314.

13

On details of the scandal: Li Jinxin, Yangzhou baguai yanjiu nianpu, 322–324.

14

Li Danxiu

and Zhao Caiwei

the Great Master], in Gao Fenghan yanjiu
by Liu Caidong

, »Wei dashi bamai«

[Taking the Pulse of

[Studies on Gao Fenghan, vol. 2], ed.

(Beijing: Guoji wenhua chuban gongsi, 2004), 37–41.
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Despite the immense handicap, he continued by mastering the use of his left hand.
Therefore paintings and calligraphies in his typically wild brush were more soughtafter than ever (and later often forged), a reason why he is sometimes counted
among the so-called »Eight Eccentrics of Yangzhou«, a loosely knit group of
independent artists on the verge of modernity identified as such in the 19th
century.15
After a total of fourteen years, Gao Fenghan returned home and spent his
remaining lifetime in ill health and poverty while the area of Jiaozhou also
witnessed increasing natural catastrophes and famines. The year of his death has
sometimes been thought to be earlier, as in 1743 he engraved his own epitaph in
his future tombstone.16 Being highly productive until his end, Gao Fenghan left an
impressive artwork, spread worldwide over different museums and private
collections. He cherished travelling, picturesque sceneries, especially the
mountainous countryside and the coastal area of his native region where he spent
most of his lifetime.17 As a multi-talented paragon of a literati writer, he excelled
in nearly all relevant disciplines, be it poetry, calligraphy, seal cutting or painting.
Wide panoramas and recluse idylls belonged to his painting repertoire as well as
sketches of specific objects such as rocks and plants.
What makes the Qin stone tablet so very special and unconventional is the
way Gao shows it in its crippled state of materiality, as if fallen out of his natural
surroundings, abstracted from reality. Sparse lichen hint at the minimal contours
of the soil without giving away the slightest information about the surroundings.
In order to decipher the artist’s motives for and meanings of this remarkable stone
portrait a closer look behind the ancient history of the stele erected by the first
Chinese emperor Qin Shihuangdi
(259–210 BC) during his ritual
inspection tours is necessary.

15

His belonging to the group is not part of the most common versions, an exeption would be Li
Jinxin, Yangzhou baguai yanjiu nianpu, 273–354. See also Pohl, Cheng Pan-ch’iao, 24–25.

16

Nancun guju (28f. page 29) shows the stele inscription.

17

Gao’s travels are listed in Nancun guju, 11.
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2

Historical Background of Langya Terrace and Stele

Langya terrace in the coastal area of Shandong province, south of Qingdao
has recently only been developed as a tourist destiny. It is situated on the 183,4 m
high Langya mountain (
) on the coast of Jiaonan
, not very far away
from the hometown of Gao Fenghan. His attachment to the place is shown by
several paintings, most of which date from the early phase of his creative work in
the 1720s, when his talent was already fully developed.18 Three visits to the terrace
are recorded (1721, 1724, 1727)—an interesting parallel to the three visits of the
First Emperor, further mentioned below.
The terrace building is said to have existed from time immemorial. Its original
function must have been a ritualistic-religious one, where one of the »Eight
Deities«, the »Lord of the Four Seasons«, had been venerated.19 The Langya area
was a maritime hub in antiquity as well. If semi fictious sources are to be believed,
the king of the southern state of Yue Goujian
(reigned 496–465 BC) even
moved his capital there.20 Today the terrace is regarded as the place of one of the
earliest or even the earliest observatory of China. In May 2015 the International
Astronomic Union (IAU) included an asteroid discovered by China in 1997 under
the name of »Langyatai Star« (
) on its list.21
During the eleven years of his reign the First Emperor undertook five
inspection tours of the East and of seven culturally and geographically exceptional
places, numinous mountain tops as a rule, where he left his commandments,

18

His creative production can be divided in early period (1710s–1720s), middle period (1730–1736),
late period (1737–1749), see Achenbach, Nichts als die Spuren meiner Hand, 7.

19

Sima Qian

, Shiji

[Historical Records], 10 vols. (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1982), vol.

4: 1367–1368; tr. by Burton Watson, Records of the Grand Historian of China. Translated from the Shih
chi of Ssu-Ma Ch’ien (Revised Edition), 2 vols., vol. II: The Age of Emperor Wu 140 to circa B. C. (New
York, London: Columbia University Press, 1993), 24–25.
20

More in Eric Henry, »The Submerged History of Yue«, Sino-Platonic Papers 176 (May, 2007), 1–36.

21

Wei Changjing

, »Langya shi zuo shenme tai«

was Langyatai?], in Langyatai wenzhang xuanbian, 19.

?« [What Kind of Terrace
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inscribing the paramount unification narrative in rhymed eulogies on seven stone
tablets to glorify his ultimate power and proclaim the governing guidelines of his
empire for eternity. Most of his travel destinations were situated in the native
province of Gao Fenghan and three of these alone in the former territory of the
state of Qi
, the last one to oppose Qin before the semi-barbarian state
succeeded in unifying »all under heaven« in 221 BCE. During the period of 219–210
BCE seven engraved stone tablets (keshi
) were erected, the first three in 219
BCE on the mountains of Yishan
, Taishan
, and Langyatai
.22
These and the following inscriptions with the exception of the Yishan tablet have
been documented in the Shiji
(Historical Records).23
In this early historical media event of immense significance Langya was one
of the first destinations if not the first as some scholars maintain. As Qin Shihuang
felt deeply attracted to the place, he stayed for three months, had the whole
terrace completely renewed and ordered the settlement of thirty thousand
households in the area. To a permanent explorer, the site of Langya meant less the
symbol of a »finis terrae«, east of the known world but an auspicious starting point
for the transgression of boundaries in order to seek the legendary isles of
immortality, and, on the other hand, a probe into colonial enterprises as well.

22

For a complete list see Lothar Ledderose, Die Siegelschrift (chuanshu) in der Ch’ing-Zeit. Ein Beitrag
zur Geschichte der chinesischen Schriftkunst [The Seal Script (Yhuanshu) in Qing time] (Wiesbaden:
Franz Steiner, 1970), 27–28.

23

Sima Qian, Shiji, vol. 1, 223–294. Translated by Martin Kern, The Stele Inscriptions of Ch’in Shihhuang. Text and Ritual in Early Chinese Imperial Representation (New Haven: American Oriental
Society, 2000). On the historical background see Derk Bodde, China’s First Unifier. A Study of the
Ch’in Dynasty as Seen in the Life of Li Ssŭ

280?–208 B.C. (Hongkong: Hong Kong University

Press, 1967). For a translation of the Yishan inscription see Jenseits der Großen Mauer. Der Erste
Kaiser von China und seine Terrakotta-Armee [Beyond the Great Wall. China’s First Emperor and his
terracotta army], ed. by Lothar Ledderose and Adele Schlombs (Gütersloh [etc.]: Bertelsmann
Lexikon Verlag, 1990), 244–248.
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Extravagant maritime expeditions under the command of the charismatic
magician Xu Fu
, a native of Qi and others were to set sail below the terrace.
Qin Shihuang died returning home after his third visit to Langya. His
unrightful heir and younger son, Qin Ershi huangdi
(reigned 209–207
BCE), whose reign would soon cause the decline of the dynasty, followed the ritual
of inspection tours in the company of Grand councilor Li Si
(ca. 280–208
24
BCE) among others. In 210 BCE a second inscription was added to the side of
the Langya stele. Both texts and the calligraphy, an exquisite example of
craftsmanship of the short-lived Qin dynasty (255–206 BC) have been attributed
to Li Si himself, one of greatest calligraphers of his time and the spiritual architect
of the empire. Although his authorship is not been proven Gao Fenghan belonged
to those who believed it.
The Langya stele inscription is one of the longest in the Qin stele series. It
touches nearly all concerns of power politics, including the vision of a society
living in eternal peace. At least 497, may be up to 600 characters in seal script
(zhuanshu
), a scripture designed by Li Si to unify the empire’s writing, were
originally engraved. The Langya tablet was the only one of the Qin steles to
physically survive in demolished shape, still counting 86 graphs in 13 rows of the
Ershi era. Its text is also the only one of the seven inscriptions to emphasize the
cultural achievement of the standardization of script. A »considerable confusion
about the textual borders« 25 between the first and the second inscription still
exists among scholars.
The stone corroded over the first thousand years and most of the characters
had vanished in the Song dynasty (960–1279), when the famous poet and erudite
Su Shi
(1037–1101), around whose circle the literati painting emerged, 26
visited Langya as part of his post as prefect of Mizhou
and saw a private paper
rubbing of the tablet still in a better shape than the actual stele. Deeply moved he
composed an essay in defense of protecting the cultural and artificial masterwork

24

See the biography of Bodde, China’s First Unifier.

25

Kern, The Stele Inscriptions of Ch’in Shih-huang, 25.

26

Pohl, Cheng Pan-ch’iao, 16.
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against all ideological concerns: »Qin dynasty might have been a reign of terror,
however what they achieved is extraordinary, nothing on the world can compare
to the craft of her characters. This must not be destroyed (bu ke fei
)!«27
Efforts to protect and repair the historical monument were made time and
again over the following centuries, towards the end of Ming dynasty (1599),28 as
well as in the Shunzhi era
(1644–1662) and in the Qianlong
era (1736–
1795) of the Qing when the tablet had to be fixed by iron straps to prevent further
decay. In 1901 it was struck by lightning. Around twenty fragments had to be
gathered and fixed during the Republican era in 1921/ 1922 before being brought
to the provincial capital Jinan
. Since 1959, a decade after the founding of the
People’s Republic, the fragment has been kept as a major state treasure (guobao
) in the former Museum of History (today National Museum of China) in
Beijing.
The stele’s seal script has been a standard model for countless generations. A
kind of renaissance of the Qin seal script occured in the 18th century. 29 Gao
Fenghan used to collect demonstration objects for his calligraphic work directly
from archeological sites and graves of the Qin and Han dynasties. The passionate
seal cutter also wrote »A History of Inkslabs« (Yanshi
) in 1739 and favored the
archaic clerical script as can be seen on our two album leaves.

27

»Shu Langya zhuan hou«
zhi

28

[Written after (Seeing) the Langya Seals Script], in Langyatai

[Local Chronicles of Langyatai] (Qingdao: Qilu shushe, 1997), 301.

Wang Jingdong

, »Langya keshi«

wenshi jicui. Wenhua juan

[The Stone Inscription of Langya], in Shandong
.

[Selected Materials on Shandong Culture and

History. Culture], ed. by Shandong sheng zhengxie wenshi ziliao weiyuanhui
(Jinan: Shandong renmin chubanshe, 1993), 10.
29

Ledderose, Die Siegelschrift (chuanshu) in der Ch’ing-Zeit, 4.
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3

The Qin Stele as an Artifact

The album leaves of the Qin stele where not the only ones of Gao Fenghan
featuring the Langya area in this particular period. However, other pieces are
better known, showing a whole scenery, terrace, coastline and its surroundings in
a more pleasant way and without focusing on one specific object. They sometimes
even lack a direct correspondence between text and painting. In contrast, the
texts and picture of the Qin stele are inseparably intertwined and interdependent.
The picture of the stele has been amply described above. The following poem gives
an impression of the author’s thoughts and feelings vis-à-vis the obliterate
monument:
Watching the Qin stele on Langya terrace
When was the sun born from the sea?
Who planted the Fusang

-tree?30

From then on emerged past and present,
On stage performed the great sun spectacle.
Ying Zheng’s

31

mad bones rotten without enlightenment (wu

);

Seeking immortality at sea, how could this be successful?
A bare stone fragment reminds of the praise stele.
How could minister [Li] Si’s document follow the mist?
Once more I came to watch the sun.
As the past sun wasn’t new, this one is [not]* old.

30

A mythical tree in the East Sea, sometimes also depicted as a mountain or an isle, as still embodied
in dong

, the graph for »east«, where the sun is rising and starting her day tour by climbing the

tree.
31

Personal name of Qin Shihuang.
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The world fallen apart in a brink.
Yesterday the king of Qin descended the mount.
*not
Written at the foot of the Qin stele
Draft by Gao Fenghan. 32

The poem operates within three chronological frames catching a view of the sun
rising from Langya terrace: mythical past, the visits of Qin Shihuang and the poet’s
personal presence on the terrace. The changing time frame is accompanied by
zooming out and zooming in, oscillating between a view from afar and a close view
on the stele. The questions of the first verses in five word metric resemble the
riddles of the »Heavenly questions« (Tianwen
), so do the classical »old style«
(gushi
) seven-word metric in the poem’s major corpus and the many
mythological allusions. Tianwen is ascribed to China’s first master poet Qu Yuan
(340–278 BCE), the paragon of a loyal, incorruptible official. Qu Yuan tried
in vain to persuade the king of Chu
to form an alliance with Qi against Qin.
Chu, which once succeeded Yue as the dominant power in Langya, was destroyed
and Qu Yuan, a recluse for twenty years, drowned himself.33
Gao Fenghan’s poem is followed by two four word lines naming place and
author of the composition, perhaps in imitation of the stele’s metric. The
character fei (marked by my asterisk in the translation), added like a postscript
or a correction, belongs to the third verse above, where another asterisk in this
translation marks its original place. Of course any lapsus of this master calligrapher
would be a strategic one. The particle fei
with the meaning of »not, wrong,
incorrect«, or the like is also to be found in the famous ballad Returning home (Gui
qu lai xi ci
) of Tao Yuanming
(365–427), composed on the
occasion of withdrawing from public service: »Suddenly I realize that there’s no

32

See a foto of the album leaf with the text in Nancun guju, 15.

33

For a short biography see Guo Moruo, »A Sketch of Qu Yuan«, in: Li Sao and Other Poems of Qu
Yuan, tr. by Yang Xianyi and Gladys Yang (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1980), i–vii.
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remedying the past: I will devote my energies to the future. I have not wandered
far astray. I feel that what I do today is right, and yesterday wrong (jin shi er zuo fei
).«34
Contrary to this maxim, Gao’s above cited poem does not acknowledge an
evolution for better: »what yesterday was wrong, is wrong today as well« seems to
be the message, albeit addressed to his epoch. The same is true for the
remembered scene of the emperor descending Mt. Langya as if it had just
happened. The phrases »down the mount« (xia shan
) and »exit the stage« (xia
tai
) are more or less interchangeable, and tai does not have to be spelled once
more, as the omnipresent tai in Langyatai rings in the ears. If the Qin dynasty
alone were at stake, this kind of finesse could have been omitted.
The second poem of the Qin stele leaves borrows its title from the picture’s title,
right in the middle of the composition:
Picture of the Langya Qin stele
Intoxicated by the blue horizon was the master over ocean and mountain.
In the house of Qin hills and valleys were wounded by deep disagreement.
The whole country smattered and smashed into wilderness,
Langya brutally assaulted and torn down.
[A sky facing piece of rock, left as a praise stele,
In upright position resisting tortures of the heavenly whip.]
Li Si and Zhao Gao

, traitors passing deer for horse,

A Script initiating evil, attracting intruders.35

34

Translation with modification following Herbert A. Giles, Gems of Chinese Literature. Prose (Taibei:
Literature House 1964), 103.

35

Derk Bodde, »The state and empire of Ch’in«, in The Cambridge History of China, vol. I, The Ch’in
and Han Empires, 221 B.C.–A.D. 220, ed. by Denis Twitchett and Michael Loewe (Cambridge [etc.]:
Cambridge University Press, 2006), 52. As recorded by the Shiji, the mighty Zhao Gao
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Ignorant emperors, cunning ministers, locking back on glorious times.
How not to know, that every overthrow is prone to repeat the faults.
Corroded and gnawed away by frost and fog in millennia,
Girdled licentiously with lichen in the fashion of Qin.
The ugly landmark weather beaten, soon to be grinded down,
An appearance as if expecting the return to antiquity.
Alas, since old age Yao and Si

36

kept to self-cultivation.

Who would still be interested in engravings of bronze and stone,
And in the stele terribly wounded by mountain and sea
Lofty and high up?37

The poem is written in a seven-word verse, but changes to a four-word stanza
towards the end, imitating the stele inscription as well before getting back to the
seven-word metric and finally ending with a double graph, the second character
substituted by a repetition sign. The disparate ending seems to optically imitate
the decay of the stele.
In general the text offers an interpretation of the painting. The stone’s
degeneration is in the focus—a symbol of all the evil happening in the historical
context of its becoming the stele. The ugly lichen covered stone portrait resembles

manipulated the weak Emperor Ershi into officially consenting when Zhao and his followers at
Court declared a deer to be a horse. Li Si took part in Zhao’s scheme of sending a forged letter
from the First Emperor to his elder son with the order to commit suicide.
36

This means Shun

and Yu

, two mythical rulers and cultural heroes.

37

Nancun guju, 15. The two verses in brackes are not included in the album version of the museum.
For an extended version see Guo Weiju

, »Gao Fenghan (xia)

« [Gao Fenghan,

Part two], 2010-10-8, ˂http://www.guoweiqu.org/yj_gwqzx_nr.asp?id=1253&zx=6˃ (last retrieval
April 4, 2018). Gao Fenghan used to recyle poems, sometimes also in a slightly altered form.
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a parasitic infection of a creature. It becomes a metaphor for the oppressed
country and opportunist officials. The imperial monument is reduced to a
memorial of shame and a substitute for the despot who ordered a »traitor« to
engrave empty phrases into it. While one poem ends with the down-grading of
the emperor, the other one ends with an up-grading of the stele. This shows the
ambivalence Gao must have felt between admiration for the exemplary engravings
on one hand and, on the other, his distaste of the schemes of imperial underlings
like Li Si and Zhao Gao
(?–207 BC) who contributed to the dynastic disaster.
As the first poem cited above, this poem repeats the concept of three time
levels, recording first the past of Qin and of Langya, then the faults of Qin rule,
and finally describing the stele’s state of desolation. The metaphor of »heavenly
whip« (shenbian
) might suggest natural disasters but the same expression
originating from the »Discussion on the Faults of Qin« (Guo Qin lun
) of Jia
Yi
(200–168 BC) seems to be closer. According to Jia, the whole country was
suffering under the »whip« of the First Emperor.38 One central focus of the poem
is the »faults of Qin« as well. It might be interesting to note however that one of
the main faults for which Confucian critics would blame the Qin, the bibliocaust
and the execution of Confucian scholars, are not mentioned by Gao. He holds a
mirror up not to the Qin, but to his own era. This is evident when coming to the
allusion on the Qing censorship (wenziyu
) reflected in the notion of wenzi
(here translated as »script«).
More evidence for this view is brought by the term jian
(»traitor«) in the
last poem. The word became popular in the expression Hanjian
(»race traitor«)
coming up during the Song,39 when the »Yue terrace« (Yuetai
) became a place

38

The »Faults of Qin«, were included in the Shiji, vol. 1, 283–284, albeit in a changed text order.
Translated by W. Y. Kwok: Jia Yi, »The Faults of Qin«, in Sources of Chinese Tradition, vol. 1, From
Earliest Times to 1600, ed. by William Theodore de Bary and Irene Bloom (New York, N.Y.:
Columbia University Press, 19992), 228–231.

39

Frederic Wakeman, »Hanjian (Traitor)! Collaboration and Retribution in Wartime Shanghai«, in
Becoming Chinese. Passages to Modernity and Beyond, ed. by Yeh Wen-hsin (Berkeley [etc.]: University
of California Press, 2000, 298–341.
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of high symbolic value. It is a memorial place remembering the patriotic general
Yue Fei
(1103–1141), who lost his life when fighting the Jin
intrusion by
traitors within his own ranks who opted for an appeasement policy, especially Qin
Gui
(1090–1155).40 The Jin were supposed to be the ancestor dynasty of the
Jurchen, who adopted the name Manchu in 1635 and changed their dynastic name
from Jin to Qing in 1635.41 Therefore insulting the Jin was potentially dangerous.
A few years later, when on duty in Taizhou, Gao Fenghan raised the subject
once more in one of his album leaves. When visiting a former fortification mound
of Yue Fei, he recalled memories of Langya which can be seen in the following
extract from the poem »Hailing Yue wang dun kan taohua
«
[Watching the peach blossom on the mound of prince Yue in Hailing] (1734):
Vegetation on the plain below adorned by wide spread blossoms;
Heaven partly bright and clear, partly in rosy-colored mist.
On brown soil are to be seen relicts of the fortress walls.
When I was young I watched [such] peach blossoms twice:
At the mountain brook, winding along the path of the Qin people,
And from a small boat, sailing from afar to the fisherman’s home.
There I remembered the excursions on the Eastern Sea in former times.
When it came to fishing I asked about the great Langya.
On the Eastern Sea, below Langya terrace, where the Emperor of Qin killed a giant
fish, a lot of peach trees were growing.42

Gao Fenghan, who was the supervisor of the Hailing dike, watches the spring
blossom from a terrace, named after Yue Fei (honorary title »Prince of Yue«), is

40

Jacques Gernet, Die chinesische Welt. Die Geschichte Chinas von den Anfängen bis zur Jetzt-Zeit
(Frankfurt a. Main: Insel, 19833), 258.

41

Pohl, Cheng Pan-ch’iao, 77.

42

Translated in a modified way: Achenbach, Nichts als die Spuren meiner Hand, 114, original text and
picture: 286–287.
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reminded of his visits to the Langya terrace. In a spiral of flash-backs the
conversion of real time experience into personal recollection, leads deeper back
into history and to Qin Shihuang once more. During his last visit to Langya, the
Emperor killed a giant fish, believing it to be the sea monster which prevented the
accession to the isles of immortality.
The peach blossoms, as well as the path of the Qin people along the mountain
brook allude to Tao Yuanming’s »The Peach Blossom Fountain« (Taohuayuan ji
),43 the famous story of a flight from the Qin dictatorship: Descendants
of the fugitives were found by a treacherous fisherman (again the motif of treason),
when peach blossoms show him the way. The poem recalls the utopian
timelessness of their rural paradise, not in looking from the Yue terrace, but in
looking back to Langya as if it were a place of eternal desire with the prospect of
immortality.
In contrast to the maritime adventures of pioneers of the antiquity Gao
Fenghan, trained in Neo-Confucianism, prefers inner retreat and strifing for
sudden enlightenment (wu
), a path the Qin Emperor was lacking as he
reproached him one the stele poem. His thinking reflects the entanglement of
Daoism and Chan-Buddhism popular in his time. Towering mountains and
terraces seem to be his vehicle to otherworldly worlds. When looking into the
vastness, past and present fuse into mythical contemplation. At least it seems so
at the first glance when looking at another album leaf and the relating poem,
written in the same year (1724), when he created the stele leaves. In the painting
»Langyatai kan richu«
[Watching the sun rise on Langya terrace]44
a hilly seaside is to be seen. The right half of the painting is occupied by a steep
mountain, on the flat plateau of which a tiny group of people can be seen watching
the rise of a nearly invisible point of the sun high up to left of the leaf. Behind the
group are two rock formations, one small and high, its top slightly leaning to the
right—probably the Langya stele. Below the sun two islands can be seen. The sea
is indicated by hair-like structures, repeated on the land with a blurred transition

43

Translated in Herbert A. Giles, Gems of Chinese Literature. Prose (Taibei: Literature House, 1964),
104–105.

44

Zhuang Su’e, Gao Fenghan huihua yanjiu, 98.
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inbetween. A viewer of the painting does not see what the group of people is able
to see, they could however get an indication, when reading the poem on the
second leaf. It begins with a mythological vision again: »The fire dragon sleeps in
the East of the Eastern heaven. The light in his mouth reddens the horizon«. We
hear of strange phenomena appearing in the air. Spectators are dumbfounded,
startled, the narrator is no exception:
A word was on the tip of my tongue, I could not spell it out.
The next moment the apparition disappeared up in the clouds.
Gradually I saw island formations surrounded by cloudy feathers,
Golden peaks rushed countlessly downward like sparkling trinkets.
The moment I got up, what was above the summits vanished,
Trembling from its interior born a thousand miles wide rainbow.
Normally I see the rising sun like from the bottom of a well:
First a shadow in my window, then suddenly round she rises.
This is the way a life should be looked upon:
High from above, beyond all obstacles,
Then at last you recognize the emptiness.45

As we can now imagine, in the mist in front of the group of spectators in the
painting the dreamscape of a Fata Morgana is emerging. This kind of mirage
showing landscapes, cities, ships and islands, sometimes for hours, is not seldom
in the surrounding area of Langya and the neighbouring islands, and as has been
mentioned in the local chronicles.46

45

Zhuang Su’e, Gao Fenghan huihua yanjiu, 98.

46

»Haishi chenlou«

[Mirages], in Langyatai zhi, 56–57.
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This example may illustrate another detail, why Gao Fenghan was fascinated
by Langya and what he might have had in common with the First Emperor in an
unspoken way besides his »Hanxue« interest in the Qin stele.

4

Conclusions

The two poems on the Qin stele shift between a wide-angle-lens and a close-up on
the stele fragment, between mythical nostalgia and a harsh historical verdict. Both
texts are written in the »old style« metric. The archaic characters in official script
style neatly put into a geometrically pattern of small caskets follow the clean order
of the seal script graphs shown on the stone tablet.47 In both cases the line break
ignores the verse metric. The textual arrangement follows the stele example as
well. While in a gesture of autocratic empowerment the edict of Ershi was set
besides the Qin Shihuang proclamation, the end of the second poem is set in front
of the first one. The last two lines of the illustrated second poem in a radical
enjambement become the first lines of the first leaf and create the impression of
a circular, hermetic grouting. Texts and painting bear the same threefold fatal
verdict, intensified by a further negation of the particle fei joining in at the end
of the first leaf. Formally and in content the poems are the two sides of a
corresponding medal. In this way the two album leaves appear like elegant echo
with the monumental stele inscriptions of the two Qin emperors.
Gao Fenghan composed a kind of subtext or counter script to the imperial
decrees which for scholars belonged to the obligatory study of the Shiji.48 The
album leaves replace the lacking or mutilated engravings of imperial arrogance.
Poetry and painting illuminate the forgotten backstage of history. The first poem
recounts about the failure of The First Emperor, the second the disgrace of his
successor. Only the accurate characters, following in soldierly order the writing
pattern of the Qin engravings keep up appearances. The message of the leaves is

47

A description of the inscriptions see in Jenseits der Grossen Mauer, ed. by Lothar Ledderose and
Adele Schlombs, 243.

48

Elman, »The Social Roles of Literati«, 367 and passim.
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more or less in accordance with the time-honored literati technique of »borrowing
the past to criticize the present« (jie gu feng jin
). Not only the »faults of
Qin«, but also the »faults of Qing« are dealt with. The scholar must have taken
quite a risk when creating this politically sensitive account. However, the rather
personal diary form of albums was confined only to trustworthy persons if at all,
and therefore remained in a sheltered space.
When Lu Xun, subject of Raoul’s prestigious opus magnum,49 commented on
the popular comparison between the burning of books by Hitler Germany and
under Qin Shihuangdi in 1933 which in his eyes played down the role of
contemporary nationalism. Feeling this kind of comparison to be »most unfair«,50
Lu Xun decided on favoring the Qin. Maybe the verdict of Gao Fenghan when
comparing the Qin with the contemporary Qing would have been less distinct.
The album leaves, however, convey an impression of his political attitude,
rejecting past and present despotism, without ruling out the acknowledgment of
spectacular achievements, especially the unification and beautification of
scripture. After all Gao was attracted by the magic of the numinous place upon
the seaside in the same way the Empire’s unifier had obviously been.
As can be seen from the few instances above, Gao Fenghan’s so-called
»eccentricity« was to a fair extend the expression of his modernity. On a metalevel detached from time and space, a suspense provoked between pictorial miseen-scène, calligraphic order, and lyrical message attempts to transgress the limits of

49

Raoul David Findeisen, Lu Xun (1881–1936). Texte, Chronik, Bilder, Dokumente [Lu Xun /1881–1936/.
Texts, Chronicle, Pictures, Documents] (Basel [etc.]: Stoemfeld, 2001).

50

Lu Xun

, »Hua-De fenshu yitong lun«

[Differences and commonalities of

the Chinese and the Geman bookburning], in Lu Xun quanji

[Collected Works of Lu

Xun], 16 vols. (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 19822), vol. 5, 213; translated in Lu Xun »Über
Gleichheit und Unterschied der Bücherverbrennungen in China und Deutschland« [Differences
and Commonalities of the Chinese and the Geman Bookburning], in Lu Xun, In tiefer Nacht
geschrieben. Auswahl [Written Deep in the Night. Selection], translated from the Chinese by Yang
Enlin and Konrad Herrmann (Frankfurt a. M.: Röderberg-Verlag, 1981), 201.
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presentability. The modernity of Gao’s synaesthetic montage of text, calligraphy,
and picture lies in its history based ambiguity of past versus present, culture versus
nature, resignation versus protest, forgetting versus recalling. The unflattering
materiality of the former cultural asset coagulates into a maltreated memorial with
an equivocal message, demanding the spectator to take a stance. Thereby the
landmark turns out to be an emblem of verity. Pinching silence replaces the
triumphant imperial proclamation about the end of history. Only the meagre
twiners, slowly conquering the monument, seem alive and moving, materializing
in a veiled protest raised against foreign rule and a warning to all future dynasties.
This may be one reason why the Qin stele leaves have been mostly overlooked.
The mentioned Jia Yi might have been a mental stooge for Gao Fenghan,
being confronted with the almost vanished stele inscription. On dealing with the
question, how emptiness has an effect on things, Jia explained: »Its essence is like
a mirror, not taking anything and not concealing anything, but when beauty and
ugly approach, each one obtains, what it deserves«. 51 Gao Fenghan turns the
corroded emptiness of the stele into a mirror. In reconstructing it with his own
message, he develops a counter message to the memorial of fame, transforming it
into a distorting mirror of current circumstances.
Only half a century ago Gao Fenghan posthumously fell victim to historical
circumstances: In 1948 his tomb was robbed. In the 1960s the tomb stone was
smashed by Red Guards of the Cultural Revolution. On the tomb sweeping day
of Qingming
in 2002 the grave was transferred to the site of the memorial
complex established in 1994.52 To posterity, well- or ill-disposed, Gao Fenghan left
his epitaph, a personally written version of »tempus fugit«: »If you know his life, why
ask about his death, Having seen the beginning, why look at the end? Alas, not
much better will be once your end!«53

51

Alfred Forke, Geschichte der mittelalterlichen chinesischen Philosophie [History of the Chinese
Philosophy in the Middle Ages] (Hamburg: Cram, De Gruyter & Co., 19642), 14.

52

Nancun guju, 62.

53

Li Jitao, Gao Fenghan, 24–25. For a rubbing of the inscription see, Nancun guju, 29.
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What remains, however, will be the extraordinary moments of eternity Gao
Fenghan designed as a travel souvenir filled with experience, knowledge and
meaning for himself (and for us).
Remembering Raoul evokes another moment of eternity, popping up as if it
were yesterday: You turn around the corner of a street, and there he stands, not
waiting, but quietly reflecting, smiling and enjoying a beloved cigarette between
his fingers, while fine smoke ascends: »like smoke« is a Chinese symbol of
transiency, also similar to our tempus fugit.
University of Munich, Department of Asian Studies

Liang Qichao (1873–1927): On New
Literature, Political Novel and
Buddhism
Jana Benická
For Raoul, a great friend and colleague.

Abstract Liang Qichao
(1873–1929) was a prominent Chinese political reformer,
man of letters and translator. Much is known about his contribution to the formation of
the concept of »new literatur«, yet, his deep belief in Buddhism and the influence of this
fact on his writings on literature is often omitted in the scholarly works.
Keywords China, novel, New Literature · Liang Qichao · Buddhism, »On the Relationship
Between Fiction and the Government of the People«

Introduction
Liang Qichao
(1873–1929) was one of the most prominent Chinese political
reformers, writers, translators and journalists of his time. As regards his political
affiliation, Liang himself was an advocate of the political model of the
constitutional monarchy. In this respect, in 1998, he and his teacher Kang Youwei
(1858–1927) presented a reform plan for the imperial court of Empress
Dowager Cixi (1835–1908). When the Hundred Days’ Reform was put to an end,
Liang narrowly escaped arrest and was exiled to Japan, where he stayed for the
next fourteen years. In Japan he continued to favor the political reforms in China
and helped to initiate a number of journals1 and political organizations. In the early
20th century, Liang Qichao played a significant role in introducing Western social
and political theories such as Social Darwinism and International Law.

1

In Japan he published a journal Xinming Congbao
and 1905.

[Renewing the People], between 1902
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1

Reform of Fiction and Political Novel

As a devoted political reformer and an excellent man of letters, Liang Qichao was
accordingly active in the late Qing
(1644–1911) movement of literature.2 He
emphatically advocated for its ideas of »revolution of poetry«, »reformation of
drama«, and especially »revolution of prose« and »revolution of fiction«,3 while as
Luo Xuanmin argues, all these claims on behalf of literature served his theory of
»neo-democraticism«.4 As we will see in the following text, it was fiction, especially
novel, which Liang believed was the most instrumental tool in the reform of
Chinese literature and the society itself. The most prominent text in support of
this notion seems to be his notable essay »On the Relationship between Fiction
and the Government of the People« (Lun xiaoshuo yu qunzhi zhi guanxi
; 1902),5 where he outlines how and why a novel has an enormous power
and potential to rule over people—and accordingly suggests how instrumental it
can be in the process of political reforms in China. The essay starts with the
following passage:
,
;
,

2

.
,

;
,

,
.

,
;

;
,

,
;

?

6

For late Qing movement of literature, see Theodore Huters, »From Writing to Literature: The
Development of Late Qing Theories of Prose«, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 47,1 (1987), 51–
96.

3

Helmut Martin, »A Transitional Concept of Chinese Literature 1897–1917: Liang Qichao on
Poetry Reform, Historical Drama and the Political Novel«, Oriens Extremus 2,2 (1973), 175–217.

4

Luo Xuanmin, »Ideology and Literary Translation: Liang Qichao«, Perspectives: Studies in
Translatology 13, 3 (2005), 179.

5

Liang Qichao, »Lun xiaoshuo yu qunzhi zhi guanxi«

[On the Relationship

Between Fiction and the Government of the People, 1902], in Yinbingshi wenji dianjiao
[An Edited Collection of Articles in Yinbin Room], Vol. 2, ed. by Wu Song
(Kunming: Yunnan jiaoyu chubanshe), 758–760. Hereafter »Lun xiaoshuo«.
6

Liang Qichao, »Lun xiaoshuo«, 758.
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If one intends to renovate the people of a nation, it must first renovate its fiction.
Therefore, to renovate morality, one must renovate fiction; to renovate religion, one
must renovate fiction; to renovate politics, one must renovate fiction; to renovate
social customs, one must renovate fiction; to renovate learning and arts, one must
renovate fiction; and to renovate even the human mind and remold its character, one
must renovate fiction. Why this is so? This is because fiction has a profound power
over the way of man. 7

According to Liang Qichao, novel is a most natural medium to educate the
masses.8 In this context, Helmut Martin points out that above cited essay meant
»a radical reversion in the history of Chinese literature, as the traditional novel
and short story had been a despised genre quite outside the realm of true creative
writing«. 9 However, on the other hand, Liang Qichao disliked the mainstream
traditional Chinese novels that, according to him, »only served as models of
adultery and theft«, 10 and thus he stressed the important distinction between
those traditional patterns and the »novel that wakes people up« and »awakens the
conscience of people«. 11 In order to replace the traditional patterns of novels,
Liang adopted what he and his contemporaries believed had been the Japanese,
European, and American way of transforming society by means of novels.12 Liang
believed that these novels could have considerable effect on modern Chinese

7

English translations according to Gek Nai Cheng, »On the Relationship Between Fiction and the
Government of the People«, in Modern Chinese Literary Thought. Writings on Literature, 1893–1945,
ed. by Kirk A. Denton (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1996), 74–81.

8

Liang Qichao also compares the habit of reading to bodily needs such as breathing or eating—we
read what best suits our naturalness—and the best literary medium where one reads as easily as
breath is a novel or other genre narrative literature. »Lun xiaoshuo«, 759.

9

Hemut Martin, »A Transitional Concept of Chinese Literature 1897–1917: Liang Ch’i Ch’ao on
Poetry-Reform, Historical Novel and Political Novel«, Oriens Extremus 20 (1973), 216.

10

Gek Nai Cheng, »On the relationship«, 79.

11

Ibid.

12

Zhang Ping, »Sherlock Holmes in China«, Perspectives: Studies in Translatology 13,3 (2005), 106–114.
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literature. 13 As Alexander DesForges points out, 14 Liang based his faith in this
literary form largely on the developments in Meiji era Japan.15 Liang Qichao was
then convinced that translation of Japanese and Western (especially political)
novels was an important measure for reforming culture, and also considered
translation as a tool for heightening national pride and promoting political
reforms in China.16 As a result, he started translating foreign fiction in order to
introduce new Western thinking as a means of criticizing the policy of the
imperial government and revealing the backwardness of contemporary China—
and what he particularly found most effective, was the political novel or science
fiction. However, Liang did not explicitly specify how and what (political or
science fiction) novels should be translated—only, as Luo Xuanmin points out, he
once mentioned that the (Guomindang) government has allowed too little a piece
of translation to translate.17 Nonetheless, a good example of such works seemed
to be Edward Bellamy’s (1850–1898) Looking Backward, 2000–1887, which was
translated into Chinese by Timothy Richard as Bainian yijue
that
directly inspired Liang Qichao to write a novel of his own. In 1902, Liang began
to write a political novel, a kind of an utopian vision of China’s prosperous and
rich future; preliminary titled Xin Zhongguo weilai
[An Account of
the Future of New China]—but his this own model political novel was never

13

Liang Qichao, »Yi yin zhengzhi xiaoshuo«

[Preface to the Publication of Political

Novels in Translation, 1898], in Yinbingshi wenji dianjiao, 34–39.
14

Alexander DesForges, »The Uses of Fiction: Liang Qichao and His Contemporaries«, in
The Columbia Companion to Modern Chinese Literature, ed. by Kirk A. Denton (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2016), 97–103.

15

Liang Qichao was a fanciful proponent of the idea that the political novel significantly helped
reform Meiji

in Japan. In this respect, we should point out the interesting fact that

Liang did not master any foreign language before his exile to Japan. In Japan, he started to read
Western literature in Japanese translations.
16

Luo Xuanmin, »Ideology and Literary Translation«, 179

17

Ibid.
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finished. Therefore, Liang was not able to provide a standard for how a Chinese
political (»educational«) novel should look like.

2

Liang Qichao and Buddhism

As one of the most influential intellectuals of his times, Liang Qichao once said:
»Among the late Qing Scholars of “New Learning”,[18] there were none who did
not have some connection with Buddhism«.19 This »connection«—as strong in the
first part of the Republic of China as it was in the late Qing—was formed partially
because, as Liang believed, Buddhism assisted those intellectuals in coming to
terms with existential uncertainty, intellectual crisis and an unstable political and
social world. Leading intellectuals in the late nineteenth century and their
followers were involved with Buddhism in one way or another. The list is very long,
starting from Liang Qichao’s teacher Kang Youwei, who was influenced by the
Bodhisattva ideal and who for a certain period of time secluded himself in the
mountains to practice Buddhist meditation. Liang Qichao was a disciple of
Ouyang Jingwu
(1871–1943), a key figure in the revival of Yogācāra
Buddhism thought in modern China. 20 Liang himself was a prolific author of
essays and books on Buddhism. As a devoted follower of Buddhism, he not only
favored the philosophical implication of its teachings, but as we can see in the
following passage, he even found it a possible source of national pride of Chinese
people. A good example of considering Buddhism as a »source of national pride«
was his commentary on one of the most crucial texts of (Mahāyāna) Buddhist
philosophy in East Asia, a profound treatise Awakening of Faith (Dasheng qixin lun

18

New Learning refers to the reformist intellectuals who broke up with the Confucian tradition of
China and were looking for intellectual and conceptual resources to China’s political and social
predicament in non-Confucian and Western systems of thought.

19

Chan Sin-wai, Buddhism in Late Ch’ing Political Thought (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1985),
29.

20

On the Influence of Ouyang Jingwu on Liang Qichao see Eyal Aviv, Differentiating the Pearl From
the Fish Eye: Ouyang Jingwu (1871–1943) and the Revival of Scholastic Buddhism, Ph.D. thesis
(Harvard University, 2008), 155–164.
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). 21 The authorship of the Awakening of Faith was traditionally
attributed to the Indian Yogācāra master Aśvaghoṣa (c. 80-c. 150), but after
Japanese scholars had surmised that the text is likely a Chinese product, this
theory became »a source of national pride and happiness« in the eyes of Liang
Qichao. In his commentary on the Awakening of Faith he said:
In the past, it was believed by all that the Awakening of Faith was written by a great
Indian sage. Then one day, evidence was found that it was a product of one of our
ancestors, [when I learned about it] my happiness and joy were beyond words. I am
not going to discuss whether this treatise fits well with the Buddha’s intention or
whether this treatise explains the ultimate metaphysical truth, but [I will argue that]
what is important about this text is that it collects and harmonized the best part of
the various Buddhist schools in order to accomplish the highest development of
Buddhist doctrine.22

Here Liang also indirectly expressed the idea that it is Chinese Buddhism which
represents the highest development of Buddhist doctrine as such, and in this
respect, it can embody the spirit of Chinese, or it perfectly fits the nature of
Chinese people. It is then not surprising that in his works he advocated for
Buddhism as a philosophy, which can fit the inner world of the (Chinese) people,
and he even proposed that when explaining epistemological or psychological
modes of grasping the reality when reading a novel, the terms and concepts of
Buddhism could be perfectly instrumental.

21

Dasheng qixin lun

[Awakening of Faith], Taishō shinshū daizōkyō [New compilation of

the Tripitaka from the Taishō Era, hereafter refered as T], 100 vols. (Tōkyō: Taishō issaikyō
kankōkai, 1924–1932), Vol. 32, No. 1666.
22

Liang Qichao, »Dasheng qixinlun kaozheng«
Awakening of Faith], in Dacheng qixinlun zhenwei bian

[Textual Research of the
[Debating The

Genuineness or Fakeness of the Awakening of Faith] ed. by Wang Yang et al. (Taibei: Jiankang
shuju, 1956). English translation according to Eyal Aviv, Differentiating the Pearl From the Fish Eye,
156.
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Reformed Novels as Tools of Awakening of People in Terms of Different Schools of
Chinese Buddhism

As we have already mentioned in the previous text, Liang Qichao had a profound
knowledge of Buddhism, mastered the teachings of its various schools, and even
found Chinese Buddhist texts as a possible source of national pride. And as we will
see in the following text, he was also trying to use the teachings of Buddhist
philosophy in order to explain the very process of how the reader of a novel
approaches and grasps the literary text itself. Borrowing the epistemological or
ontological notions of various schools of Buddhism, he further attempts to
elucidate how reading a novel can lead to one’s mental improvement. But
correspondingly, on the other hand, the novel itself must fulfill the requirements
of new standards for fiction writing; otherwise, it will not serve to cultivate the
reader. This issue can be analysed on the example of the above-mentioned Liang
Qichao’s famous treatise »On the Relationship between Fiction and the
Government of the People«. Also Helmut Martin in this respect argues in this
respect that it is this essay that »tries to give a rationalization of the secret powers
of influence which the author attributed to the prose genre, and, that it draws
inspiration for its argument from Buddhism which had an interim attraction for
many of the reformers as an alternative to the traditional Confucian outlook«.23
In the beginning of the essay, Liang Qichao first figures out two key causes or
assumptions that are, according to him, in fact true essence of writing, since they
represent the natural expectations of each reader—and which in literature are best
represented by a novel:
1. Fiction leads people to another world and changes the atmosphere of
perception of the reality they are in contact with.

24

23

Hemut Martin, »A Transitional Concept of Chinese Literature«, 216.

24

Liang Qichao, »Lun xiaoshuo«, 758.
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Human nature is such that it is often disconnected with the world. The world with
which we are in physical contact is spatially limited. Thus, apart from direct physical
or perceptual contact with reality, we also often desire to touch and perceive things
indirectly; this is life beyond one’s life, the world beyond one’s world. This sort of
vision is inherent in both the sharp and the dull-witted. And nothing can transcend
the power of fiction in molding the human into more intelligent or duller beings. Thus,
fiction often leads us to a different world and transforms the atmosphere with which
we are in constant contact.25

2. The author of the novel tells people what they feel, but what they cannot
describe.

26

Man is generally unaware of imaginings he harbors in his mind and the world he has
experienced. Normally, we are aware of sadness, happiness, remorse, anger, love, fear,
worry, and shame, but not of their cause. We want to describe the motivations behind
them, but our minds cannot understand them, our mouths cannot express them, and
our pen cannot describe them. If there is someone who can give a thorough account
of them, we will pound the table and cry out: »Excellent! Excellent! How true! How
true!«27

If a literary work has the ambition to be accepted by a wide community of readers,
it must inevitably fulfill these two assumptions, and it is fiction and especially
novel that best meets these »two most natural reader’s expectations when reading
a literary work«.28 As Liang further argues, this pattern can be applied to all classes
of readers—educated or uneducated—because all readers look for such a kind of
revelations of the world and the ability to implement them into the text is the real
inner power of the literary work.

25

Gek Nai Cheng, »On the relationship«, 75.

26

Liang Qichao, »Lun xiaoshuo«, 758.

27

Gek Nai Cheng, »On the relationship«, 75.

28

Ibid.
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Based on these assumptions, Liang Qichao further develops his concept of
the role of novel in the restoration of society, by defining four kinds of powers
(forces, li ) that appropriate or true literature must imply—and, further he
correlates them with four concepts of Buddhism. He writes: »In addition, fiction
has four powers to influence the way of man (yi xiaoshuo zhi zhipei ren dao ye, fu you
si zhong li
,
).« They are expressed as follows:
1. xun (»thurification/perfuming«)
2. jin (»immersion/soaking«)
3. ci (»stimulation/piercing«)
4. ti (»lifting/forwarding«)
Here we come to the very core of our article, because in the following text,
the author demonstrates how these four forces operate in the process of reading
by referring them to specific Buddhist schools and concepts.
1. Thurification/perfuming (xun ):

29

When reading a novel, one’s perception, thinking, and sensitivity are unconsciously
affected and conditioned by it. Gradually, changing day by day, it makes its effect felt.
And although the effect is momentary, altering interruptions and continuations, over
a course of a long period of time the world of novel enters the mind of the reader and
takes root there like a seed(ling) with a special quality.30

31

Later, this seedling, being daily thurified by further contact with fiction, will become
more vigorous, and its influence will in turn spread to others and to entire world. This
is the cause of the cyclical transformation of all living and non-living things in the
world.32

29

Liang Qichao, »Lun xiaoshuo«, 758.

30

Gek Nai Cheng, »On the relationship«, 76.

31

Liang Qichao, »Lun xiaoshuo«, 759.

32

Gek Nai Cheng , »On the relationship«, 76.
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The way Liang expounds this first type of ‘power’ refers to an (originally) Indian
Buddhist school of Yogācāra (Vijñānavāda). In China, we know this school—
traditionally labeled as ‘idealistic’ by Western scholars—under the names
Yuqiexingpai
(School of Practice of Yoga), Weishizong
(Consciousness Only School), or Faxiangzong
(School of Phenomenal
33
Signs of Things). As we have already mentioned earlier, Liang Qichao himself
was a disciple of Ouyang Jingwu, a leading figure in the revival of Yogācāra
(Vijñānavāda) thought in modern China, and it is beyond question that Liang
mastered and highly valued the teachings of this school.
A notion of »germ-seeds/seedlings« (zhongzi
) that »perfume« (xunxi
)
human mind is the basic conceptual issue of the above mentioned Buddhist
‘idealistic’ school. According to its teachings, a mind of a human being consists of
eight different levels of consciousness, and the »germ-seeds/seedlings« are related
to the highest one, the »warehouse consciousness«.
The first five kinds of consciousness correlate with one’s individual sensory
perceptions through one’s sensory organs (sight, hearing, taste, smell and touch),
so they are referred to as »sense consciousness«. The sixth level is called
»intellectual consciousness« (yi shi
). The seventh »assessing consciousness«
(siliang shi
) as Buddhist epistemology explains is »a consciousness »as a will
34
to be«. It is based on the »sixth consciousness«, but unlike it, the »assessing
consciousness« is qualified as »subconscious«. As we can learn from various texts
of the tradition, it is exactly this kind of consciousness that localizes the eighth
consciousness as »own self«. The highest eighth consciousness, generally referred
to as »warehouse consciousness« (zangshi
), embodies a notion of a kind of
»collective memory«, or a »spatially unoccupied« consciousness that is the
storehouse of all past, present and future »seeds» of all beings ever existed. In the

33

For Yogācāra (Vijñānavāda) see e.g., Lambert Schmithausen, On the Problem of External World in the
Ch’eng wei shih lun. Studia Philologica Buddhica, Ocassional Paper Series (Tokyo: The International
Institute for Buddhist Studies, 2005).

34

Miloš Hubina, Vedomie ako oceán. Filozofia a meditácia v indickom buddhizme [Consciousness as an
Ocean. Philosophy and Meditation in Indian Buddhism] (Bratislava: Chronos, 2004), 158.
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terminology of Yogācāra (Vijñānavāda), this warehouse consciousness »perfumes«
the »seeds« of all future possible phenomenal contents of the minds of all
individual beings, on the basis of his or her previous karmic deeds. At the same
time, the individual mind of each individual »perfumes« the »warehouse
consciousness« in turn.
2. Immersion/soaking (jin )
35

(If two works) are equally appealing, the one that is longer and deals with more facts
will have the greater power to influence the reader. This is just like drinking wine. If
one drinks for ten days, one will remain drunk for a hundred days. It was precisely
because of this power of immersion that the Buddha expounded on the voluminous
Avatamsaka Sutra after he had risen from under the Bodhi Tree.36

Here, Liang Qichao explicitly refers to one of the most voluminous and obscure
texts in Buddhism, to Huayan jing
(Flower Garland Sūtra).37 Liang Qichao
returns to this canonical text and to the teaching of the school (Huayan zong
), which declares Flower Garland Sutra as its basic text, in more detail when
he describes the fourth power of narrative literature.38
3. Stimulation/piercing (ci )

39

Chan Buddhism also resorts to this power of stimulation to lead men from their folly
to sudden enlightenment. This power is more effective in speech than in writing.
However, the effect of the spoken word is spatially and temporally limited. Because of
the inherent limitations of speech, we must turn to writing. And, for writing, the

35

Liang Qichao, »Lun xiaoxuo«, 759.

36

Gek Nai Cheng , »On the relationship«, 77.

37

Dafangguang fo huayan jing

38

For the tradition and the sūtra see Imre Hamar, »The History of Buddhāvataṃsaka-sūtra: Shorter

(Sans. Mahāvaipulyabuddhāvataṃsaka-sūtra), T No. 278.

and Larger Texts«, in Reflecting Mirrors. Perspectives on Huayan Buddhism, ed. by Imre Hamar
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2007), 139–167.
39

Liang Qichao, »Lun xiaoshuo«, 759.
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vernacular is a more effective medium than the classical language and the parable is a
more effective form than a serious statement. Hence, nothing possesses more power
than fiction.40

While the first two forces (»thurification« and »immersion«) are said to be acting
on the reader subconsciously,41 when describing the third power of »stimulation«,
Liang Qichao emphasizes especially on its »sudden effect«. In the essay under
examination, Liang directly matches this »suddenness« of the third power with the
effect of the so-called »sudden awakening« (dunwu
)—which the Buddhist
tradition associates with the so-called »Southern school« of Chan Buddhism
(Nanchan foxue
). The teachings of the »sudden awakening« understand
awakening (kaiwu
) not to be a result of a long and systematic cultivation (like
in most other traditions of Buddhism), but on the contrary, true awakening should
come suddenly, without a conscious effort to attain it. Modern scholars agree on
the assumption that Chan Buddhism is a Chinese product, yet for doctrinal
reasons, Chan School itself derives its legitimization from its proclaimed Indian
roots. It is then believed that Chan was introduced to China by an Indian monk
Bodhidharma (Putidamo
), and accordingly, four principal
characteristics of the teaching of the school are ascribed to him. They are as
follows: »transmission independent of the doctrinal teachings« (jiaowai biechuan
), »not relying on the written word« (buli wenzi
), »directly pointing
to the human mind« (zhizhi renxin
), »to become a Buddha by seeing one’s
own mind« (jianxin chengfo
). The teachings of the so called Southern
Chan thus convey and emphasize the notion that awakening can only be achieved
by an immediate, sudden experience, and that it cannot be a result of long-term
meditation. It comes »just so«.
4. Lifting/forwarding (ti )

42

40

Gek Nai Cheng , »On the relationship«, 77.

41

Ibid.

42

Ibid.
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As [one] becomes transformed and enters a book during the process of reading, one is
no longer one’s own self but rather becomes completely cut off from this world and
enters another world. This is similar to what the Avatamsaka Sutra calls »the tower of
Huayan« or »the layered net of the god Indra«, in which myriad lotus flowers appear in
a single pore of the skin and a million kalpas are spanned in the fingers. In addition,
[the power] of writing to transform people is carried here to its limits.43

As we have already mentioned in the previous text, Huayan Sutra (Flower Garland
Sūtra) is one of the most voluminous texts in Buddhism, and also one of the most
obscure. It is beyond the scope of this article to give a more detailed explanation
of the basic concepts of the teachings. 44 I will try to summerize it in a few
sentences.
The core concept is embodied in the notion of shi shi wuai
(»the
non-obstruction of phenomenon and phenomenon«). In other words, every single
phenomenon (shi ) in this world, being a perfect, true and total manifestation of
the »true reality«, totally contains within itself all other phenomena in this world,
without obstruction (wuai
). At the same time, each phenomenon is also
perfectly and totally contained in every other single phenomenon, »without
obstruction«.45 But this does not mean that all things in the world are the same—
the difference is that none of the things manifests itself phenomenally at the same
time in the same place than any other. Huayan School usually demonstrates this
obscure theory on the example of the god Indra’s layered net of jewels: every single
jewel perfectly reflects in itself all other jewels in the net—they are mutually
»included« in each other without »obstruction«. And as Liang Qichao points out
in this respect, the most powerful literature is such that the reader and the
principal hero of the novel do not »obstruct« each other.

43

Ibid., 78.

44

See e.g., Thomas Cleary, Entry Into the Inconceivable. An Introduction to Hua-yen Buddhism (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 1983).

45

Metaphorical embodiment of the philosophical concept includes »myriad lotus flowers appear in
a single pore of the skin and a million kalpas are spanned in the fingers«.
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Influence of the Four Powers on the Reader
In the previous text, we were trying to examine how Liang Qichao more or less
explicitly explained the conceptual frame of the essay in terms of Buddhist
philosophy. Liang highlighted notions like »warehouse consciousness«, »sudden
awakening« or god Indras net of jewels, all concepts highly valued by respective
schools of Chinese Buddhism, and, I believe also familiar to intellectuals of his
time. But it was not only the conceptual frame of Buddhism that Liang offers in
the text of the »On the Relationship«. He goes further, i.e., elaborates the effect
of the four forces (acting in terms of Buddhism) in relation to what is going on in
the mind of the reader of the novel.
1. Influence of the power of thurification on the reader:
...

...
46

The first (power) is called thurification. It is like entering a cloud of smoke and being
thurified by it, or like touching ink or vermilion and being tinted by it. […] When
reading a novel, one’s perception, thinking, and sensitivity are unconsciously affected
and conditioned by it. Gradually, changing day by day, it makes its effect felt. And
although the effect is momentary, altering interruptions and continuations, over a
course of a long period of time the world of novel enters the mind of the reader and
takes root there like a seed[ling] with a special quality. […] Later this seed[ling], being
daily thurified by further contact with fiction, will become more vigorous, and its
influence will in turn spread to others and to the entire world.47

The world of the novel becomes a »germ seed of exceptional quality« in the
reader’s mind, the seed matures further by another reading, and this process
(positively or negatively) affects reader’s karmic deeds in the future. It is also

46

Liang Qichao, »Lun xiaoshuo«, 759.

47

Gek Nai Cheng, »On the relationship«, 76
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meant that it affects how the reader will influence his surroundings and people
around him, and also »warehouse consciousness« shared by all beings.
2. Influence of the power of immersion on the reader:

...
48

The second power is known as immersion. Whereas thurification is spatial and hence
its effect is proportional to the space in which it acts, immersion is temporal, and its
effect varies according to the length of time it operates. Immersion refers to the
process in which a reader is so engrossed in a novel that it causes him to assimilate
himself with its content. When one reads a novel, very often one is unable to free
oneself from its effect […] (If two works) are equally appealing, the one that is longer
and deals with more facts will have the greater power to influence the reader.49

The more extensive the novel is, the more the reader submerges into deeper
reading and remains under its influence. Liang Qichao thus suggests that a good
novel should be long.
3. Influence of the power of stimulation on the reader:

...
50

The third power is that of stimulation. Whereas the effects of thurification and
immersion are gradual, that of stimulation is immediate. And although the effects of
thurification and immersion take place without the reader’s being aware of them that
of stimulation is able to suddenly evoke in the reader strange feelings over which he
has no control. […] Before reading The Dream of the Red Chamber I am happy, but
when I read about Qingwen’s leaving the Grand View Garden or Lin Daiyu’s dying in
the Bamboo Retreat, why do I suddenly shed tears? 51

48

Liang Qichao, »Lun xiaoshuo«, 759.

49

Gek Nai Cheng, »On the relationship«, 76.

50

Liang Qichao, »Lun xiaoshuo«, 759.

51

Gek Nai Cheng, »On the relationship«, 76.
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From this passage we can learn that if the literary work contains powerful stories
full of unexpected twists, the reader loses control and suddenly subsides into the
emotions emanating from the book.
4. Influence of the power of lifting on the reader:
——

[...]

52

The fourth power is that of lifting. The first three powers work from the outside and
penetrate into the mind, but the power of lifting originates from within and works
outward. This in fact is the highest attainment in Buddhism. All readers of novels often
feel that they have entered a state of self-transformation and that they themselves have
become the principal characters once they are engrossed in them. […] Therefore, if
the protagonist of the novel is Washington, the reader will be transformed into an
avatar of Washington; if it is Napoleon, he will feel himself an avatar of Napoleon;
[…].53

Finally, the power of »lifting«, Liang Qichao identifies with the state of mind when
the reader fully identifies himself with the hero of the novel.
From the text of the treatise we also learn that the effect of the first force of
»absorption« depends on space, the effect of the second force of »immersion«
depends on time. The »absorption« and »immersion« are subconscious, on the
other hand, the third power of awakening has a sudden effect.54 While the first
three forces (»absorption«, »immersion«, and »stimulation«) act »from the outside
and penetrate into the mind« 55 (heroes from the novel act on the reader), the
fourth force »originates from within and works outward« (the hero comes out of
the novel and identifies with the reader). If the writer masters the art of these four

52

Liang Qichao, »Lun xiaoshuo«, 759.

53

Gek Nai Cheng, »On the relationship«, 76.

54

Ibid.

55

Ibid., 77.
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powers and applies them in the novel, »these four powers are capable of shaping
the world as well as establishing and nurturing the various norms of society«.56

4

Conclusion

What does Liang Qichao propose as a model for a »new novel«, narrative literature
which will educate the masses of Chinese? From what we are able to learn from
the text of the essay in question, I think, first of all we should point out that Liang
advises us that a proper novel must disclose the hidden true reality beyond a visible
world by similar methods as the true reality is revealed by Chinese Buddhist
Schools. And the highest mastery of novel writing is to bring the reader into a
state that he fully identifies himself with the hero of the novel. The state of mind
when a reader fully identifies himself with the hero of a literary work, Liang
Qichao resembles to the state of consciousness the Huayan School describes as
»the non-obstruction of phenomenon and phenomenon«. Apart from the Huayan
School, Liang also refers to two other branches of Chinese Buddhism—
Consciousness Only (Vijñānavāda or Yogācāra) and Chan. In the frame of the
Consciousness Only philosophy, the writer should understand the text of a novel
as a place of interaction among all readers, which influences the way readers create
images of the outside world, and thus shape the action (creating images of the
outside world) in the future, not only of themselves, but also of all other human
beings. Chan Buddhism provides a writer with the knowledge that a good literary
work should contain powerful stories full of unexpected twists, which makes the
reader to subside into the emotions emerging from the book suddenly and
unconsciously. If the author of the novel is able to evoke the senses and states of
consciousness of the reader, understood by these Buddhist schools as an insight
into the true nature of the world, the literary work is perfect.
Comenius University in Bratislava, Department of East Asian Studies
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Ibid., 78.

Irony, Political Philosophy, and
Historiography: Cai Ze’s Anecdote in
Zhanguo ce Revisited
Yuri Pines*

Abstract This study explores a single anecdote from the Stratagems of the Warring States
(Zhanguo ce
), named »Cai Ze was expelled from Zhao«. I analyze its philosophical,
historical, and literary content and argue that the anecdote was in all likelihood composed
during the Han dynasty. It presents highly original views on the nature of the sage’s political
achievments, and on the relations between the quest for fame and the dictum to preserve
one’s body. Moreover, the anecdote can be read as an ironic take on the common Zhanguo
ce trope of an omniscient successful persuader. My study calls for a deeper engagement with
Zhanguo ce as a source for the Warring States-period history, literature, and thought.
Keywords
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body, irony, historiography ‧ Qin
(453–221 BC), Zhanguo ce
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Ours is an exciting age in studies of early Chinese thought in the West. The
explosive increase in the number of unearthed manuscripts provides scholars with
many new sources for intellectual history of pre-imperial (pre–221 BC) and early
imperial China. Parallel to this, many transmitted texts that had been neglected
for generations by Western scholars have recently been accorded translations cum
studies.1 The expanding scope of texts with which we operate allows for a much

*

This study is dedicated to the memory of the dear friend and colleague, Raoul Findeisen, whose
timeless death deeply shocked all of us. The research was supported by the Israel Science
Foundation (grant No. 240/15) and by the Michael William Lipson Chair in Chinese Studies. Am
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earlier versions of this article.
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There is no slightest possibility to summarize the impact of paleographic revolution on studies
of early Chinese thought. For examples of recent publications of previously ignored texts, see,
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more nuanced understanding of intellectual trends in the Warring States period
than was possible a few decades ago.
This said, some major sources still attract very limited scholarly attention. Of
these, the ongoing neglect of the Stratagems of the Warring States (Zhanguo ce
) is most regrettable. After all, this is one of the largest texts that deals with the
Warring States period (Zhanguo
, 453–221 BC), an immensely rich repository
of contemporaneous rhetoric, political thought, diplomatic history, and literary
patterns. This richness, though, remains largely unexplored. Aside from several
pioneering studies by James Crump (published in the 1960s and republished in the
1990s), and an almost contemporaneous solid monograph by Kim V. Vasil’ev
(1968), the text merited in the West just a few short articles that focused on its
rhetorical patterns.2 Its richness in terms of intellectual history and the problems
it poses to studies of early Chinese historiography have been barely tapped.
The reasons for scholarly reluctance to deal with Zhanguo ce are not difficult
to find. First, the text lacks an identifiable authorship. It was compiled by the Han
(206/202 BC–220 AD) librarian, Liu Xiang
(77–6 BC) from no fewer than
six texts discovered by him in the imperial library. Each of these component texts
in turn was in all likelihood itself a compilation of disparate anecdotes produced

e.g., Shizi: China’s First Syncretist, tr. by Paul Fischer (New York: Columbia University Press, 2012);
The Shenzi Fragments: A Philosophical Analysis and Translation, tr. by Eirik Lang Harris (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2016); The Spring and Autumn Annals of Master Yan, tr. by Olivia Milburn
(Leiden: Brill, 2016) and another edition, translated by Yoav Ariel (Beijing: Renmin University
Press, 2018).
2

Intrigues: Studies of the Chan-kuo Ts’e, tr. by James I. Crump, Jr. (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 1964; revised edition published in 1996); Legends of the Warring States: Persuasions, Romances,
and Stories from the Chan-kuo Ts’e, tr. by James I. Crump, Jr. (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 1999); Kim V. Vasil’ev, Планы Сражающихся Царств (Исследования и переводы)
[Stratagems of the Warring States: Studies and Translations] (Moscow: Nauka, 1968). For articles,
see Paul R. Goldin, »Rhetoric and Machination in Stratagems of the Warring States«, in Paul R.
Goldin, After Confucius: Studies in Early Chinese Philosophy (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press,
2005), 76–89; Romain Graziani, »Rhetoric That Kills, Rhetoric That Heals«, Extrême-Orient,
Extrême-Occident 34 (2012): 41–77.
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by different authors, at different circumstances, and with different goals in mind.
Second, the dates and the historical veracity of the Zhanguo ce anecdotes remain
very uncertain. Some of these may have been composed soon after the events they
depict and may contain reliable historical information, while others (probably the
majority) are pure fiction.3 Third, the text is disciplinarily confusing: standing at
the nexus of history, philosophy, and literature, it belongs to none sensu stricto. All
these understandably discourage scholars from in-depth engagement with the
Stratagems.
Another, less visible reason that hinders interest in Zhanguo ce can be called a
traditional one, namely dislike of its amoral, and at times immoral message. Liu
Xiang himself noticed that despite the brilliance of the protagonists’ stratagems,
these cannot be used for »ruling the state and for educational transformation« (
).4 This negative view of the text’s intellectual content remained
visible throughout the imperial millennia, and is still observable nowadays.
Zhanguo ce indeed focuses on machinations and intrigues and, in Paul R. Goldin’s
words, »espouses a world view antithetical to orthodox Confucianism«. 5 Yet
paraphrasing Goldin, therein lies the book’s value—not only for »ancient readers«,
but for all those eager to understand important undercurrents in the world of
thought of the Warring States. The Zhanguo ce protagonists’ brazen concern with
immediate gain, their deceitfulness, their unadorned quest for glory and riches—
all provide a valuable corrective to a somewhat idealized picture of the men-ofservice (shi ) that we encounter in the vast majority of the Masters’ (zi )
writings from that age. Moreover, the very heterogeneity of Zhanguo ce and the
absence of identifiable unified ideological agenda behind its anecdotes makes it a
richer repository of intellectual trends of the Warring States period than any other
contemporaneous text.

3

The best study of the nature and composition of Zhanguo ce, of which am aware, is He Jin
Zhanguo ce’ yanjiu

,

[Studies of the Stratagems of the Warring States] (Beijing: Beijing

daxue chubanshe, 2001).
4

Liu Xiang’s preface to his compilation of Zhanguo ce is cited from He Jianzhang
ce zhushi

[Annotated Stratagems of the Warring States] (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1991),

1357.
5

, Zhanguo

See Goldin, »Rhetoric and Machination«, 89.
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In what follows I want to demonstrate the Zhanguo ce’s value for students of
pre-imperial intellectual history through an in-depth analysis of one of its
anecdotes, the story of the travelling persuader Cai Ze 、 , an otherwise
insignificant political personality, who allegedly unseated and replaced the allpowerful prime minister of Qin , Fan Sui
(d. 255 BC).6 This unusually
lengthy anecdote of around 1800 characters provides manifold insights about
rhetoric, political thought, and historiography. Some of its ideas are quite peculiar
and may give us precious clues about the intellectual atmosphere at the time of its
composition, which, I shall argue, should be the early Han dynasty.

1

Background: Cai Ze and Fan Sui

Both Fan Sui and his replacer, Cai Ze, belong to the famous »guest ministers« (ke
qing
) of Qin. They and their ilk were travelling persuaders who benefitted
from Qin’s openness to foreign talents, climbed to the top of the political ladder
there, and contributed to the strengthening of that state.7 Fan Sui was arguably
the most eminent of these, second only to Shang Yang
(d. 338 BC) in his
8
achievements. A Zhanguo ce anecdote, incorporated in Fan Sui’s biography in

6

Fan Sui’s name is written either

or

; consequently there is confusion about its pronunciation:

Sui or Ju? In transcribing the name as Sui
study of that issue, Bai Guohong

, I follow the tentative conclusion of the most detailed
, »Guanyu Fan Sui zhi ming de kaocha yu sisuo«

[My Study and My Wiews about Fan Sui’s Name], Jiangxi shehui kexue
11 (2015), 114–120.
7

For the guest ministers at the court of Qin, see Moriya Kazuki
ni tsuite«

, »Senkoku Shin no sōhō

[On the Warring States-period Qin chancellors], Tōyōshi kenkyū
60 (2011), 1–29; Huang Liuzhu

, Qin Han lishi wenhua lungao

[Preliminary Discussion of History and Culture under Qin and Han] (Xi’an: San Qin
chubanshe, 2002), 41–50.
8

Fan Sui’s exploits are summarized in his biography in Records of the Historian (Shiji

い), chapter

79, which is overwhelmingly based on Zhanguo ce—related anecdotes. He figures prominently in
many other chapters of the Shiji and in additional Zhanguo ce anecdotes, as well as in such texts as
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Records of the Historian (Shiji い)9 credits him with devising the policy of “allying
with the distant and attacking the near,” which allowed Qin to translate its
military superiority into steady territorial expansion. 10 Later, he assisted King
Zhaoxiang in consolidating the king’s authority at the expense of the Queen
Dowager. 11 For his contribution to Qin, Fan Sui was enfeoffed at Ying
(a
location near current Lushan
, Henan), and hence is known as the Marquis of
Ying
. From 266 to 255 BC, he was the most powerful personality at the court
of Qin. It was during his tenure that Qin delivered a mortal blow to Zhao
in
260 BC, destroying the Zhao army at Changping
. However, Fan Sui’s rivalry
with Qin’s eminent military commander, Bai Qi
(d. 257 BC, see more below),
caused not only Bai’s downfall but also subsequent disaster to Qin and to Fan Sui
personally. Fan Sui’s appointees failed miserably in fighting Zhao: one defected in
257 BC; another, Wang Ji
, was accused of plotting to defect in 255 BC. In the
aftermath of Wang Ji’s arrest, Fan Sui faced imminent demise, because, according
to Qin laws, he was personally responsible for the failure of those whom he had
recommended. This moment is the starting point of the Zhanguo ce anecdote.
Very little is known of Cai Ze. The lion’s share of his biography in Records of
the Historian (where it is attached to that of Fan Sui) comprises the single Zhanguo

Xunzi

and Han Feizi

. For Shang Yang’s career and his contribution to Qin, see Yuri

Pines, The Book of Lord Shang: Apologetics of State Power in Early China (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2017), 7–24.
9

It should be reminded here that Zhanguo ce was composed almost a century after Records of the
Historian, hence, when I speak of incorporation of a Zhanguo ce anecdote there, I mean
incorporation of an anecdote from one of the component texts of the would-be Zhanguo ce. This
heuristically convenient way of treating Zhanguo ce as a source text of Sima Qian was employed
already by Ban Gu

(32–92) in Hanshu

62: 2737. See more in Stephen W. Durrant, The

Cloudy Mirror: Tensions and Conflicts in Writing of Sima Qian (Albany: State University of New York
Press, 1995), 100–101.
10

The importance of this policy is summarized by Mark E. Lewis, »Warring States: Political
History«, in The Cambridge History of Ancient China, ed. By Michael Loewe and Edward L.
Shaughnessy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 587–650, esp. see pp. 638–639.

11

Zhanguo ce 5.9: 170–172 and 5.10: 181 (»Qin ce«

3); Shiji 79: 2408–2412; translated in Burton

Watson, Records of the Grand Historian: Qin Dynasty (Hong Kong: Chinese University of Hong Kong,
1993), 131–158 on pp. 138–142.
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ce anecdote analyzed below.12 Cai was a travelling persuader from Yan , but we
know nothing of his achievements before his bold plan to replace Fan Sui. Nor
was his subsequent career very impressive, as we shall see in the final section of
this essay. Cai’s lack of remarkable political exploits is an important backdrop for
understanding the subtleties of the Zhanguo ce anecdote.
The anecdote on which my discussion below focuses (the official title of
which is “Cai Ze was expelled from Zhao” 、
) is a very engaging piece
of literature. 13 It is different from most Zhanguo ce pieces in that it presents a
verbal duel between two equally gifted persuaders. This allows posing conflicting
interpretations of a common set of historical examples and in-depth deliberations
on the nature of individual success and failure, which is rarely seen in Zhanguo ce.14
Furthermore, as I shall try to demonstrate, the anecdote contains covert irony,
which undermines the appeal of precisely the kind of rhetoric that permeates
Zhanguo ce in general.
The story starts with Cai Ze’s dire straits: he was expelled from Zhao, and
travelled through Han and Wei , where even his cooking pot was stolen. This
is a common trope in the tales of travelling persuaders, who routinely encounter
hardship and humiliation before they are able to realize their goals.15 Undeterred
by his miserable conditions, Cai, having heard of Fan Sui’s troubles, heads to Qin,

12

A single additional piece of information about Cai Ze in Records of the Historian is his meeting with
a physiognomist who predicted Cai considerable longevity.

13

For a brief analysis of its value, see Luan Qiaoyun

, »Cong Cai Ze shui Fan Sui gong cheng

shen tui” kan Zhanguo ceshi chenggong de yuanyin«

、

の

[Analyzing the Reasons for Success of the Warring States-period Strategists on the
Basis of the “Cai Ze Urges Fan Sui to Retreat Once Success is Accomplished”], Guiyang xueyuan
xuebao (shehuikexue ban)
14

(

) 1 (2007): 98–100.

Graziani, »Rhetoric«, 57–58 notices the absence of deliberative modes of arguments in Zhanguo ce
in general.

15

The paradigmatic story of this genre is that of Su Qin’s

(d. 284 BC) sojourn in Qin before he

opts to form an anti-Qin alliance (Zhanguo ce 3.2: 74–76 [»Qin ce 1«]), analyzed in Yuri Pines,
Envisioning Eternal Empire: Chinese Political Thought of the Warring States Era (Honolulu: University
of Hawai’i Press, 2009), 142–144.
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hoping to replace Fan. In order to do so, Cai Ze needs an audience with King
Zhaoxiang
(r. 306–251 BC), which is not easily obtained. To meet the
king, one is expected to possess fine reputation as a skillful scholar, and, of course,
to have a recommender who would introduce the aspiring servant to the king in
the first place. Cai solves both problems in a very peculiar way:
、
に
、
、

Cai Ze] dispatched somebody to incite the anger of the Marquis of Ying, saying: »A
guest from Yan, Cai Ze, is the most outstanding and eloquent man-of-service under
Heaven. The moment he gets an audience with the King of Qin, the King of Qin will
appoint him minister and deprive you of your position.«
Having heard this, the Marquis of Ying sent someone to summon Cai Ze. When Cai
Ze entered, he bowed curtly to the Marquis of Ying. The Marquis of Ying was even
more uneasy about this. As they started the audience, [Cai] still behaved arrogantly.
The Marquis therefore berated him saying: »You are spreading the word that you are
going to replace me as Qin’s chief minister. Is this true?«
Cai Ze replied: »Yes«.
The Marquis of Ying said: »Please explain yourself.«16

The Zhanguo ce is often considered a textbook of political rhetoric, but the starting
lines of the Cai Ze anecdote seem more like a textbook for publicity campaigns.
Cai Ze faces a formidable task: how to get a recommender who would introduce
him to King Zhaoxiang? The only option is to use the service of Fan Sui, the very
person whom he wants to unseat. But then, how to cause Fan Sui to pay attention
to him? Cai opts for negative publicity. He presents himself as an excessively
arrogant job-seeker. The goal is to goad Fan Sui into action: to irritate him and
cause him to summon Cai. Fan Sui ostensibly fells into the trap, but does he really?
From the subsequent exchange, it seems that Fan Sui is less worried about Cai

16

Zhanguo ce 5.18: 203. Hereafter all the references to Cai Ze anecdote are to He Jianzhang’s edition
(pp. 203–205) without additional notes. My translation utilizes, with certain modifications,
Burton Watson’s translation of the parallel passages from the Records of the Grand Historian
(Watson, Records, 149-156). Cf. Crump’s translation (Legends, 31–36).
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Ze’s ability to unseat him, but simply welcomes a nice verbal competition with
another eloquent persuader.
Cai Ze’s way of publicizing his existence is cute, but was the story intended
to be convincing to the audience? I doubt this. Consider a story of a recent
university graduate who seeks to replace the White House Chief of Staff just by
spreading rumors that »I am the most qualified for this office, and once the
President meets me, I will surely replace you.« Would this bring about an
invitation to the Chief of Staff’s office? How many of us would believe it? Were
early Chinese readers more credulous than we are? Probably not.
I think the story was not intended to be believed. Rather, its aim was not just
to entertain readers with a masterly rhetorical duel between two famous
persuaders, but possibly also to present an ironic view of the persuaders’ genre.
Cai Ze’s search for recognition is a well-known trope in Warring States literature.
Many aspiring men-of-service sought ways to be instantly »recognized« by a
powerful leader, without whose endorsement no lucrative appointment would
ensue. 17 Cai’s employment of negative publicity to attract the recommender’s
attention stretches the limits of credibility and thereby indirectly ridicules other,
more conventional stories of the same lore. I shall return to the ironic subtext of
Cai Ze’s story at the end of this essay.

2

Limitless Aspirations

Having been granted the chance to demonstrate his eloquence, Cai Ze starts with
outlining a normative set of aspirations of an ambitious man-of-service. It is
against these aspirations that Fan Sui’s course of action will be later judged:
、
、
に

17

」
、

For the motif of »recognition« in the early Chinese historical and literary lore, see Eric Henry,
»The Motif of Recognition in Early China«, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 47,1 (1987), 5–30.
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Cai Ze said: »Ah, how slow you are to understand! As the four seasons take their round,
so the achiever must give ground! To have sturdy limbs, sharp eyes and perceptive ears,
and a sagacious mind as long as you live: is this not what a man-of-service desires«?
»Yes«, said the Marquis.
Cai Ze said: »To embody benevolence, cling to duty, implement the Way and spread
virtue through All-under-Heaven, be admired, respected, and loved by All-underHeaven, so that everybody wants to make you a ruler and a monarch: is this not what
the eloquent and wise desire?«
»Yes«, said the Marquis.
Cai Ze said again: »Wealth, nobility, renown, glory; to order the myriad things so that
each finds its place, longevity of one’s full life span, ending the years bequeathed by
Heaven without dying early. All-under-Heaven will carry on your rule, preserve your
enterprise, and transmit it forever. Your name and actual [achievements] will be of
utmost purity. Benefits will reach to thousand generations, so that all endlessly sing
praises to you, long-lasting as Heaven and Earth. Is not it the amulet of the Way and
virtue, the blessed and good issue for the sages?«

Yes«, said the Marquis.
Cai Ze outlines three levels of desires shared by members of his stratum. The
lowest level focuses on the uncontroversial quest for physical and mental health.
This level is common to all men-of-service. The second level is that of »eloquent
and wise« advisors, whose goal is to influence All-under-Heaven. The third, the
level of the sages, is that of transcendental achievements that will outlive the sage
himself and will continue indefinitely. These two latter levels are peculiar to Cai
Ze’s speech and deserve close attention.
Many Warring States texts present the aspirations of a noble man (junzi
)
or a man-of-service as a sequence of ever more expanding influence on the outer
world. The locus classicus of these sequences is the Great Learning (Daxue
),
which presents one’s meticulous self-cultivation as expanding from one’s self
toward ordering one’s family, governing one’s state (guo
), and ultimately
clarifying one’s brilliant virtue in All-under-Heaven (tianxia
).18 The Analects

18

Daxue 1, cited from Sishu zhangju jizhu

[The Collected Annotations on the Four
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(Lunyu
) speaks of three levels of self-cultivation: at the lowest level, a noble
man should be »reverent« (jing ), a term which is indicative of a relatively low
position. At the second level, the noble man »brings peace to others«, implying a
higher position in social hierarchy. The upper level is »bringing peace to the
hundred clans«, meaning attaining a position of supreme power, on a par with the
legendary rulers Yao
and Shun .19 Mengzi
(ca. 380–304 BC) provides a
slightly different ladder of aspirations. The lowest men-of-service are personal
servitors of the ruler, followed by those whose focus is caring for the entire state,
then »Heavenly people« (tianmin
), who aspire to solve the problems of Allunder-Heaven, and, finally, the »great man«, who rectifies himself and thereby
rectifies all the rest. 20 Different texts offer different sequences, but normally
unification of All-under-Heaven (or, imposing one’s moral influence on All-underHeaven) is the ultimate goal of an ambitious man’s self-realization. A lower level
is normally that of an individual state (or another large social unit).21
Cai Ze’s speech presents a distinct view of the two upper levels. An individual
state disappears entirely from the discussion. An »eloquent and wise« man hopes
»to embody benevolence, cling to duty, implement the Way and spread virtue
through All-under-Heaven, be admired, respected, and loved by All-under-Heaven,
so that everybody wants to make him a ruler and a monarch.« Clearly, his focus is
All-under-Heaven.
This »universal« rather than local focus may be indicative of the date of the
composition of Cai Ze’s anecdote. That the goal of unifying All-under-Heaven or

Books Divided into Paragraphs and Sentences], annotated by Zhu Xi

(1130–1200) (Beijing:

Zhonghua shuju, 2001), 3–4.
19

Lunyu yizhu

20

Mengzi yizhu

[The Analects, translated and annotated], annotated by Yang Bojun

(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1992), 14.42: 159.
, [The Mencius, translated and annotated], annotated by Yang Bojun

(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1992), 13.19: 308.
21

A somewhat ironic variation of this tripartite division—in which however, the lowest level, that
of »a commoner« (shuren

) is despicable—appears in the chapter »Shuo jian«

of Zhuangzi

. See discussion by Romain Graziani, »Of Words and Swords: Therapeutic Imagination in
Action—A Study of Chapter 30 of the Zhuangzi«, Philosophy East and West 64,2 (2014), 375–403.
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establishing hegemony therein is conspicuously absent from the speech strongly
suggests that it was produced during the imperial era, when a minor unit, a »state«
(guo ), was no longer important for aspiring men-of-service. Below I shall provide
further indicators of the imperial-age composition of the anecdote; here, suffice
it to say that Cai Ze’s speech implicitly treats the task of unification as having
been fulfilled already. Therefore, the »eloquent and wise« hero does not bother
with a single state but rather focuses on the subcelestial realm as a whole.
Intriguingly, the topic of one’s moral self-realization in All-under-Heaven is
linked in Cai Ze’s speech with the question of becoming the ruler. The »eloquent
and wise« man is not just universally beloved and admired; it is noticed that
»everybody wants to make him a ruler and a monarch.« This introduces a
subversive motif in the speech. Cai Ze implies that a morally and intellectually
impeccable advisor deserves the position of the top leader rather than satisfying
himself with the normative expectation of becoming the ruler’s aide. That such
lofty aspirations were shared by some of the men-of-service of the Warring States
period is well known. 22 Yet, no text of which I am aware proclaims so
unequivocally that the people want to turn the moral paragon into their »ruler and
monarch« (jun wang
). Should such a text had been read by, e.g., Han Fei
(d. 233 BC), he would surely have judged it as a proof of ultimate subversiveness of
the lofty men-of-service.23 And indeed: how should a ruler treat the minister whom
the multitudes want to elevate to the ruler’s position?
The third and highest level of one’s aspiration—the sage’s level—is the most
interesting. Having attained the supreme (morally, or politically, or both) position
in All-under-Heaven on the second level of his self-realization, the sage shifts
attention from spatial to temporal dimensions of his impact. What matters for
him is that »All-under-Heaven will carry on his rule, preserve his enterprise, and
transmit it forever«. I read this as an unmistakable reply to the failure of the Qin
(221–207 BC) dynasty. Recall that having fulfilled the long-cherished goal of
unifying All-under-Heaven, the First Emperor of Qin
(r. 246–221/210 BC)
adopted the haughty stance of a long-awaited savior. His lavish self-praise
recorded in his stele inscriptions focuses primarily on the his achievements

22

See Pines, Envisioning Eternal Empire, 168–172.

23

For Han Fei’s fear of ministerial subversion and of the related discourse, see, e.g., Pines,
Envisioning Eternal Empire, 98–102.
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theretofore: in particular, unifying the realm, ending incessant warfare and
bloodshed, attaining orderly rule and prosperity, ensuring uniformity, clarity of
laws, universal compliance, and so forth.24 Yet having attained full spatial control
»wherever human traces reach«, 25 the Emperor became concerned with the
temporal limits of his rule.
We cannot ascertain now whether the First Emperor was truly preoccupied
with the search for physical immortality, or it was just Sima Qian’s
(ca.
145–90 BC) invention.26 What is beyond doubt, though, is that the First Emperor
was concerned with creating a Virgilian imperium sine fine, i.e. an empire without
either spatial or temporal limits. His desire to conquer the future was expressed
soon after unification, when he decided to abolish the tradition of giving
posthumous names to the late monarchs, saying that henceforth his posterity
would be numbered according to their generation: »the Second Generation
[Emperor], the Third Generation [Emperor] and so on for myriad generations,
inherited endlessly.«27 This quest for endlessness explains abundance of such terms
as »enduring« ( , 5 times) and »forever« ( , 3 times) in his stele inscriptions.
Establishing everlasting rule seems to have become the new goal of the First
Emperor after »All-under-Heaven« became unified under his control.
As is well known, the First Emperor’s hopes were thwarted and his regime
disintegrated soon after his demise. This historical experience may have prompted
the authors of Cai Ze’s speech to rethink the nature of the sage ruler. Throughout
the Warring States period, unification of All-under-Heaven was the hallmark of

24

For detailed analysis of Qin inscriptions, see Martin Kern, The Stele Inscriptions of Ch’in Shih-huang:
Text and Ritual in Early Chinese Imperial Representation (New Haven: American Oriental Society,
2000); for my own views, see Yuri Pines, »The Messianic Emperor: A New Look at Qin’s Place in
China’s History«, in Birth of an Empire: The State of Qin Revisited, ed. by Yuri Pines et al. (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2014), 258–279.
い (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju 1997) 6: 245, citing the Langye

25

Shiji

inscription.

26

For possible biases in Sima Qian’s depiction of the First Emperor, see Hans van Ess, »Emperor
Wu of the Han and the First August Emperor of Qin in Sima Qian’s Shiji«, in Birth of an Empire,
239–257.

27

Shiji 6: 236.
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the sage’s achievements; and it is in light of this consensus that the First Emperor
became China’s first monarch to proclaim himself »sage« (shengren
).28 In Cai
Ze’s speech, a fundamentally different conceptualization of sagacity is proposed.
Unification of the realm is no longer deemed difficult to attain; what is really
challenging is preserving one’s enterprise »to thousand generations, so that all
endlessly sing praises to you, long-lasting as Heaven and Earth.« Was it an attempt
to redefine the nature of sagacity or of a sage monarch? If so, it was not followed
by subsequent thinkers. Yet at the very least, Cai Ze’s speech appears to suggest
a barely noticed new departure in post-Qin views of sagacity.

3

Dying for One’s Name

Having exposed the normative desires of all those like Fan Sui and himself, Cai Ze
lays a trap for his interlocutor. He asks him: »As for Lord Shang in Qin, Wu Qi in
Chu and Grandee Zhong in Yue: can you aspire to end as they did?« (
). The trap is obvious. Shang Yang (Lord
of Shang) was executed immediately upon the death of his benefactor, Lord Xiao
of Qin
(r. 361–338 BC), by the benefactor’s son. Wu Qi
, an eminent
reformer from the state of Chu, was murdered by his opponents during the funeral
of his royal patron, King Dao
(r. ca. 400–381 BC). Grandee Zhong
was ordered suicide by the very same King Goujian
(r. 496–464 BC),
whom he had faithfully served. Surely their destiny is unenviable! Yet Fan Sui
escapes the trap by explaining that, actually, emulating these three powerful
statesmen is his truest desire:

。

28

」

」

,

For the importance of this appropriation of the title »sage« by the First Emperor, see Yuri Pines,
»The Messianic Emperor« and Liu Zehua

, »Political and Intellectual Authority: The

Concept of the »Sage-Monarch« and Its Modern Fate«, in Ideology of Power and Power of Ideology in
Early China, ed. by Yuri Pines, Paul R. Goldin, and Martin Kern (Leiden: Brill, 2015), 273–300.
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What is unacceptable about these? When Gongsun Yang (Shang Yang) served Lord
Xiao [of Qin], he dedicated himself fully without duplicity. He was fully committed to
the common [interests] and never went back to his private [ones]. He made rewards
and punishments trustworthy, thereby bringing about orderly rule. He exhausted his
wisdom and abilities, laid bare his true feelings, incurred resentment and censure, and
deceived his old acquaintance, seizing Prince Ang of Wei.[29] In the end, for the sake
of Qin, he captured [the enemy’s] commander and defeated their army, expanding
[Qin’s] territory by a thousand li.
Wu Qi served King Dao [of Chu], bringing about that private [interests] would not
harm the common [ones], slanderers would not conceal the loyal. In his words, he was
not seeking whatever is agreeable, nor, in his deeds, whatever is acceptable. When
implementing duty, he did not think of praise or blame, and in planning to make his
ruler hegemon and strengthen the state, he did not avoid misfortune or evil.
When Grandee Zhong served the King of Yue and his master was troubled and
disgraced, he relentlessly committed his entire loyalty. Even if the ruler went into exile
and the ruling line was discontinued, he would exert his full abilities and not desert.
He had a lot of merit, but did not boast, and when noble and rich he was neither
arrogant nor lazy.

Having summarized the achievements of the three paragon ministers, Fan Sui
concludes:

As for these three gentlemen: they are the epitome of duty, the touchstone of loyalty.
For a noble man to die in order to attain a name is where duty lies; even if I die, I shall
have nothing to regret—why should I avoid it?

Fan Sui’s attempt to avoid Cai Ze’s rhetorical trap is remarkable. By invoking three
eminent ministers who were killed because they did not know when to quit, Cai
Ze stands on solid ground. Their fate should demonstrate the correctness of Cai

29

According to the story that became prominent by the late Warring States period, Shang Yang
deceived an acquaintance, Prince Ang of Wei, luring him for peaceful negotiations, and taking
him prisoner, after which the leaderless Wei army was easily defeated. See Shiji 68: 2232–33, and
the discussion in Pines, The Book of Lord Shang, 21–22.
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Ze’s point about the need for timely retreat. This idea—epitomized in Laozi’s
dictum »once the merits are accomplished one should retreat: this is Heaven’s
Way« (
の
)—enjoyed broad popularity among the Warring States30
period thinkers. It is intrinsically linked to the concept of preserving one’s
physical well-being (one’s body, shen ), to which Cai Ze referred in the beginning
of his speech. In particular, Laozi—as well as a few related texts, most notably
Zhuangzi
—vehemently criticize sacrificing one’s body in pursue of career and
of one’s »name« (ming ).31 Fan Sui, who was surely well aware of these sentiments,
decided to defy them in the most straightforward way. Attaining a »name« is the
utmost duty (or righteousness, yi ) of a noble man. In a bold departure from the
Laozi-related insistence on the priority of the body, Fan Sui is unequivocal: one’s
name is more important than one’s life. Fan proudly concludes: »even if I die, I
shall have nothing to regret«.
The idea that one’s »name« possesses certain transcendental qualities which
may compensate one for losing one’s life is attested in several texts from the
Warring States period. For instance, the Book of Lord Shang (Shangjunshu
)
notices:

The nature of the people is to seek food when they are hungry, to seek respite when
they work hard, to seek joy when they are embittered, to seek glory when they are
humiliated: this is the people’s disposition. In seeking benefit, the people lose the

30

See Laozi 9 cited from Boshu Laozi jiaozhu
annotated], annotated by Gao Ming

[Silk Manuscript of Laozi, collated and
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1996), 261. For the trope of

timely retreat in pre-imperial and early imperial texts, see Zheng Wangeng and Huang Deyuan,
»Tracing the Source of the Idea of Time in Yizhuan«, Frontiers of Philosophy in China 5,1 (2010), 51–
67, on pp. 55–61. Cai Ze statement »As the four seasons take their round, so the achiever must
give ground« may be an allusion to Laozi.
31

See Laozi 44 cited from Boshu Laozi, 39–40; Zhuangzi jinzhu jinyi
Modern Glosses and Modern Translation], annotated by Chen Guying
shuju, 1994) 8: 239 (»Pianmu«

).

[Zhuangzi with
(Beijing: Zhonghua
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standard of ritual,[32] in seeking a name (=reputation), they lose the constancy of their
nature.

[33]

How can I demonstrate this? Now, criminals violate the prohibitions of

rulers and superiors above, and lose the ritual of subjects and sons below; hence their
name is dishonored and their body endangered, but they still do not stop: this is
because of benefit. In the generations of old, there were men-of-service (shi) who did
not have enough clothing to warm their skin, nor enough food to fill their bellies. They
exerted their four limbs and injured their five internal organs, but behaved ever more
broad-heartedly: this is not the constancy of their nature, yet they did it for the sake
of a [good] name. Hence it is said: wherever name and benefit meet, the people will go
in this direction. 34

In the Book of Lord Shang, the quest for a name (which in the above passage refers
primarily to reputation, but elsewhere in the text is associated with social status)
is considered one of the prime movers of human action. So powerful is the quest
for a »name« that some people are willing to sacrifice their health and even their
lives to attain a fine reputation. The authors of the Book of Lord Shang neither
reject this quest nor try to alter it. Instead, they make it one of the cornerstones
of the proposed policy of »social engineering«. To direct the people to socially and
politically desirable behavior—primarily agriculture and warfare—the ruler should
ensure that economic and social privileges will be granted exclusively to
hardworking tillers and meritorious soldiers. The latter would brave death if they
are sure that their “name” (referring here to the inheritable social status and the
accompanying benefits) will be bequeathed to their descendants. The very idea
that the quest for a name outlives one’s concern with physical survival becomes
the crux of social policies associated with Shang Yang.35
The idea that a good name may transcend one’s physical demise was shared
by many other thinkers. Xunzi, for instance, considers ming as one of the primary

32

The combination li zhi fa

(»standard of ritual) is peculiar to the Book of Lord Shang; it

implies here the essential norms of proper behavior embedded in the broader concept of ritual.
33

The »constancy of one’s nature« (xing zhi chang

34

Pines, The Book of Lord Shang 6.4: 160.

) refers here to the fear of death.

35

See detailed discussion in Yuri Pines, »Social Engineering in Early China: The Ideology of the
Shangjunshu (Book of Lord Shang) Revisited«, Oriens Extremus 55 (2016), 1–37.
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assets of his hero, the Great Ru (
). The attainment of a good name
compensates the Great Ru for his failure to realize his political aspirations:

When he [the Great Ru] succeeds, he unifies All-under-Heaven; when he fails, he
alone establishes his noble name. Heaven cannot kill it; Earth cannot bury it; the age
of [tyrant] Jie and [Robber] Zhi cannot tarnish it: only the Great Ru can establish it
like this.36

Here the »name« (i.e., good reputation) is posed as the supreme asset of the Great
Ru, the possession of which is recompense for the lack of attainments in his real
life. This name reaches cosmic dimensions: neither Heaven, nor Earth, nor human
evildoers can tarnish it. Possessing a »noble name« is depicted as coequal with the
supreme political achievement of unifying All-under-Heaven. This quest for a
»noble name« recurs in the texts associated with distinct intellectual currents.37 In
Xunzi in particular, the insistence on the transcendent qualities of one’s name
become most explicit. Elsewhere, the text notices that the noble man can be
compensated for his worldly failures by the mere realization that »His body may
die, but his name will be ever radiant«.38 This insistence resembles Fan Sui’s ideas,
although it should be immediately noticed that Xunzi’s views of what constitutes
loyalty and duty differ dramatically from those expressed in Fan Sui’s speech.39
The idea, outlined in the Book of Lord Shang, Xunzi, and elsewhere, according
to which attaining a fine name may, in certain circumstances, be more important

36

Xunzi jijie

[Xunzi with Collected Commentaries], annotated by Wang Xianqian

(1842–1917) (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1992), IV.8: 117–118 (»Ru xiao«
37

).

See more in Yuri Pines, »To die for the Sanctity of the Name: Name (ming

) as prime-mover of

political action in early China«, in Keywords in Traditional Chinese Literature and Thought, ed. by Li
Wai-yee and Yuri Pines (Hong Kong: The Chinese University Press, forthcoming).
38

Xunzi jijie II.4: 61 (»Rong ru«
of a noble man’s name, see Liji jijie
commentaries], compiled by Sun Xidan
1330 (»Ziyi«

39

い

). For a similar view of transcendent qualities
[The Records of the Rites with collected
(1736–1784) (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1995) LII.33:

).

For Xunzi’s views of loyalty in comparison to ideas of his contemporaries, see Yuri Pines, »Friends
or Foes: Changing Concepts of Ruler-Minister Relations and the Notion of Loyalty in PreImperial China«, Monumenta Serica 50 (2002), 35–74, esp. pp. 68–71.
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than physical survival is reiterated in several Zhanguo ce anecdotes. It is most
notable in the stories of assassin-retainers (cike
). These stories—which, as I
have argued elsewhere, played an important role in shaping ministerial ethics of
the Warring States period—reflect fascination with one’s name. The quest for a
lasting reputation that would outlive one’s mortal body serves as the major primemover for the assassins’ readiness to sacrifice themselves.40 However, in all these
stories, the priority of one’s name over bodily well-being is implied, but never
stated explicitly. It is in this regard that Fan Sui’s views are truly exceptional.
Fan Sui’s overt defiance of Laozi-related imperative of body’s preservation
undermines Cai Ze’s cause. But Cai Ze, a clever persuader, finds a new line of
argument. Without rejecting the correctness of Fan Sui’s insistence on the
priority of one’s fine name, Cai Ze reminds Fan that many eminent ministers of
the past attained their fame without sacrificing themselves. »If one can establish
one’s loyalty and achieve a name only after dying, then even Weizi was not
benevolent enough, Confucius was not sage enough, and Guan Zhong was not
great enough.«41 Having heard this, Fan Sui is willing to reconsider his adamant
stance: if he could preserve both the name and the body it is surely preferable to
a heroic but meaningless death. Finally, the dialogue moves in the direction
designed by Cai Ze.

4 The Question of Historical Accuracy
One of the most controversial issues regarding Zhanguo ce is that of its value as a
source for the history of the Warring States period. On the one hand, Zhanguo cerelated anecdotes were the major source for Sima Qian’s reconstruction of the

40

See Pines, »Friends or Foes« and »To die for the Sanctity of the Name«.

41

Weizi was the
minister of the last Shang tyrant, Zhouxin

(d. ca. 1046 BC); he fled the state to avoid

persecution. Confucius considered him a paragon of benevolence (Lunyu 18.1). Guan Zhong (d.
645 BC) was the architect of hegemony of Lord Huan of Qi

(r. 685–643 BC). Weizi, Guan

Zhong, and Confucius had established their reputation without suffering persecution.
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Warring States-period events.42 Not a few biographies in Records of the Historian
(including those of Fan Sui and Cai Ze) are little more than an assemblage of such
anecdotes. On the other hand, ever since Chao Gongwu
(1105–1180),
scholars have noticed manifold historical inaccuracies in Zhanguo ce, relegating it
from the realm of history to that of the Masters’ (zi ) literature. 43 Among
Western scholars, the dominant view of Zhanguo ce is that its anecdotes are purely
or overwhelmingly fictitious and cannot serve as a meaningful source for the
history of the Warring States.44 Among Chinese colleagues, the opinions diverge:

42

See details in Durrant, The Cloudy Mirror, 99–122. There is a possibility of an opposite borrowing,
namely that Zhanguo ce (which was, recall, compiled a century after Records of the Historian, and
later restored under the Song dynasty) borrows from Records, although this latter supposition is
less convincing for me. See more in Zhao Shengqun
い
Warring States]

43

, Lun Shiji yu Zhanguo ce de guanxi

[On Relations between Records of the Historian and Stratagems of
(

See Chao Gongwu, Junzhai dushu zhi

) 1 (1990), 42–48.
[Records of Reading Books from the Jun studio]

(e-Siku quanshu edition) 3a:25; for debates about Zhanguo ce historical value, see He Jin, Zhanguo ce,
132-135. Of course the very division of pre-imperial texts into Canons, History and Masters is
primarily a matter of librarians’ convenience rather than a useful analytical tool. Especially, when
didactic anecdotes are concerned, drawing a fine line among the genres is very difficult. See more
in David Schaberg, »Chinese History and Philosophy«, The Oxford History of Historical Writing, vol.
I: Beginnings to AD 600, ed. Andrew Feldherr and Grant Hardy (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2011), 394–414.
44

Henri Maspero (1883–1945) was most unequivocal in his insistence on the fictitious nature of
Zhanguo ce. See his »Le Roman de Sou Ts’in«, Études Asiatiques 2 (1925), 127–141 (the revised version
published in Mélanges Posthumes: Quatre études historiques sur la Chine [Paris, 1950, electronic edition
Chicoutimi, Québec, 2005]). See also Crump, »Intrigues«; Goldin, »Rhetoric«. For a more
affirmative view of Zhanguo ce’s historical value, see Vasil’ev, Планы. Note that at least insofar as
Maspero’s insistence on Su Qin’s fictitious nature is concerned, he was patently wrong: the
discovery of Zhanguo zonghengjia shu

[Letters of the Warring States [period supporters of ]

the Vertical and Horizontal Alliances] in Tomb 3, Mawangdui

(1973) has permitted the

correction of certain inaccuracies in Sima Qian’s reconstruction of Su Qin’s story, which caused
Maspero’s skepticism in the first place. See Tang Lan

, »Sima Qian suo mei you jianguo de

zhengui shiliao: Changsha Mawangdui boshu Zhanguo zongjengjia shu«
—

[Precious Historical Source Unobserved by Sima Qian:
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some insist that most of the speeches in Zhanguo ce derive from original records
made by the court scribes of the competing states, while other remain much more
skeptical.45 In the case of Cai Ze-Fan Sui dialogue, whatever its original historicity,
the evidence presented above and that discussed below all suggest that the
protagonists’ speeches were fabricated several dozen years after their putative
encounter. Yet aside from the historicity of the cited speeches (or the lack
thereof), the Zhanguo ce anecdotes have another potential value for historians,
namely multiple references to recent events that are embedded in the protagonists’
speeches. Even if a speech is purely fictitious, it may be assumed that its authors
would still construct a historical argument in a convincing way: namely, when they
referred to the events of the recent past, they would try to reproduce more or less
faithfully what was common knowledge of these events at their time. Given the
paucity of historical sources for the Warring States period, these scattered
references are truly invaluable, as can be learned from their incorporation into the
single most authoritative study of that age, Yang Kuan’s History of the Warring
States.46 But can they be fully trusted?

The Silk Manuscript Letters of the Warring States [period supporters of ] the Vertical and Horizontal
Alliances from Changsha, Mawangdui], in Zhanguo zonghengjia shu

[Letters of the

Warring States [Period Supporters of ] the Vertical and Horizontal Alliances], ed. by Mawangdui Hanmu
boshu zhengli xiaozu

(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1976), 123–153.

Zhanguo zonghengjia shu occasionally also allows correcting Zhanguo ce from mistakes introduced
by later transmitters, copyists, and redactors. See, e.g., Yumiko F. Blanford, »Discovery of Lost
Eloquence: New Insight from the Mawangdui “Zhanguo zonghengjia shu”«, Journal of the American
Oriental Society 114,1 (1994), 77–82.
45

For what appears to me as excessively credulous views, see Zheng Jiewen
xinlun

, Zhanguo ce wen

[New discussion of the Stratagems of the Warring States] (Ji’nan: Shandong

renmin chubanshe, 1998); Guo Dan

, Zuozhuan Guoce yanjiu

[Study of the Zuo

Tradition and the Stratagems of the Warring States] (Beijing: Renmin daxue chubanshe, 2004). For a
more critical assessment, with which I largely concur, see He Jin, Zhanguo ce, 132–154.
46

Yang Kuan

, Zhanguo shi

Renmin chubanshe, 1998).

[History of the Warring States Period]. Rev. ed. (Shanghai:
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The dialogue between Fan Sui and Cai Ze is full of allusions to historical
personages and invocations of their fate aimed at proving or disproving the merit
of the proposed course of action. Detailed discussion of each of these multiple
references and their historical accuracy would lead us too far astray; hence, in what
follows, I shall focus on two examples only, and then refer briefly to two more
cases. All the examples are chosen from Cai Ze’s lengthy speech in the second part
of the anecdote. In that speech, Cai Ze first refers to powerful leaders of the past
whose arrogance caused major setbacks or the outright downfall of their states.
All these past paragons »rode on their splendor but did not return to the principle
of the Way« (
{= }
). Then Cai Ze moves to engage anew the
three case studies addressed in an earlier speech by Fan Sui himself, namely, Shang
Yang, Wu Qi, and Grandee Zhong, to whom he also adds the famous Qin general
Bai Qi. Cai echoes Fan Sui in hailing these ministers’ achievements, but reminds
him that each, »when his merits had been accomplished«, was summarily put to
death:
つ
As for Lord Shang: for the sake of Lord Xiao he adjusted scales, corrected measures,
coordinated the light and the heavy, and tore down the one-thousand-pace and onehundred-pace ridges [in the fields]. He instructed the people to engage in tilling and
warfare. Therefore, when the troops were put into action, the territory was expanded;
when the troops were at rest, the state was prosperous. Hence, Qin had no enemies
under Heaven, overawing regional lords. Yet when his merits had been accomplished,
he was torn by the chariots.

This is a fairly accurate account of Shang Yang’s reforms and of his ideas as
reflected in the Book of Lord Shang. Unifications of measures, for instance, can be
corroborated independently by paleographic materials, and so is the reform of
land-holding (replacement of the standard plot size), which is probably what is
meant by »tearing down the one-thousand-pace and one-hundred-pace ridges«.47

47

Shang Yang’s unification of measures is recorded on Shang Yang-fang sheng
the possession of Shanghai Museum (for details, see Wang Hui

, currently in

, Qin chutu wenxian biannian

[Chronology of Unearthed Qin Texts] [Taibei: Xinfeng, 1990], 54; Tong Weimin
, Chutu wenxian yu Shangjunshu zonghe yanjiu

[Synthetic

Study of Unearthed Texts and the Book of Lord Shang] [Taibei: Hua Mulan chubanshe, 2013], 312n3).
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The only questionable phrase is »coordinated the light and the heavy«. If this
refers to sophisticated commercial policies (which are usually implied by adjusting
»the light and the heavy«), then the text is patently wrong: such policies were never
initiated by the historical Shang Yang, nor are they advocated in the book that
bears his name.48 However, since »coordinating the light and the heavy« may stand
for other set of policies, we cannot conclude decisively that the authors of Cai Ze’s
speech inaccurately depicted Shang Yang’s deeds. Let us turn now to Bai Qi’s story:
》

「

The state of Chu measured several thousand li squared, and supported a million lancebearers. Bai Qi led an army of several tens of thousands, engaging Chu in battle. In one
battle he captured Yan and Ying, in another he put Yiling to the torch. In the south,
he annexed Shu and Han

. He also crossed through Han

and Wei to attack the

powerful Zhao. In the north, he buried Lord Mafu and massacred his host of more
than 400,000 soldiers. The blood flowed in rivers and cries rose up like thunder.
Therewith he caused Qin to perform the task of the thearchs. Thenceforth, Zhao and
Chu bowed down in terror and dared not attack Qin: this was the power of Bai Qi. He

The nature of »tearing down the one-thousand-pace and one-hundred-pace ridges« is much
debated (see, e.g., Yuan Lin

, Liang Zhou tudi zhidu xin lun

[New

Discussion of the Landownership System under the Two Zhou dynasties] (Changchun: Dongbei
shifan daxue, 2000], 215–257). Yet major landholding reform under Shang Yang, especially the
replacement of a standard plot of five hundred small (one-hundred-pace long) mu

with a plot

of one hundred large (240–pace long) mu is undeniable. The phrase »when the troops were put
into action, the territory was expanded; when the troops were at rest, the state was prosperous«
appears as an allusion to a repeated trope in the Book of Lord Shang (e.g., section 4.11).
48

The lack of sophistication of Shang Yang’s commercial policies is discussed in Yuri Pines,
»Agriculturalism and Beyond: Economic Thought of the Book of Lord Shang«, in Between Command
and Market: Economic Thought and Practice in Early China, ed. by Elisa Sabattini and Christian
Schwermann (Leiden: Brill, forthcoming).
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personally subjugated more than seventy cities. Yet when his merits had been
accomplished, he was granted death at Duyou.

Once again, the immediate impression would be that this is an entirely accurate
narration of Bai Qi’s endless victories. Most of the campaigns depicted above, i.e.,
the crushing defeat of Chu armies and the conquest of the city of Yan and of Chu’s
capital, Ying in 278 BC, as well as the defeat of the state of Zhao in 260 BC are
well attested in a great variety of sources and the narration above is fairly
accurate.49 However, what about the phrase »in the south he annexed Shu and
Han«? Here, the single most reliable source for the Warring States history—
namely, the »Basic Annals of Qin«
in Records of the Historian, which are
50
based on original Qin historical records —is unequivocal. The conquests of Shu
(Sichuan) occurred in 316 BC, and its territories were pacified again in 306 BC.
The acquisition of Hanzhong
occurred in 307 BC. None of these had
anything to do with Bai Qi; actually, Bai Qi’s assault on Chu in 278 BC would not
have been possible without the full incorporation of these two territories into Qin
a full generation earlier.
Why did this mistake happen? I think that the authors of Cai Ze’s speech,
writing as they did a few generations after Bai Qi’s death, were less concerned with
factual accuracy in depicting his exploits and wanted to inflate his image as superb
general. If the anecdote reflected the real words of Cai Ze and Fan Sui, such an
inaccuracy about the exploits of their contemporary would never have occurred.
Moreover, the very invocation of Bai Qi’s example would have been different in
that case. Recall that Fan Sui personally contributed to Bai Qi’s downfall, and that
this downfall occurred just two years before the putative meeting between Fan Sui
and Cai Ze. The speech, however, contains no hints to the immediate relevance
of Bai Qi’s example. By the time of its composition, Bai Qi had joined a lengthy
line of paragons of loyalty who were mistreated by their masters. Any connection
between his fate and Fan Sui’s machinations was forgotten.

49

See details in Yang Kuan, Zhanguo shi, 402–405, 412–416.

50

See details in Yoshimoto Michimasa

, »Shin shi kenkyū josetsu«

[Introduction to the Study of Qin history], Shirin
, Shiki Sengoku shiryō no kenkyū

い

78,3 (1995), 34–67; cf. Fujita Katsuhisa
[Study of the Warring States-Period

Historical Sources in the Records of the Historian] (Tokyo: Tokyo University Press, 1997), 227–278.
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The casual attribution of the conquest of Shu and Hanzhong to Bai Qi reflects
a common pattern in other historical references in Cai Ze’s speech. For instance,
among the exploits of the Chu prominent minister, Wu Qi, Cai Ze mentions that
Wu Qi »in the north annexed Chen and Cai« (
、). This is again wrong:
Chen and Cai were annexed by the state of Chu back in 478 BC and 447 BC
respectively, long before Wu Qi. Or, in the latter part of the speech that talks of
Fan Sui’s own achievements, he is credited with extending power to Sanchuan (
).51 Yet Sanchuan commandery (around Luoyang) was acquired by Qin in
249 BC, a few years after Fan Sui’s death. Once again we face an anachronism.
These examples of minor but annoying inaccuracies in otherwise fairly reliable
accounts should caution us when dealing with Zhanguo ce or related invocations of
historical events in speeches, memorials, and court exchanges before and after the
imperial unification. The authors of these speeches and memorials were normally
not inventors of past events; rather, they referred to what was probably common
historical knowledge among members of the educated elite of their age. Yet
references to the past did not have to be impeccably accurate. Argumentative
needs, rhetorical demands, or merely insufficient knowledge of details of the past
events could cause manifold mistakes and inaccuracies to creep into an otherwise
fairly reliable discussion.52 To ignore these discussions altogether in our attempts
to restore a reliable picture of the Warring States history is foolhardy. Yet it is
equally foolhardy to trust these discussions blindly. One should prepare for the
painstaking work of distinguishing—whenever possible—between reliable and
unreliable details in Zhanguo ce and related anecdotes.

51

For reading

as »extending power to Sanchuan«, see He Jianzhang’s gloss, Zhanguo ce,

221n129.
52

Compare the discussions by Paul R. Goldin, »Appeals to History in Early Chinese Philosophy
and Rhetoric«, Journal of Chinese Philosophy 35,1 (2008), 79–96 and Garret P.S. Olberding, Dubious
Facts: The Evidence of Early Chinese Historiography (Albany: State University of New York Press,
2012).
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Summary: Adoration or Irony?

Cai Ze is successful in his plot. Fan Sui is convinced by Cai’s arguments and opts
for a timely retreat. He introduces Cai Ze to King Zhaoxiang, recommends Cai as
his own replacement and then pleads illness and retires. This is what the authors
(and Sima Qian, who faithfully followed their depiction of events) want us to
believe. This might have been the case, although the new evidence suggests that
actually Fan Sui was probably executed because his protégé allegedly planned to
defect. 53 Yet for the sake of argument, let us accept the Zhanguo ce version as
correct. Does the happy end prove Cai Ze’s superb sagacity?
The answer is more equivocal than is usually assumed. Let us look at the
ending lines of the anecdote, which narrate Cai Ze’s subsequent career:
、

、
《

King Zhao[xiang], delighted anew by Cai Ze’s schemes, eventually appointed him
prime minister. In the east, he appropriated [the territory] of the Zhou house.
After Cai Ze had been prime minister for several months, someone spoke evil of him.
Fearful of punishment, Cai Ze pleaded illness and returned the seals of prime minister.
His title thenceforth was the Lord of Steadfast Accomplishments. He lived in Qin for
over ten years, serving Kings Zhao[xiang], Xiaowen [r. 250 BC], and Zhuangxiang [r.
250–247 BC]. Finally, he served the First Emperor. For the sake of Qin he was

53

Among the texts discovered in 1975 in Tomb 11, Shuihudi

(Hubei), there is a sketchy

biographical account of the deceased’s family, the Generational Book (Yeshu
by the editors Records of Consecutive Years, Biannianji

い). This text records under the 52nd

year of King Zhaoxiang (255 BC): »Wang Ji and Zhang Lu died«
Wei

, ed., Qin jiandu heji

, originally named

(cited from Chen

[Collection of Qin Bamboo Slips and Wooden Boards]

(Wuhan: Wuhan University Press, 2016), Vol. 1, p. 11, slip 52). Wang Ji was Fan Sui’s protégé who
was accused of planning defection and executed; Zhang Lu is Fan Sui’s alias. Fan Sui’s death is not
recorded in received texts, and the new information caused heated debates. The record either
implies that Fan Sui was after all executed, or, as argued by those who insist on the reliability of
Zhanguo ce and Records of the Historian, that he was allowed to retire but died soon thereafter. For
the complexity of this issue, see Bai Guohong, »Guanyu Fan Sui«, 117–118.
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dispatched to Yan. After three years, Yan sent its Crown Prince Dan to be a hostage
in Qin.

The laconic narration of Cai Ze’s career and its abrupt end contrasts with the
extraordinarily detailed depiction of the ploy that brought him to the coveted
position of Qin’s prime minister. 54 I shall not quibble with another possible
anachronism, namely attributing Qin’s successful incorporation of the defunct
Zhou royal domain (in 255 BC) to advice from Cai Ze (who assumed his position
in Qin in the same year).55 Let us accept for a moment that this success can be
attributed to Cai’s cleverness. But then what else? We know that his tenure as
prime-minister was extremely short, and that the next decade of his service was
apparently uneventful. The only real achievement of Cai Ze, which is attested to
elsewhere in Zhanguo ce,56 was the sojourn in his homeland, Yan, where he acted
as a joint appointee of Qin and Yan to cement mutual ties during their brief antiZhao alliance. It was then that Yan sent Crown Prince Dan to Qin as a hostage.
Was this latter enterprise a success? For sure it was perceived as such at the
time. But as any reader of the anecdote would know, Dan’s sojourn in Qin caused
him to resent this powerful state, and eventually led him to plot the assassination
of the King of Qin (the future First Emperor). The story of this failed assassination,

54

I shall leave aside an unanswerable question whether or not these ending lines were part of an
original anecdote or added by later transmitters.

55

The Zhou domain was divided during the Warring States period between two principalities, both
ruled by autonomous lords. The western principality, which also hosted the last Zhou king, Nan
(r. 314–255 BC) became defunct after the king’s death and was annexed by Qin. See details
in Yuri Pines, »The Question of Interpretation: Qin History in Light of New Epigraphic Sources«,
Early China 29 (2004), 1–44, on pp. 19–22. (The date of the Zhou annexation by Qin is often given
as 256 BC, but 255 BC is more accurate. See Yang Kuan

, Zhanguo shiliao biannian jizheng

[Collected Evidence for the Chronology from the Historical materials from the
Warring States] [Shanghai: Renmin chubanshe 2016], 1116–1117). Cai Ze could not have arrived at
Qin before the arrest of Wang Ji, which happened in 255 BC. We cannot know whether the
annexation of the Zhou principality preceded or postdated Cai’s appointment, but it is unlikely
that Cai had enough time to mastermind this annexation.
56

Zhanguo ce 7.6: 275 (»Qin ce« 5).
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performed by the most famous assassin-retainer, Jing Ke て (d. 227 BC), enjoyed
immense popularity from the Han dynasty on.57 For a perceptive Han reader, Cai
Ze’s ability to bring Crown Prince Dan to Qin would not look like a great success,
to put it mildly.
Why does the anecdote end with such an anti-climax? I believe this is not
accidental. Rather, the authors deliberately wanted to juxtapose Cai Ze’s verbal
eloquence and his meager merits.58 The scantiness of Cai’s practical achievements
sheds additional ironic light on his vanity as expressed in his self-promotional
campaign with which the anecdote starts. This framework of Cai Ze’s lengthy
speeches—namely his brazen self-praise at the beginning of the anecdote and his
inability to make any significant contribution to the state of Qin as narrated at
the end of the anecdote—undermine the appeal of his eloquence. Behind the
ostensible adoration of Cai’s argumentativeness, the anecdote’s authors remind us
of the ultimate hollowness of his glib tongue.59 Read from this perspective, the
anecdote becomes an ironic take on the common Zhanguo ce trope of an
omniscient successful persuader.
I do not know whether my interpretation of Cai Ze’s anecdote as a subtle
subversion of the dominant atmosphere of Zhanguo ce is justifiable or not. But at
the very least I hope that the above analysis will contribute toward increased
interest in the subtleties of the Stratagems of the Warring States. A deeper and
systematic engagement with this text will benefit all scholars working on the
Warring States history, literature, and thought.
Nankai University (Tianjin), Department of History,
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Department of Asian Studies
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See Yuri Pines, »A Hero Terrorist: Adoration of Jing Ke Revisited«, Asia Major (Third Series) 21.2
(2008), 1–34.
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Actually, even Cai’s eloquence is indirectly questioned, since he fails to protect himself against an
anonymous slanderer. Cai Ze’s major achievement is to end his career unharmed, but should this
be the primary goal, a reader can ask, why Cai should devote himself to a dangerous career route
in the first place?
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Compare Albert Galvany, »Sly Mouths and Silver Tongues: The Dynamics of Psychological
Persuasion in Ancient China«, Extrême-Orient, Extrême-Occident 34 (2012), 15–40.

Reception and Promotion of the
Great Leap Forward in Czechoslovakia:
The East Wind Prevails?*
Martin Slobodník

Abstract The paper discusses the promotion of the Great Leap Forward in Czechoslovakia
as an example of a socialist globalization, i.e. an attempt of the PRC to propagate in the
socialist bloc the economic policy of the Great Leap Forward as an alternative path towards
communism as opposed to the strategy of the Soviet five-year plans. The author deals with
the presentation of the Great Leap Forwards in various works written in 1958 and 1959 by
Michal Falťan, Slovak politician and economist, who visited the PRC in autumn 1958.
Other means of promotion of the Great Leap Forward (e.g. Chinese exhibitions in Prague,
newspaper articles about people’s communes, special issue of the journal Světová literatúra
with the translations of the Chinese folk poetry of this period) are also mentioned.
Keywords People’s Republic of China · Czechoslovak-Chinese relations, 1950s · Great
Leap Forward · Michal Falťan (1916–1960)

The promotion of Great Leap Forward by Chinese government in other socialist
countries is an apt example of socialist globalization (or red globalization1). The
socialist globalization can be perceived as a transfer of various social practices,
which were in the second half of the 20th century—in the process of the territorial
expansion of Soviet power—systematically transplanted to Central and Eastern
Europe, but also to Asia. These practices included the fundamental characteristics
of the totalitarian political system (e. g. the political monopoly of communist

*

The research was kindly supported by the Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation for International
Scholarly Exchange, Taiwan, project no. RG001-EU-14.

1

This term was introduced by the historian O. Sanchez-Sibony in his monograph on the Soviet
economic model, see Oscar Sanchez-Sibony, Red Globalization: The Political Economy of the Soviet
Cold War from Stalin to Khrushchev (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014).
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parties and at the same time the potential preservation of other political parties
which enjoyed only a symbolic autonomy and a limited impact on politics; the
institution of united or national front; ‘class struggle’ as a tool for the annihilation
of selected groups of population), economic model of development (with stress on
heavy industry; the planned economy—usually in five-year long period; existence
of agricultural cooperatives), but they also included the realm of art (socialist
realism, literary works of canonical character translated into national languages—
for instance the novel How the Steel Was Tempered by the Russian author Nikolai
A. Ostrovsky; the usage of the state controlled art as a medium of communist
propaganda), organization of leisure time of young people (organizations of
pioneers; socialist youth unions), and at the same time that of the adults
(organized vacations as part of the social care for toiling population provided by
the united labour unions), the cult of ‘shock workers’ (Stakhanovite movement)
and children heroes (e.g. Pavlik Morozov2) who in the state promoted propaganda
incorporated models of work attitude and moral behavior, or dogmatically
implemented pseudo-scientific theories (e.g. Lysenkoism).
Moscow played the role of the ideological and political center of this
politically enforced globalization process, which – with regard to the ‘pedigree’ of
the implementation of Marxist theory in praxis aspired for the status of the
indubitable leader of the socialist bloc, while the smaller satellite regimes in
Central and Eastern Europe usually3 accepted this role of Moscow. However, from
the second half of the 1950s the Chinese leadership started to challenge this total
dominance of Soviet Union within the ‘bloc of peace and socialism’ and to
establish (and subsequently to actively promote in other socialist countries) its
own model of the socialist society, which was meant to constitute an alternative
challenge to Moscow.
The People’s Republic of China was founded on 1 October 1949 and Soviet
Union was the first country which diplomatically recognized this new Chinese
regime. In the logic of the world divided along the Iron Curtain, China became

2

See Catriona Kelly, Comrade Pavlik: The Rise and Fall of a Soviet Boy Hero (London: Granta, 2007).

3

The political developments in Yugoslavia (and later in Albania and Romania) might serve as
examples of ‘revolts’ against the dominant and unquestionable authority of Moscow.
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a member of the socialist bloc represented mainly by Moscow which expected
loyalty and subordination from other states. In the second half of the 1950s, the
situation gradually started to change and these changes were launched by the
death of Joseph V. Stalin in March 1953 and the ascend to power of the new Soviet
leadership embodied by Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev (1894–1971).
Khrushchev’s criticism of Stalin’s personality cult and the Stalinist model of
socialism, which he presented in a secret report during the 20th Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union in February 1956, launched some political
reform both in Central Europe and in China.4 The destalinization in Poland and
Hungarian revolution in autumn 1956 changed the approach of China to Central
and Eastern Europe. Before these developments, this region was under political
tutelage and influence of Moscow and Beijing was politically active in East and
Southeast Asia (for instance, during the military conflict on Korean Peninsula).
The destabilization of the socialist bloc resulted in vivid Chinese diplomatic
activity during the Polish and Hungarian crises. Despite the Chinese efforts to
play the role of the mediator, the Soviet decision to military crash the Hungarian
revolution was made without any consultations between Khrushchev and the
Chinese leader Mao Zedong
(1893–1976).5 After the autumn 1956, Chinese
attempted to play a more active role in Hungary and other Central and Eastern
European countries and this policy resulted in more frequent high-level political
contacts between government and party leaders. The political changes in the
Soviet Union and the military suppression of Hungarian revolution gradually led
to the deterioration of the relations between China and Soviet Union (and its
satellite regimes). Mao Zedong criticized Moscow for ‘great power chauvinism’,
condemned Khrushchev’s criticism of Stalin as well as Khrushchev’s theory of
peaceful coexistence between the socialist and capitalist bloc, and also the Soviet
claim for hegemony in the global socialist bloc. These ideological controversies

4

See Chen Jian, »The Beginning of the End: 1956 as a Turning Point in Chinese and Cold War
History«, Modern China Studies 22,1 (2015), 99–127.

5

For more, see Péter Vámos, Sino-Hungarian Relations and the 1956 Revolution. (Washington, D.C.:
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, 2006; Cold War International History
Project, Working Paper No. 54); Lorenz M. Lüthi, »China and East Europe, 1956–1960«, Modern
China Studies 22,1 (2015), 233–257.
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resulted in an open Sino-Soviet political conflict in 1960, and later in 1969, to
military clashes along the border.6
The increased self-confidence of Mao Zedong and part of the Chinese
leadership that refused to automatically follow Soviet instructions and to continue
to construct socialism in China reproducing the Soviet model, finally resulted
during the years 1957 and 1958 in the creation of an alternative economic model
denominated as the Great Leap Forward (Chin. Da yue jin
). After the
economic successes of the first five-year plan (1953–1957), which emulated Soviet
model of the planned economy with stress on industrialization, Mao Zedong
promoted an acceleration of the transition from the socialist to the communist
stage of development in China. Here he deployed an independent political
strategy, which took into consideration the fact that 70% of Chinese population
lived in countryside: agriculture was the basis of Chinese economy and the
socialist state had at its disposal cheap labour force in large numbers, which could
be mobilized with the aim to raise the agricultural production, to more participate
in the project of socialist construction and to use these human resources for the
advancement of heavy industry. The Great Leap Forward (hereinafter GLF)
strategy was officially approved during the leadership meeting of the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) in May 1958 and during the summer it started to be
implemented across China.7 The key tool for the mobilization of the masses of
rural population was the establishment of people’s communes (Chin. renmin
gongshe
), which in the understanding of Chinese leadership represented
the final stage (after the land reform and the collectivization) of rural areas. The
whole population was assigned to these new organizational units, which were
responsible not only for the agricultural production, but also for local level
industry, education, health care, services, commerce and military training. Private
ownership was limited in favor of the collective ownership. The GLF strategy

6

For details about this conflict, see Lorenz M. Lüthi, The Sino-Soviet Split: Cold War in the
Communist World (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008).

7

Kenneth G. Lieberthal, »The Great Leap Forward and the Split in the Yan’an Leadership«, in The
Politics of China: Sixty Years of the People’s Republic of China, ed. by Roderick MacFarquhar
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 87–145.
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included the casting of iron and steel in small backyard furnaces which were built
by people’s communes across China.8 According to the beliefs of the Maoist part
of Chinese leadership, this policy should have contributed to surpass United
States and Great Britain as far as the industrial output is concerned. However, the
Chinese historian Shen Zhihua
(b. 1950) stressed that in fact Mao’s goal
was to economically surpass the Soviet Union; and with these economic results in
hand to forward the Chinese claim to become a leader of the global socialist bloc.
After the 1956 events, Mao Zedong refused to accept the hegemony of Soviet
Union and its requirements to be the symbolic center of communist movement,
and so Mao gradually attempted to shift this center to Beijing. In Mao’s
understanding the GLF and the establishment of people’s communes represented
not only a strategy to accelerate the economic effectivity of China, but with this
policy he also wanted to establish an example to be followed by other socialist
countries, as an alternative to the five-year plan economic development promoted
by the Soviet leadership. The goal was to speed up the transformation towards the
communist stage of social and economic development, which – according to Mao’s
plans – China was going to reach within 5 to 10 years as the first country from the
socialist bloc. 9 Beijing launched a diplomatic offensive which targeted the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe and it included the organization of
exhibitions in these countries, visits of journalists and writers to China and
invitations for longer study stays for economists working in academia.

1

Michal Falťan and the Promotion of GLF

The promotion of the alleged successes of the GLF in Central and Eastern Europe
should have contributed to the acceptance of Mao’s strategy in other socialist
countries. The journey of the Slovak politician and economist Michal Falťan to

8

Ibid., 95, 98.

9

Shen Zhihua, »The Great Leap Forward, the People’s Communes and the Rupture of the SinoSoviet Alliance«, Social Sciences in China 26,2 (2005), 146–148; Shen Zhihua
Lengzhan yu Zhong Su tongmeng de mingyun

,

, Wunai de xuanze.
.

(1945–1959)

[Without any Choice. The Cold War and the Fate of the Sino-Soviet Alliance (1945–1959)
(Beijing: Shehui kexue wenxian chubanshe, 2013), 586–596.
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China (which resulted in the publication of the book Východný vietor prevláda [The
East Wind Prevails] 10 ) was part of this strategy implemented by the Chinese
leadership.
Michal Falťan (1916–1960) was a high-ranking politician. In years 1950–1954
he was a member of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Slovakia
and in 1948–1951 he held the post of the commissioner for agriculture and land
reform in Slovakia. He promoted collectivization but did not support the violent
implementation of this socialist reform. After the court trials against the so-called
bourgeois nationalists in spring 1954,11 he fell into disgrace. Subsequently Michal
Falťan was removed from his political posts first to serve as a director of
agricultural cooperative and in 1955 he was transferred to the Institute of
Economics of the Slovak Academy of Sciences.12
His journey to China was an outcome of the cultural and scientific
cooperation between Czechoslovakia and People’s Republic of China, which was
launched from 1 October 1949 between these two members of the socialist bloc.13
Michal Falťan visited China on the basis of the »Agreement on cultural

10

The title of the book refers to the well-known speeches of Mao Zedong in Moscow on 17 and 18
November 1957. Mao repeatedly stated that currently the »east wind prevails over the western
wind« (Chin. dongfeng yadao xifeng

), i.e. the socialist countries are politically and

economically superior in comparison with Western (‘imperialist’ in the communist terminology
of the Cold War) countries.
11

For details of this campaign, see Walter A. Kemp, Nationalism and Communism in Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union. A Basic Contradiction? (New York: MacMillan Press, 1999), 102– 104, 119–123.

12

For more on Michal Falťan, refer to Viera Hlavová, »Falťan Michal« [Falťan Michal], in Aktéri
jednej éry na Slovensku 1948–1989 [Personalities of One Era in Slovakia 1948–1989], ed. by Jan Pešek
et al.. (Prešov: Vydavateľstvo Michala Vaška, 2003), 103–106.
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On Czechoslovak-Chinese relations during 1950s, see Zdeněk Trhlík, Československo-čínské vztahy.
I. část, období let 1949–1965 [Czechoslovak-Chinese Relations. Part 1, the 1949–1965 Period]
(Praha: Ústav mezinárodních vztahů, 1985), 30–190; Daniela Kolenovská, »Mezi dvěma slunci:
Československo ve střetu Moskvy a Pekingu o mezinárodní komunistické hnutí (1953–1962)«
[Between Two Suns: Czechoslovakia in the Conflict of Moscow and Beijing over the
International Communist Movement, 1953–1962], Soudobé dějiny 21,4 (2014), 531–558.
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cooperation signed between the government of the Czechoslovak Republic and
the government of the People’s Republic of China« signed on 27 March 1957 in
Beijing, which declared the support of exchange of scientific workers in its Arcitle
3.14 His 1959 published travel book Východný vietor prevláda represents a special
case among the large number of travelogues about China published in
Czechoslovakia during the 1950s by pro-regime writers and journalists who visited
China (e. g. Vladimír Mináč, Ladislav Mňačko, Marie Majerová, Marie Pujmanová,
Adolf Hoffmeister) as their books were written in literary style and they provide
a schematic and idealized positive image of the country in the process of
constructing a communist ‘New China’.15 In contrary, Michal Falťan, who had
been for a long period—as a politician and also as a researcher at the Institute
of Economics—focused on the issue of socialist agriculture, decided to provide
a detailed analysis of the agricultural and industrial reforms of Chinese leadership
during the GLF. Michal Falťan stayed in China between 24 September and 9
November 1958 during the initial stage of this campaign when the first people’s
communes were established. In more than six weeks he visited several cities
(Beijing, Tianjin, Shenyang, Zhengzhou, Wuhan, Shanghai, Hangzhou) and his
hosts from the Chinese Academy of Sciences enabled him to visit people’s
communes, industrial factories and he repeatedly met the researchers from the
Institute of Economics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, as well as economic
experts from universities.16 During part of his trip in China Michal Falťan was

14

For the wording of the agreement, see Trhlík, Československo-čínské vztahy, 8–11.

15

On the perception of China in these travelogues, see Martin Slobodník, »Socialist AntiOrientalism: Perceptions of China in Czechoslovak Travelogues from the 1950s«, in Postcolonial
Europe? Essays on Post-Communist Literatures and Cultures, ed. by Róbert Gáfrik and Dobrota
Pucherová (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2015), 302–314; Martin Slobodník, »Pro Domo versus Pro Foro
Externo: People’s Republic of China in the 1950s as Perceived by Czechoslovak Visitors«, Studia
Orientalia Slovaca 16,1 (2017), 69–109.

16

For a detailed itinerary of his journey across China see Michal Falťan, »Cestovná zpráva z Číny«
[Travel Report from China], Slovak National Archives, collection of the Central Committee of
the Slovak Communist Party, Party Secretaries, 1943–1967, collection P. David, archival box nr.
2253, 47, 68 pp., here 2–5.
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accompanied by Mr. Dobrev, the director of the Institute of Economics,
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.17
Several written sources (and almost 30 black and white photographs) from
Michal Falťan’s study trip to China have been preserved: 1) four personal letters
written to his wife and children; 2) an extensive (68-page-long) internal travel
report18 which he finished after his return (he prepared 60 mimeographed copies
of this internal report and on 13 January 1959 distributed it among the high-ranking
officials at the Slovak Academy of Sciences as well as among government and party
cadres—one copy of Falťan’s report was preserved in the Slovak National
Archives in the personal collection of Pavel David [1899–1970], the First Secretary
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Slovakia in years 1952–1963);
3) five newspaper articles which appeared in late 1958 and early 1959 in Pravda
[Truth], the daily newspaper published in Slovak in Bratislava by the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Slovakia;19 4) a published travel report;20
5) a scientific article about Chinese economy, published in 1959;21 6) an article on
Chinese economy intended for a broader readership, published in 1959;22 7) and
finally the book Východný vietor prevláda, 23 which was published in Slovakia in

17

Falťan, »Cestovná zpráva«, 2–3. The presence of the high-ranking Bulgarian academician reflect
the enthusiastic appraisal of the GLF by the Bulgarian leadership. For details see Jan Zofka,
»China as a role model? The ‘Economic Leap’ campaign in Bulgaria (1958–1960)«, Cold War History
(2018) 18,3, 325-342.
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Falťan, »Cestovná zpráva«.

19

These articles were published on 19 October 1958 (Michal Falťan sent it from China), 6 December
1958, 21 December 1958, 9 January 1959, and 10 January 1959.
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Michal Falťan, »Rozvoj ekonomiky Čínskej ľudovej republiky« [The Development of the
economy in the People’s Republic of China], Naša veda 6,5 (1959), 197–208.
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Michal Falťan, Východný vietor prevláda [The East Wind Prevails] (Bratislava: Osveta, 1959).
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November 1959. 24 There was no other author in Czechoslovakia who would
systematically devote so much energy to the analysis and promotion of the GLF
as Michal Falťan.

Plate 1
Michal Falťan (first from left) and the Bulgarian economist Dobrev (second from left) in
discussion with Chinese cadres in the people’s commune Qiliying
(Personal
archives of Peter Falťan.)

24

Besides the published texts, Michal Falťan promoted his experiences from China in several
lectures held at the Slovak Academy of Sciences, the Slovak Writers’ Union, the Revolutionary
Trade Union Movement, and at the University of Economics. Michal Falťan participated in
dozens of invited discussions about China in various Slovak institutions and he was also planning
to deliver a lecture for the members of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
Slovakia. See Falťan, »Cestovná zpráva« 67; Falťan, Východný vietor prevláda, 9.
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In his numerous texts dedicated to his visit in China and the GLF, one finds
similar thoughts and often also identical paragraphs. When analysing his
perception of the GLF I will mainly refer to his book Východný vietor prevláda,
which—from the chronological perspective—was finished as the last of his texts
and it provides the most comprehensive and detailed perspective of Michal Falťan
on Chinese economy and society during the initial stage of the GLF. As the author
states in the introduction of the book, his goal is to provide information on basis
of which the readers could evaluate what the specific features of the Chinese
economic policy are and whether it would be possible to adopt them in
Czechoslovakia.25 In his book, Michal Falťan deals with very detailed information
about the successes of the GLF, based on in-depth figures on the production
of coal or iron, or grain production. However, one has to keep in mind that this
data was acquired by Michal Falťan from his Chinese guides (who spoke mainly
Russian) and they provided him with information only from official sources. He
did not have any chance (and probably any will) to systematically verify these
figures and he did not attempt to critically and realistically evaluate them. Michal
Falťan devoted large parts of the book to the organizational and administrative
structure of people’s communes and their diverse functions, which included not
only economy, but also education, health care, catering and other services as well.
During his trip in China, Michal Falťan was allowed to visit several people’s
communes in northern and central China, but in his opinion the visit (on 26
October 1958) to the Qiliying
commune26 was the most fruitful and »here
I was able to get the most concrete understanding about the commune«. 27
Therefore he devoted a whole chapter to the Qiliying people’s commune,28 in

25

Falťan, Východný vietor prevláda, 10.

26

The Qiliying commune was located near Xinxiang

, north of Zhengzhou

, the capital

of the Henan Province. This people’s commune was a model commune and in the beginning of
August 1958 it was visited by Mao Zedong, see Yang Jisheng, Tombstone: The Untold Story of Mao’s
Great Famine (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2013), 166.
27

Michal Falťan, »Letter to Wife from Wuhan«, 29 October 1958, 1 (personal archives of Peter
Falťan).

28

Falťan, Východný vietor prevláda, 101–110.
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which he described in great detail for instance the financial appraisal of the
members of the commune as well as various other allowances which they received
in kind (e.g. »organization of a wedding fest and financial gift in the value of 10
yuan«). Michal Falťan repeatedly discussed the financial appraisal of the members
of the people’s communes in his texts and he voiced a moderate criticism of it
pointing to the shortcomings of this system.29 Certain doubts30 can be felt also
from paragraphs about the experimental fields in the communes, which—
according to his Chinese hosts—were able to produce harvests which exceeded
the usual crop severalfold. Michal Falťan mentioned also the fact that these
experimental fields are economically not profitable as they are too labour
intensive.31 Falťan focused not only on agriculture, but in his writings he tackled
also Chinese industry, mainly machine industry and iron casting. He uncritically
accepted the exaggerated figures supplied by his Chinese hosts, but occasionally
one finds critical remarks in his writings: »In fact, the quality of this iron is not
always good.« 32 Michal Falťan repeatedly stressed the economic assistance of
Soviet Union (and other socialist countries, including Czechoslovakia) in the
establishment of Chinese steel mills and automotive industry.33
Michal Falťan in several of his texts mentioned identical specific features of
Chinese society and economy,34 and he repeatedly stressed the need to study in

29

Falťan, Východný vietor prevláda, 109–110; see also Michal Falťan, »Štvrtý list z Číny« [Fourth
Letter from China], Pravda, 9 January 1959, 3.

30

»However, many domestic and foreign experts are stunned.« Michal Falťan, »List z Číny« [Letter
from China], Pravda, 19 October 1958, 4.

31

Falťan, Východný vietor prevláda, 113.

32

Ibid., 39.

33

E.g. Falťan, Východný vietor prevláda, 40, 41; Falťan, »Veľký rozmach národného hospodárstva
a ľudových komún«, 130.

34

According to his understanding, these specific features include: a) underdeveloped commodity
and financial relations in the countryside; 2) thin class of petit bourgeoisie (carrier of
individualism); 3) military traditions in the army (which support individualism); 4) traditional
family (collectivism); 5) conscious strengthening of communist features already in the period of
socialism; see Michal Falťan, »Piaty list z Číny« [Fifth Letter from China], Pravda, 10 January 1959,
3; Falťan, »Cestovná zpráva«, 55; Falťan, »Rozvoj ekonomiky Čínskej ľudovej republiky«, 208;
Falťan, »Cestovná zpráva«, 85–86.
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greater detail Chinese experiences which in his opinion »enhance the development
of Marxist political economy.« 35 In the internal report (however, not in the
published texts) Falťan even suggested to »organize experimental fields at
agricultural cooperatives with regard to our circumstances«. 36 Lumír Jisl (1921–
1969), Czech archaeologist and art historian, who was not such a specialist on
economic issues as Falťan and who visited the PRC in 1958, provided us with a
less optimistic perspective on living standards of Chinese population. In February
1958, during the last days of his stay in China, Jisl noted in his diary: »In the
afternoon I took a walk in the living quarters of the poor people. In my whole life
I have never seen such poverty as I encountered here—not only in Beijing, but
anywhere [in China] where I went—during the last five months. These people are
just struggling to survive. And one has to say their living standards are higher than
before the liberation.«37 Michal Falťan who was an experienced politician with
rich expertize in economy undoubtedly also noticed the poverty in China (despite
the efforts of his hosts to present to him only the bright side of the PRC), however,
neither in his private letters nor in the internal report did he mention it. Rather
in accordance with the pathetic rhetoric of this socialist period, he offered to his
reader only propagandistic slogans: »Several years of hard work mean ten thousand
years of happiness.«38
Besides the main theme of Falťan’s texts, namely the economic developments
in China, several stereotypic motives—repeatedly mentioned in the abovementioned travelogues of Czech and Slovak writers—appear in his writings too.
For instance the dichotomy past versus present, in which the pre-1949 period in
Chinese history is described in very negative way of social, economic and political

35

Falťan, »Cestovná zpráva«, 56.

36

Ibid., 67. It is interesting to note, that despite close partnership between the Czech agricultural
cooperative in Vinařice and Chinese Cangzhou

, there is no information about the attempts

to adapt the Chinese policy and establish an experimental commune in Czechoslovakia. For
details on this collaboration, see Daniela Kolenovská, »Sino-Czechoslovak cooperation on
agricultural cooperatives: the twinning project«, Cold War History 18,3 (2018), 291–306.
37

Slobodník, »Pro Domo versus Pro Foro Externo«, 107–108.

38

Falťan, Východný vietor prevláda, 45.
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oppression caused by the feudal exploitative system and the semi-colonial status
of China.39 The seizure of power by the Chinese Communist Party represented
for him the milestone which launched the beginning of positive developments,
rise of living standards and the establishment of a just social system. 40 This
understanding of the past can also be found in Falťan’s descriptions of visits to
important historical sites—when writing about the Forbidden City in Beijing, he
stated that it left a »cold and even macabre impression.«41He stressed that all the
objects of art and architectonic monuments are the products of hard work of
Chinese toiling population.42 Michal Falťan also briefly mentioned the situation
of religions in China. Similarly as other Slovak and Czech authors43 he noted with
certain satisfaction that religions play a marginal role: »One can say that religious
prejudices are basically overcome. However, it is necessary to note that in China
the attitude towards religion was quite indifferent for decades.«44 His attitude
towards religion and its role in society may also be documented by his remarks
during the visit to Buddhist temples in Wuhan
: »In the second [Buddhist
temple; M.S.] I saw divine worship attended by one priest, five monks and three
citizens. Religion is certainly not a problem here. The majority of the monks
smash iron ore with little hammers and in this way they support the currently first

39

Falťan, Východný vietor prevláda, 14–17.

40

About this cliché in Czechoslovak travelogues see Slobodník, »Socialist Anti-Orientalism«, 308–
309.

41

Falťan, Východný vietor prevláda, 139.

42

Similarly, the Slovak writer Vladimír Mináč while describing the Summer Palace in Beijing, stated:
»On the island and also on the top of the hill, on the lake and on the streams, you can see the
human sweat and blisters, human poverty and blood. You can see thousands of bamboo sticks,
thousands of bare feet, thousands of skinny figures with bald shaved heads, you can hear the
screaming of guardians and lashing of their whips...«—Vladimír Mináč, V krajine, kde vychodí slnko
[In the Country where the Sun Rises] (Bratislava: Slovenský spisovateľ, 1955), 20.
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For more on the perceptions of Chinese religions in these travelogues, see Martin Slobodník,
Martin: »‘Temples became silent a long time ago’—Reflections of Chinese Religions in
Czechoslovak Travelogues from the 1950s«, Journal of Sino-Western Communications 7,1 (2015), 147–
162.
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Falťan, Východný vietor prevláda, 55.
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Chinese marshal, namely steel.«45 The fact that the monks were forced to work,
smash magnesite and prepare fire resistant bricks for little iron furnaces used in
the tempering of iron, went unnoticed by the author. 46 The enthusiastic
atmosphere of China during the GLF can also be felt from his description of a
slogan carried by Buddhist monks in the parade commemorating the anniversary
of the foundation of the PRC on 1 October 1958 in Beijing, in which they
proclaimed the commitment to »cut down the quantity of oil offered to the gods
and in this way to save several tons of edible oil for the national economy.« 47
Michal Falťan did not comment even the fact that the hard and unpaid work of
young, 12 and 13 years old children was exploited during the political campaign:
»Children were completely black and besmeared (...) They were returning from
voluntary work, their class was helping with the coking of black coal.«48

2

The GLF in Czechoslovakia

The promotion of GLF in Czechoslovakia was not limited to articles and research
papers penned by Michal Falťan. The two most influential and most read
newspapers published in Czechoslovakia, namely Rudé právo [Red Justice] official
daily of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia and its Slovak pendant Pravda
[Truth],49 published a number of articles dedicated to this Chinese campaign in
the years 1958 and 1959.50 Besides the regular press releases of the Czechoslovak
Press Agency ČTK reporting about the meetings of the Central Committee of

45

Falťan, »Letter to Wife from Wuhan«, 29 October 1958, 2 (personal archives of Peter Falťan).

46

Falťan, Východný vietor prevláda, 122.

47

Ibid., 122.

48

Ibid., 135.
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The topic of people’s communes was discussed even in the weekly Kultúrny život [Cultural Life]
(Vol. 13, No. 42, 1958, 2) dedicated to culture and arts.

50

The newsreel »Throughout China a Slogan Reverberates: Everybody Should Become a Steel
Furnace Man«, Týždeň vo filme [Weekly Newsreel], No. 5 (February 1959); similarly Československý
filmový týdeník [Czechoslovak Weekly Newsreel], No. 27 (July 1959).
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the Chinese Communist Party where the GLF was discussed,51 another interesting
source for the analysis of the promotion of GLF are the visits of the ČTK
correspondent in Beijing Zbyněk Málek in selected people’s communes in the
vicinity of Chinese capital, which provided the reader with firsthand and authentic
experience. The first report was published on 1 October 1958 with the headline
»In the Xushui commune.«52 Rudé právo dedicated the whole front page to the
achievements in the construction of socialism in the PRC, on the occasion of the
celebration of its 9th anniversary. Zbyněk Málek wrote highly of the successes of
this people’s commune in the development of agriculture and the changes that
started in August 1958. The article concludes with a quotation of a local peasant,
which reflects the enthusiasm of the period: »Communism is the paradise and the
people’s commune is like a ladder through which we will reach it.«53 Several days
later (on 5 October 1958) Rudé právo published another longer article dedicated to
the communes in China (referring to the alleged interest of its readers into this
issue). In this article titled »People’s Communes in the People’s Republic of China.
Answers of our Beijing Correspondent to the Questions of Readers« Zbyněk
Málek again referred to his visit in the Xushui
commune in September 1958
and he provided the readers with a detailed description of the organization of life
in people’s communes and the communal catering. He reported about the free
healthcare, the remuneration system, bountiful harvest, rise of living standards
and other positive aspects of the communes. 54 The people’s commune Xushui
(located in the vicinity of Baoding
in the Hebei Province, some 150
kilometers southwest from Beijing) where Zbyněk Málek paid a visit, was one of
the pilot people’s communes. It was established in the initial phase of the GLF on
8 August 1958 and during the following weeks it was repeatedly mentioned by Mao
Zedong as a successful example of his new policy. The Xushui commune was
subsequently visited by over 900 prominent foreign visitors (including journalists

51

See e. g. Rudé právo, 2 September 1958, 4; 18 December 1958, 6; 19 December 1958, 5; 30 August
1959, 6.

52

Rudé právo, 1 October 1958, 3.
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Probably a mistranslation of the propagandistic slogan »communism is the paradise, people’s
communes is the bridge [leading to it]« (Chin. gongchanzhuyi shi tiantang, renmin gongshe shi qiaoliang
).
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Rudé právo, 5 October 1958, 5.
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accredited in the PRC) from more than 40 countries and thousands of Chinese
cadres as well, who went there to ‘gather experiences’. Already in October 1958, it
turned out that the economic model of the Xushui commune was not sustainable,
the information about the rich harvest was exaggerated and due to the lack of
financial resources, the commune was not able to provide its members with those
services, which they were eligible to receive for free. Mao Zedong stated on 9
November 1958 that it is not possible to further promote the Xushui people’s
commune. 55 However, the Czechoslovak readership (as well as the Chinese
citizens) were not informed about these failures and Party newspapers continued
with the positive reporting about this economic experiment—the Czech
economist Oldřich Kýn in his article »Great Achievements of Socialism in China.
When will be Great Britain Surpassed« promoted the alleged successes of Chinese
agriculture within the framework of the competition of socialist countries with
capitalist countries and the Chinese economic model was presented as a
substantial contribution to the economic victory of the socialist bloc.56

55

Yang Jisheng, Tombstone, 250–251.

56

Rudé právo, 9 November 1958, 5.
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Plate 2
Poster from the Prague exhibition »Great Leap Forward in the Life of China« which took
place in October 1958 in National Museum (Slovak National Gallery, Inventory No. UPP 1071).
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The promotion of the GLF in late 1950s and early 1960s in Czechoslovakia
included other forms. Two exhibitions co-organised with Chinese institutions
were held in Prague in the National Museum (October 1958, »Great Leap Forward
in the Life of China«) and Náprstek Museum (December 1960 – January 1961,
»The Construction of Agriculture in the People’s Republic of China«). These
exhibitions presented to the visitors photographs showing the progress of Chinese
economy. However, the promotion of GLF was not limited to economy. The
Czech literary journal Světová literatura [World Literature] dedicated in a special
part of its September 1959 issue to the folk amateur Chinese poetry translated by
the poet Ladislav Fikar (1920–1975) in collaboration with the Sinologist Marta
Ryšavá (b. 1933). Marta Ryšavá in her article »Great Leap in the Chinese Poetry«
positively described these poems usually written by anonymous Chinese peasants
and workers with elementary education as a promising literary genre and an
example of the creativity of common people.57 A selection of this propagandistic
and schematic poetry written during the GLF period was even published in a
special volume by the end of 195958 with the epilogue written by Jaroslav Průšek
(1906–1980), the founder of Czechoslovak sinology.59 The atmosphere in China
during the GLF was reflected in Slovak poetry in the works of Ján Kostra who
visited China in spring 1959. In his poem »Chinese Dragon« the image of burning
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Marta Ryšavá, »Velký skok v čínské poezii« [The Great Leap Forward in Chinese Poetry],
Světová literatura 4,5 (1959), 106–108.
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Marta Ryšavá and Ladislav Fikar, transl., Na zemi vyšlo plno lamp. Čínská lidová poezie Velkého skoku
[Many Lanterns Were Raised on the Earth. Chinese Folk Poetry from the Great Leap Forward]
(Praha: SNKLHU, 1960). To illustrate the poetics and literary style of these poems, I have
selected one example, a poem written by an anonymous author from the Hebei Province:
»Commune is like a huge ship, / Eastern wind is blowing into its sail, / Chairman Mao is the
helmsman of it / and six hundred million people are sailing on it« (p. 43).

59

For Jaroslav Průšek and his disciples, see Marián Gálik, »Preliminary Notes on Prague School of
Sinology I«, Asian and African Studies 19,2 (2010), 197–219; on the early period of sinology in
Czechoslovakia, see also Olga Lomová and Anna Zádrapová, »Beyond Academia and Politics:
Understanding China and Doing Sinology in Czechoslovakia after World War II«, The China
Review 14,2 (2014), 11–35.
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iron furnaces represents the bright future of China: »Chinese people boil, really /
this famous cook, an unseen dish. / From his hand he feeds the old good dragon, /
in order to become strong enough against the hurricane. / Iron gruel is cooked by
Chinese people / to make nails, ploughs, a sword, for defence / to make bridges,
ships, anchors, a squadron / and wings which will fly high up to Taiwan (…) /
Throughout China bright flames are blazing / to celebrate our age, its morning
dawn.«60

3

The GLF in Central and Eastern Europe

Chinese propaganda was not focused only on Czechoslovakia, but on other
socialist countries as well—in the German Democratic Republic, Walter Ulbricht,
the First Secretary of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany and Vice Chairman of
the State Council, uncritically promoted GLF in his speeches. Throughout East
Germany propaganda leaflets were distributed and documentary movies about
this Chinese campaign were screened. As late as in summer 1960, the Chinese
officials attempted to promote people’s communes at an agricultural exhibition
which led to controversies with the East German government. 61 In Hungary,
several travelogues, written by writers and journalists who visited China during the
early stages of the GLF published very positive accounts of it.62 In Bulgaria an
experimental people’s commune was established in 1958—it was probably the only
country in Central and Eastern Europe that attempted to implement the Chinese
policy on a very limited scale.63

60

Ján Kostra, Báseň, dielo tvoje [Poem, Your Opus] (Bratislava: Slovenský spisovateľ, 1960), 64.
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Joachim Krüger, »Das China-Bild in der DDR der 50er Jahre«, In Bochumer Jahrbuch zur
Ostasienforschung 25 (2001), 270–272.
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See for instance László Salgó, Kína közelről [China from a Narrow Distance] (Budapest: Kossuth
Könyvkiadó, 1959), 32: »And this is the secret of the Great Leap Forward: after the foundation of
the People’s Republic 680 million of its inhabitants under the leadership of the Party prepared
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This positive promotion of the GLF in Central and Eastern European
countries 64 was carefully followed in China, where the new economic policy
supported by Mao Zedong caused political tensions within the Communist
leadership. Already in the second half of 1958, Vice Premier Chen Yun
(1905–
1995), the main economic expert in the government, Premier Zhou Enlai
(1989–1976), Peng Dehuai
(1898–1974), Minister of National Defense and
other high-ranking cadres on central and provincial level became aware of the fact,
that this economic policy is unsustainable and that the megalomaniac goals are
impossible to achieve. 65 Mao Zedong showed some readiness to modify the
approved economic goals, 66 but he was not willing to approve any substantial
corrections of his ill-fated policy. During the meeting of Politburo of the Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party in Wuchang
in late November
and early December 1958 Mao personally issued a directive to distribute
translations of panegyric articles about the GLF published abroad to all the
delegates for further study.67 Among other, Mao selected the above mentioned
article of Oldřich Kýn published in Czech in Rudé právo, in which the author
stated, that the »tremendous revolutionary momentum of the PRC will have
consequences not only for the Chinese people, but also for the humankind in the
whole world as such.«68 Thus, references to Czechoslovak reception of the GLF
became part of the internal struggle within the Chinese leadership and Mao
attempted to use these admiring descriptions as an affirmation of his policy, which
was perceived in a positive light in several socialist countries at that time. Within

64

On the reporting of Central and Eastern European press about the PRC, see Sören Urbansky and
Max Trecker, »Kremlinology revisited: the nuances of reporting on China in the Eastern bloc
press«, Cold War History 18,3 (2018), 307–324. For the positive evaluation of the GLF (especially in
Hungarian press), see pp. 310–315.
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Lieberthal, »The Great Leap Forward«, 99.
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For instance Mao advocated adjustments in steel production. The utopian goal to produce 30
million tons of steel was reduced to 20 million, but this target represented a fourfold increase
when compared to the 1957 steel production; see Lieberthal, »The Great Leap Forward«, 102.
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Shen Zhihua, Wunai de xuanze, 627.
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the context of alarming reports from provinces about the failures of Mao’s policy,
these repercussions published in foreign propagandistic media could not satisfy
Mao’s critics. The ideological conflict between the more pragmatic leaders of the
CCP and radical Maoists reached its peak during the Politburo meeting in Lushan
in summer 1959, when Peng Dehuai severely criticized the GLF policy. Mao
was able to avert this attack, Peng Dehuai was dismissed and the ill-fated policy
continued.69 It was only as late as in summer 1960 when the tragic famine resulted
in the abandonment of the GLF.70
The GLF was one of the main causes of the deterioration of relations between
Moscow and Beijing.71 Although the Soviet newspaper Pravda [Truth]—similarly
as the Czech Rudé právo—until summer 1959 published several articles about the
achievements of the new Chinese economic policy and its contribution to the
strengthening of the socialist bloc, gradually some doubts arose whether the
official Chinese data about agricultural and industrial production was in
accordance with reality.72 Already in late 1958 Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev and
Soviet leadership were aware, that the Chinese economic experiment represented
a dead end.73 During the meeting with Władysław Gomułka, First Secretary of the
Polish United Workers’ Party in November 1958, Khrushchev criticized Chinese
policy and the establishment of people’s communes74 and he openly condemned
the GLF in his speech in Poznań in July 1959. 75 Soviet diplomats in China
described Mao’s policy as an example of the “economic illiteracy” of Chinese
leaders.76 Economic difficulties were admitted also by the Foreign Minister Chen
Yi
(1901–1972) in the beginning of July 1959 during his meeting with
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ambassadors from socialist countries accredited in Beijing.77 Skeptical attitudes
towards the GLF were repeatedly voiced by the Czechoslovak ambassador Ján
Bušniak (1919–1988) in his regular dispatches sent to Prague during 1959.78

4

Conclusion

When Michal Falťan’s book Východný vietor prevláda arrived in the bookstores in
autumn 1959, the Chinese leadership as well as the closed circle of Party and
government leaders in socialist countries (including Czechoslovakia) were clearly
aware, that the GLF was a utopian and unrealistic development strategy which
failed and during its promotion exaggerated data about the productivity of
Chinese agriculture and industry were disseminated. Manipulated data and
mobilization of millions of Chinese for such futile projects as the construction of
backyard iron furnaces resulted in the disruption of Chinese economy. During the
subsequent great famine some 30 million people died. 79 The GLF caused a
dramatic collapse of Chinese economy and a huge human tragedy. The inner Party
struggle between radical Maoists and more moderate and pragmatic Chinese
leaders was, a couple of years later, transformed into the ill-famed Cultural
Revolution (1966–1976), another tragic period of modern Chinese history and in
foreign policy it contributed to the substantial deterioration of relations between
Beijing and Moscow (including its satellite regimes such as Czechoslovakia).
Czechoslovak Party and government leadership unequivocally supported the
Soviet Union.80 This policy was reflected also in the evaluation of the GLF by
Antonín Novotný (1904–1975), President and First Secretary of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, who at the occasion of
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the 9th anniversary of the foundation of the PRC in October 1958 perceived the
people’s communes still as the »seeds of the future communist society.«81 However,
during 1960, the official evaluation of the GLF by Czechoslovak leadership
gradually started to change. Finally, this period was appraised by the Czechoslovak
government as a »deep tragedy«, as this development strategy was in contradiction
with »objective patterns of the construction of socialism«, and the responsibility
for »one of the worst disasters in this century« [i.e. the great famine] laid on the
shoulders of Mao Zedong. 82 The Chinese developmental model did not win
recognition in Central and Eastern Europe as an alternative to the Soviet socialist
globalization (with the exception of the People’s Republic of Albania), and
subsequently Beijing strived to export its version of socialism to other Asian and
African countries in the so-called Third World.
Comenius University in Bratislava, Department of East Asian Studies
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Rudé právo, 1 October 1958, 1. One year later, at the occasion of the 10th anniversary of the
foundation of the PRC, the Czechoslovak President Antonín Novotný, who paid an official visit
to Beijing at this time, stated in his congratulatory telegram, that »during the successful
implementation of the “Great Leap Forward” movement, the construction of industry in your
country moved forward in a big stride, the people’s communes were established and flourished.«
See Rudé právo, 1 October 1959, 1.
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Trhlík, »Československo-čínské vztahy, I. část«, 141, 184. The Slovak poet Rudolf Fabry visited
China in late 1957 and early 1958 on an official trip, but his article was published in 1970s after the
Sino-Soviet split. He ironically referred to the GLF as a »sparrow’s jump«, see Rudolf Fabry, Tak
chutí svet. Výber z cestopisných reportáží [This is How the World Tastes. Selection of Travelogues]
(Bratislava: Obzor, 1978), 345.

The Meaning of Wu
in Wang Bi’s
Commentary on the Laozi
Dušan Vávra

Abstract This article explores the relation between the political and metaphysical thought
in Wang Bi’s Commentary on the Laozi and argues for primacy of the former and derivative
nature of the latter. The argument is based on analysis of inconsistencies in Wang Bi’s
formulations of the wu—you dichotomy.
Keywords Chinese philosophy Learning of the Mysterious Wang Bi
political thought metaphysics

(220-249)

This study1 examines the term wu in Wang Bi’s
(220–249) philosophy, as
it can be reconstructed on the basis of his commentary on the Laozi (Laozi zhu
).2 The term wu has been variously translated as »non-being«, »nothingness«,
»absence«, or »negativity«3 and it is commonly viewed as one of the key terms in
the Learning of the Mysterious (xuanxue
), the dominant intellectual trend in

1

This text was completed with the generous support of the Czech Science Foundation (GAČR),
project no. GP14-24730P, »Cosmology and Self-cultivation in the Zhuangzi: Meaning
Construction in Early Chinese Texts«).

2

Besides the Commentary on the Laozi itself Wang Bi wrote another text on the Laozi— Laozi weizhi
lüeli

[The Structure of the Laozi’s Subtle Pointers], which can be read as a theoretical

introduction to the commentary. For a thorough discussion of the latter text with full translation,
see Rudolf Wagner, A Chinese Reading of the Daodejing: Wang Bi Commentary on the Laozi with Critical
Text and Translation (Albany: SUNY Press, 2003), 69–106.
3

None of these translations is completely satisfactory in all instances of wu in the Learning of the
Mysterious texts. In this article, I will translate the term as »non-being« and its opposite, you, as
»being«.
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the third and fourth centuries in China. The importance attached to this term is
due to the fact that wu (together with its opposite you— »being«, »something«,
»presence«) is commonly seen as the epitome of the role that the Learning of the
Mysterious is supposed to have in the history of Chinese thought—the
development from cosmology to ontology (or metaphysics) or, more traditionally,
the transition from »the teaching of names« (mingjiao
) to »discourse on the
4
mysterious« (xuanlun
).
The significance of wu in the Learning of the Mysterious can be exemplified
by the following commentarial entry by Wang Bi on the Laozi 1:
(1) Laozi: The nameless is the beginning of ten thousand things. The named is the
mother of ten thousand things.
Wang Bi: Generally speaking, all being begins in non-being (fan you jie shi yu wu
). That is why at a time when there are neither shapes nor names, it [the Way]
is the beginning of ten thousand things. When it comes to a time when there are
shapes and names, that which lets them grow, nurtures them, specifies them, and
completes them, it will be their mother. It means the Way begins and completes ten
thousand things by means of its formlessness and namelessness. [...]5

4

The »teaching of names«, or the concept of matching the »names and realities« (ming shi

),

refers broadly to Confucian morality understood as establishing the correct names on social level
that would match the supposed reality of perfect moral order. The »discourse on the mysterious«,
on the other hand, refers to the philosophical turn which leads to the Learning of the
Mysterious—it is a discourse on the metaphysical source of all reality, which thus defines the
»names« as well. In this discourse, it is supposed that grasping the source (i.e. the Way) of reality
results in establishing the correct names spontaneously. For discussion of this turn cf.: Jude SooMeng Chua, »Tracing the Dao: Wang Bi’s Theory of Names«, in Philosophy and Religion in Early
Medieval China, ed. by Alan K. L. Chan and Yuet-Keung Lo (Albany: SUNY Press, 2010), 53–70;
Alan K. L. Chan, Two Visions of the Way. A Study of the Wang Pi and the Ho-shang Kung Commentaries
on the Lao-Tzu (Albany: SUNY Press, 1991), 21–24; John Makeham, Name and Actuality in Early
Chinese Thought (Albany: SUNY Press, 1994).
5

Laozi 1. Commentary translated by Rudolf Wagner, A Chinese Reading of the Daodejing, 119. All
quotations from Wang Bi’s texts are based on critical edition of the texts in this book. The edition
by Lou Yulie

, Wang Bi ji jiaoshi

[Edited and Annotated Edition Collection of
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This short passage contains a cosmological concept well-established in early
Chinese thought.6 There is the beginning of the empirical world, called the »Way«
(dao ). The way, contrary to the »ten thousand things« that have forms (xing )
and name (ming ), is »formless and nameless« (wuxing wuming
). Apart
from this basic characteristic, the way has, in this cosmological frame, a two-fold
function: it is the beginning (cosmological source) and the mother (an agent that
»nurtures, specifies, and completes« the ten thousand things). The way’s being
»formless and nameless«, that is, without any specifics or inclinations, is exactly
the reason it can serve as the beginning and »mother« of all differentiated (»formed
and named«) things in the world.
What is new in Wang Bi’s rendition of the cosmology, is exactly the term
»non-being«, which is arguably used here as an abstract noun and forms the
dichotomy of »non-being« (wu) and »being« (you). It is exactly this feature of Wang
Bi’s commentary on the Laozi that led certain influential Chinese thinkers of the
20th century to interpret the Learning of the Mysterious (and Wang Bi’s
philosophy in particular) as being marked by a turn from cosmology to ontology.7

Wang Bi’s Works], 2 vols. (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1980), was used for reference. The
translations here often follow Wagner’s translations, with modifications.
6

For example, »The Original Dao« chapter 1 of the Huainanzi

. In Yuan Dao. Tracing Dao to

Its Source, ed. by D. C. Lau and Roger T. Ames (New York: Ballantine Books, 1998), 60–61, is an
example of an early Chinese text, which contains an unequivocally explicit cosmology based on
the concept of the Way (dao) as a mysterious source of the empirical world. Of course, the Laozi
itself might be another example, though perhaps less explicit and unequivocal.
7

This interpretation was coined by Tang Yongtong in a famous article originally published in 1940
(Tang Yongtong

, »Wei Jin xuanxue liubie lüelun«

[A Concise

Discussion of Learning of the Mysterious Origins during Wei and Jin dynasties], in Tang Yongtong,
Wei Jin xuanxue lungao

[Draft Discussion of Learning of the Mysterious during Wei

and Jin dynasties] (Beijing: Renmin Press,) 1957, (reprint), 48–61. For various positions to the
question of ‘ontology’ in Wang Bi’s thought cf. for example Tang Yijie
Xiang zhexue de bijiao fenxi

, »Wang Bi yu Guo

« [A Comparative Analysis of Wang Bi’s

and Guo Xiang’s philosophy], in Yan yuan lun xue ji: Tang Yongtong xiansheng jiushi danchen jinian
:

[An Anthology of Talks on Learning at Peking University:

Commemoration of Tang Yongtong’s 90th Birthday] (Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe), 1984;
Gao Chenyang

, Ru dao huitong yu Zhengshi xuanxue

[Blending of
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»Non-being« (wu) was proclaimed a metaphysical substance underlying all
empirical being, which created a link to Western philosophy. Simultaneously, it
was understood within the Neo-Confucian dichotomy of »substance« (ti ) and
»function« (yong ), which underscored the importance of Chinese tradition
within the considerably westernized frame of »philosophy« and »ontology«. It is
important to note that this interpretation of the Learning of the Mysterious has
had a tremendous impact on the modern understanding not only of the Learning
of the Mysterious, but also of the early Daoist texts that the Learning of the
Mysterious thinkers commented upon. It should not be overlooked that the
proposed Wang Bi’s ontology of »non-being« and »being« (the Way and ten
thousand things), created by Wang Bi in his commentary on the Laozi, is possible
in the Laozi itself, but is far from self-evident.8
This is, however, a problematic model. Consider, for example, the following
discussion of the meaning of »non-being« by Alan K. L. Chan:
The dominant interpretation of the notion of wu in Wang Bi’s commentary is precisely
that it means more; that is, Dao is designated by »Nonbeing« because it is that »original
stuff« from which all beings originate. Wang Bi’s understanding of wu as applied to
Dao is not only a negative one, in other words, but implies the existence of a
fundamental ‘substance’, which is ontologically distinct and prior to »being«.9

The problem with this statement lies in the fact that Dao as the »original stuff
from which beings originate« is part of the common Chinese cosmology (found in
much earlier texts like the Huainanzi
) and the designation »nonbeing« is
actually not very informative. It is difficult to imagine how »nonbeing« originates,
nurtures, and completes things. We only have a negative definition—it is different

Confucianism and Daoism and Learning of the Mysterious during the Zhengshi Era] (Ji’nan: Qilu
shu she, 2000), 31–43; Mou Zongsan

, Caixing yu xuanli

[Inborn Qualities and

Metaphysical Reason] (Taibei: Taiwan xuesheng, 1993), 100-167; Rudolf Wagner, Language,
Ontology and Political Philosophy in China. Wang Bi’s Scholarly Exploration of the Dark (Xuanxue)
(Albany: SUNY Press, 2003), 83–147.
8

See Jude Soo-Meng Chua, »Tracing the Dao: Wang Bi’s Theory of Names«, 58–62 for discussion
on this point.

9

Alan K. L. Chan, Two Visions of the Way, 46–47.
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from the things it originates in the most fundamental way, it lacks any feature that
makes things what they are. However, what this means in a positive sense, is not
clear at all.
A classical answer to this dilemma is to use the above-mentioned substance
(ti) and function (yong) dichotomy. Most of the authors who advocate this
approach take pains to make clear that »substance« here does not mean an entity
underlying the visible world and interpret »non-being« as an absolute potentiality
with no specific (and thus partial) features. The totality of ten thousand things (i.e.
»being«) is viewed as function of »non-being«, which means this function (»being«)
is not controlled or restricted by substance in any manner. The empirical world is
»self-so« (ziran) and it is not controlled by any external power.
In my view, however, this interpretation turns the actual relation between the
Way and the visible world into a complete mystery, which is actually
acknowledged by some of these authors. For example, Mou Zongsan10 describes
the impact of the Way (non-being, wu) on the visible world in terms of the
»imperceptible workings of the empty mysterious power« (chongxu xuan de zhi miao
yong
). This formulation is entirely Mou Zongsan’s construct,
based on vocabulary used in the early Daoist texts as well as their commentaries
on the Learning of the Mysterious. The formulation, however, only confirms that
the relation between the Way and the empirical world is mysterious—it does not
explain the problem at all.
An interesting solution to the question of the meaning of »non-being« in the
Learning of the Mysterious was offered by Jude Soo-meng Chua.11 This author,
above all, turns the supposed cosmology-ontology development in the Learning of
the Mysterious into a more specific and text-based question. He observes that
Wang Bi primarily shares the age-old interest of Chinese thinkers in »matching
the names and realities« (ming shi
). For Wang Bi, names must match their
realities, if they are to be correct. And Chua’s main question is what the actual
link is between the »names and realities« issue and the ontological (metaphysical)
notion of the formless and nameless Way which originates and nurtures all things.
Chua argues that Wang Bi’s principal question stems directly from the problem
of names and realities. For Wang Bi, authentic morality among people (marked by

10

Mou Zongsan. Caixing yu xuanli, 140.

11

Jude Soo-Meng Chua, »Tracing the Dao: Wang Bi’s Theory of Names«.
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matching names and realities) cannot be brought about by pushing the names. A
reality comes first and the name follows; it is not the other way round. Thus, a
desired behaviour cannot be induced by lures of prestige or rewards (or any other
incentive that has a »name«)—it would only make people hypocritical. Since Wang
Bi shares the belief that people, if not interfered with, are good, Chua concludes,
»the best policy to adopt as a political leader is to be nameless (wuming) and
formless (wuxing), respectively. In other words, the causal source of desirable
political community is a policy of namelessness and formlessness. The nameless
and the formless becomes the source of the true forms and names«.12
In other words, Chua argues that political interest (and not metaphysics) is
uppermost in Wang Bi’s thought. In Chua’s own words: »That is, Wang Bi would
read the nameless and formless Dao as a metaphor for the political strategy of
non-intervention, but would nonetheless treat his metaphysical speculations on
the nameless and formless Dao seriously and regard them as aiming at true
metaphysical claims«. 13 Therefore, the political, and not the ontological is
uppermost in Wang Bi’s thought. The way the sage ruler acts are not just an
emulation of the Dao model. According to Chua, Wang Bi formulates the
metaphysics of the Dao in order to »metaphorically capture a political doctrine of
nameless and formless non-interference«.14
I find Chau’s conclusion convincing and it corroborates some of my own
research.15 However, despite being convincing, Chau does not provide almost any
textual evidence to support his claims. In my view, the textual evidence exists in
Wang Bi’s commentary on the Laozi and I will try to clearly expound this in the
remainder of the article. The evidence I am looking for consists of inconsistencies

12

Ibid., 63

13

Ibid., 65.

14

Ibid., 66.

15

See Dušan Vávra, »Wang Bi Laoxue zhong xiaojixing yu jijixing de maodun«
[The Paradox of Negativity and Positivity in Wang Bi’s Thought], in Tianti,
shenti yu guoti—jiong xiang shijie de hanxue
State: Towards a World Sinology], ed. by Zhu Pingci
Taiwan daxue chuban zhongxin, 2005), 73–104.

[Heaven, Body and
and Yang Rubin

(Taipei:
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in the use of the wu-you dichotomy in Wang Bi’s commentary that can be
plausibly rendered as a mark of the discontinuity between the political meaning
of wu and the metaphysical one, as suggested by Chau.
As we have already seen, in the case of Wang Bi’s philosophy, the whole world
of »being« is viewed as dependent on »non-being« to be generated and completed.
»Non-being« is identified with the Way (dao
) and »being« with the »ten
thousand things« (wanwu
).
Let’s have a closer look at Wang Bi’s concept of the »non-being« and »being«
dichotomy. When we read those passages that can be taken as examples of the
metaphysical setting of the dichotomy, we really do find an apparent discrepancy.
Let’s consider the following two passages.
(2) Laozi: The Way is constantly without interference (dao chang wuwei
Wang Bi: It adapts to what is self-so (shun ziran ye

).

Laozi: and still leaves nothing undone (er wubuwei

).

)

Wang Bi: There is none among ten thousand things that does not base itself on it [the
Way] to be begun and perfected.16

Here Wang Bi speaks of the Way as something the things are based upon to
be generated and completed (as seen in the quotation above). In the next
quotation, however, the ideas of being generated and completed (or being born
and reared) are presented in entirely negative terms:
(3) Laozi: [The Way] generates them [the things].
Wang Bi: That is, it does not block their source (bu sai qi yuan ye

).

Laozi: it [the Way] rears them.
Wang Bi: That is, it does not constrain their nature (bu jin qi xing ye

).

[...]
Wang Bi: As it does not block their source, the things generate themselves (busai qi
yuan ze wu zisheng

) [...]. As it does not constrain their nature, the

things regulate themselves (bujin qi xing ze wu ziji

) [...].17

In both passages 2 and 3 (and also in passage 1 above), Wang Bi obviously advocates
non-interference. Things must be left to themselves and not acted upon. That is
how the Way »generates and completes them«—by actually being absent from the

16

Laozi 10. In Wagner, A Chinese Reading of the Daodejing, 147–148.

17

Laozi 37. In Wagner, A Chinese Reading of the Daodejing, 235.
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process. However, the discrepancy between the two passages seems to lie in the
question of the exact nature of the relationship between the Way and things.
Passage 3 is straightforward in saying that the Way simply refrains from the
process of generation and completion (here »regulation«) and things generate and
regulate themselves. This formulation seems to say that the Way is actually not
needed, its absence (»non-being«, wu) is literal. On the other hand, passage 2 (as
with passage 1), stresses a positive role of the Way—in passage 1, it »begins and
completes« all things, while in passage 2, the things are said to »base themselves on
the Way to be begun and perfected«.
This kind of discrepancy regarding the precise nature of the relationship
between the Way and the empirical world permeates the whole of Wang Bi’s
commentary and I do not see any way in which the discrepancy can easily be
reconciled. On the other hand, it could well be interpreted as the commentator
taking pains to reconcile two incoherent ideas he advocates simultaneously: 1) If
authentic morality is to be preserved, all things must be left to themselves, no
interference is to be allowed. 2) There is an agent originating all things and
regulating and completing their lives—the Way. If these two ideas are to be held
simultaneously, then the Way must be rendered absent (wu) from the process of
generating and completing. The Way is there, but its only function is to remain
absent.
The purely negative character of the Way‘s relation to the things is further
stressed by an important expression we find several times in Wang Bi’s
commentary on the Laozi. One occurrence of this expression is found in chapter
1 and it is the part which directly follows passage 1 quoted above:
(4) The Way begins and completes ten thousand things by means of its formlessness
and namelessness. Ten thousand things are begun and completed by it and do not
know by which they are so (ziran er buzhi qi suoyi ran

).18

This expression stresses the ignorance of things with regard to the Way and is
clearly meant as a description of the ideal state of affairs without any interference.
This is Wang Bi’s way of describing the relation of the things to what they are
based on. It simply means the things know nothing about how they happened to

18

Laozi 1. In Wagner, A Chinese Reading of the Daodejing, 119.
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be what they are. From the point of view of the things nothing about their origin
can be known: they are so, and that is all.
The concept of »not knowing by which one is so« entails another incongruity.
In Wang Bi’s commentary, not all things »do not know by which they are so«. As
many parts show, the sage ruler (shengren
) knows it and is able to utilize this
knowledge in governing the world. This leads us to consider more closely Wang
Bi’s political views.
The political dimension of Wang Bi’s thought is based on the politics of noninterference (wuwei
) of the sage-ruler. Basically, there is a close analogy
between the role of the Way on the metaphysical plan and the ruler in politics.
In relation to the realm of being, the ruler occupies a position analogous to that
of the Way. His whole activity seems to be taken as purely negative, as noninterference with ten thousand things, letting them be what they spontaneously
are, which assures social and political order. The world regulates itself, no positive
governing is needed.
After a closer look at the text, however, this simple picture appears
questionable:
(5) Laozi: Whose government is undiscernible, will have the people generous.
Wang Bi: This means: Who is good at regulating government will have neither shape
nor name, neither activity nor standard that could be pointed at. It is undiscernible
but eventually it brings about the great order. [...] His people will have nothing to
struggle about and compete for and will be wide and great in their generosity.19

In this section Wang Bi describes the sage-ruler’s politics of non-interference.
The sage-ruler functions in exactly the same way as the Way does: he is not active,
he is formless and nameless, and yet nothing is left undone. However, we can ask
the question: Does this mean the ruler is not needed at all? The question of the
ruler’s absence is actually more urgent than that of the Way. The metaphysical
Way is a cryptic concept and it is, after all, thinkable to regard it as mysteriously
both absent and present. 20 The ruler, however, is a human being and must be
either absent (which would imply an extremely anarchical view of human society—
if things are not ruled at all, they are in perfect order), or present in some way.

19

Laozi 58. In Wagner, A Chinese Reading of the Daodejing, 316.

20

Cf. Mou Zongsan’s concept of »imperceptible workings of the empty mysterious power« (chongxu
xuan de zhi miao yong

) mentioned above.
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In the commentary to Laozi 29 Wang Bi says:
(6) Laozi: It is impossible to interfere with [the things]. He who interferes with them,
destroys them. He who holds on to them, loses them.
Wang Bi: Ten thousand things have that what they are of themselves as their nature
(wanwu yi ziran wei xing

). Thus it is possible to act in accordance with

them but impossible to interfere with them. It is possible to penetrate them but
impossible to hold on to them. [...]21

In passage 6, Wang Bi states that the entities cannot be acted upon but at the
same time he speaks of the ruler acting in accordance with them. Acting in
accordance with things (yin wu
) and related terms (ying wu
, cong wu
, shun wu
) can be read negatively, meaning just not acting upon them.
However, it might also mean that some kind of activity is legitimate. The next
passage goes even further in this direction:
(7) Laozi: As long as [a threat to the ruler’s security] is still soft, it is easy to break. As
long as [a threat to his existence] is still minute, it is easy to disperse.
Wang Bi: Although [the threats] have moved from »non-being« to »being« (sui shi wu
ru you

), because of their being soft and minute, they still do not qualify for

prompting a big effort. [...] It is not possible [for the ruler] not to maintain [the
security of his position] just because they are not existent yet. It is not possible not to
disperse them just because they are still minute. If he does not maintain [the security
of his position] while they are still not there, they will come about. If he does not
disperse them while they are still minute, they will grow large.22

First of all, we should note the expression »have moved from »non-being« to
»being« (sui shi wu ru you
) because it exemplifies an overlooked
meaning of the dichotomy wu and you. Here, these two terms refer simply to the
process of being born (of everything). Each thing is first non-existent (wu) and
then comes into existence (you). It is a trivial, empirical meaning of the dichotomy,
but one we must obviously take into account when reading a Learning of the
Mysterious text. It does not, however, help us with the present problem—the

21

Laozi 29. In Wagner, A Chinese Reading of the Daodejing, 216.

22

Laozi 64. In Wagner, A Chinese Reading of the Daodejing, 337.
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meaning of »non-being« as something all being depends upon in being born and
reared.
In passage 7, Wang Bi presents us with what I believe can be read as a
description of how to rule in accordance with things. In fact, the sage-ruler does
govern in positive terms. There are, however, constraints to the means he can
apply in exerting his rule. The ruler acts, but he does so only when the problem
concerned is still non-existent (wu) or still minute-close to non-existence, just
beginning. The ruling strategy of the sage-ruler can be summed up in quite
practical terms: every possible threat to his rule must be nipped in the bud,
because later it might prove impossible.
Thus, in the political dimension of Wang Bi’s thought, we find the same
contradiction we found in the cosmological plan. On one hand, the ruler’s
governing of the world is described in negative terms (perfect order on the part of
things entails refraining from any governing activity). On the other hand, there is
a positive rendering of the ruling activity—the ruler is described as really engaged
in ruling, though with certain constraints. He is expected to rule »in accordance
with things«, which means, as specified in passage 7, acting upon things (problems,
situations) when they are still non-existent or so small that regulating them does
not prompt considerable effort.
This contradiction, however, is reconciled in the political dimension in a way
that is absent from the cosmological plan. The idea of things “not knowing by
which they are born and completed” in the cosmological plan has been discussed
above. This same idea applies to the ruler as well. In chapter 17 of the Laozi, the
perfectly ordered society is described:
(8) Laozi: […] When achievements are completed and affairs finished, the people all
say: We are like this by ourselves (wo ziran

).

Wang Bi: […] The ruler abides in affairs he does not act upon, implements teaching
without making statements, and he does not set up things according to a fixed shape.
This is why his achievements are completed and affairs finished and the people do not
know by which they are so (baixing bu zhi qi suo yi ran ye

).23

The idea of people »not knowing by which« is the same as on the cosmological
plan, but the political setting makes its meaning much clearer. In passages 5 to 8
Wang Bi says the entities are »self-so«, »self-regulated« and »do not know by which

23

Laozi 17. In Wagner, A Chinese Reading of the Daodejing, 173–174.
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they are so«. He also states the ruler must not act against their nature but in
accordance with it, and eliminate problems when they are still absent or still
minute. This implies that the ruler acting in accordance with their nature makes
them not aware of his activity. I believe this is the core of Wang Bi’s political
concept (or the Laozi’s in Wang Bi’s reading): the sage-ruler is able to rule so that
the ruled are not aware of it. The ruler is supposed to minimize his activity in the
realm of being. Thus, he can remain hidden, invisible, as if not there. He is »not
there« (wu) but only from the point of view of the entities. In fact, he rules. The
entities can thus remain »self-so« while being ruled.
In sum, the three-fold political concept of non-interference, interference with
certain constraints, and people not knowing by which they are so makes perfect
sense. The sage-ruler is required to not interfere with things, which means ruling
in accordance with them (there are strict constraints on what he may do). As a
result, the people are not aware of the sage-ruler’s rule. He is as if absent. The
whole concept conforms precisely to what Chau described as the core drive of
Wang Bi’s philosophy: »The nameless and the formless becomes the source of the
true forms and names« (see above), that is, of authentic morality.
On the other hand, the cosmological concept of the Way generating and
rearing all things, remains obscure in the wu-you framework. In what sense the
source of all existence is »absent« (wu) is not clear. Of course, it can be interpreted
in accordance with the political model—the Way acts in a way that is
imperceptible and thus is as if absent. However, even this conclusion corroborates
the initial question—indeed, as this article shows, the textual evidence conforms
to Chau’s idea of the primacy of political interest in Wang Bi’s thought and the
derivative nature of the cosmological (ontological) plan.
Masaryk University in Brno, Department of Chinese Studies

An Analysis of the Correlation between
Speech Tempo and Rhytmical
Segmentation in Standard Chinese
Tereza Slaměníková

Abstract
Relying on the methodological framework introduced by Czech sinologist
Oldřich Švarný, this paper aims at identifying and describing prosodic features where
statistically significant differences between slower and faster speech can be observed. By
means of an analysis of two samples produced with different speech speeds, a comparison
of the distribution of the rhythmical units and patterns will be performed.
Keywords Chinese language · Modern Standard Chinese · prosodic transcription · Oldřich
Švarný · rhythmical features

Introduction1
Research on Modern Standard Chinese indicates that it is characterized by tonal
assimilation and neutralization, a phenomenon with a major impact on the
prosodic characteristics of the spoken text. In light of this fact, modern Chinese
is no longer a typical tonal language, such as for instance Vietnamese, Thai or
Cantonese, but the transformation into a language with a melodic accent seems
to be one of the crucial characteristics of contemporary Chinese. It was already
the Chinese-American linguist Chao Yuen Ren (1892–1982), who in his widely
respected study A Grammar of Spoken Chinese (1965), mentioned the differences in
syllable tonal prominence. Despite the fact that contemporary Chinese
phonologists have further developed his observations, one cannot fail to notice

1

The publication of this paper was made possible with the support of the grant IGA_FF_2018_024
Intercultural Communication and the Fluidity of Communicative Roles in the Societies of East
and Southeast Asia.
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that their considerations are either limited to a word, or eventually a phrasal level,2
or are primarily concerned with the issue of intonation in tonal language.3 As such,
they obviously overlook the significance of how the tonal weakening affects the
overall rhythmical segmentation of spoken texts. The findings of the Czech
sinologist and phonetician Oldřich Švarný (1920–2011), however, clearly indicate
the importance of this phenomenon.4
Based on the examination of a large corpus of audio recordings, Švarný
designed a unique annotation system to transcribe the prosodic features of
Modern Chinese.5 Simply speaking, the philosophy underlying this system is built

2

As is, for example, the case of the two monographs on the phonology of Modern Chinese: San
Duanmu, The Phonology of Standard Chinese (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007); and YenHwei Lin, The Sounds of Chinese (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007).

3

For details, see Xiao-nan Susan Shen, The Prosody of Modern Chinese (Berkley; Los Angeles; Oxford:
University of California Press, 1989).

4

Oldřich Švarný et al., Hovorová čínština v příkladech III [Colloquial Chinese in Sentence Examples
III] (Olomouc: Vydavatelství Univerzity Palackého, 1998), 9–23; Oldřich Švarný and David Uher,
Prozodická gramatika čínštiny [Colloquial Chinese: Prosodic Grammar] (Olomouc: Univerzita
Palackého, 2014), 23–61. A description of Švarný’s prosodic transcription in English can be found
in: Oldřich Švarný et al., Hovorová čínština v příkladech III, 7–21; Oldřich Švarný, »The Functioning
of the Prosodic Features in Chinese (Pekinese)«, Archiv Orientální 59,2 (1991), 208–216; Oldřich
Švarný and Tang Yunling Rusková, »Prosodic Features in Chinese (Pekinese): Prosodic
Transcription and Statistical Tables«, Archiv Orientální 59,3 (1991), 234–254; Oldřich Švarný,
»Rhythmical Features of Spoken Chinese: Quantitative and Grammatical Analysis«, Rocznik
orientalistyczny 47,2 (1991), 132–137; Oldřich Švarný, »Prosodical Transcription of Modern Chinese:
Experimental Research and Teaching Practice«, in Papers in Phonetics and Speech Processing, ed. by
Zdena Palková and Hans-Walter Wodarz (Frankfurt am Main: Hector Verlag, 2000), 149–159;
Zuzana Pospěchová, »Prosodic Transcription of Standard Chinese and its Use in Teaching«, Acta
Linguistica Asiatica 6,1 (2016), 35–45.

5

The creation of the transcription was grounded on the examination of the F0 curve and
waveforms. Comparing the generally recognized ToBI framework, the modification of which for
notation of Chinese has recently been developed, Švarný’s system incorporates all the prosodic
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on an observation that each sentence represents a certain combination of stressed
and unstressed syllables with a certain tonal prominence. The first mentioned,
called ictus-bearing syllables or arses, are more prominent (in terms of the
expansion of pitch range and time duration) than the immediately adjacent
syllables.6 The other syllables are called non-ictus-bearing syllables or theses. The
three types of ictus-bearing and four types of non-ictus-bearing syllables in all
establish a seven-degree scale of syllable prominence hierarchy. Švarný also
identified the smallest rhythmical components (i.e. descending sequences,
ascending sequences and odd syllables) that represent the constructional material
of the basic rhythmical sections of linear segmentation (i.e. segments and colas).
Last but not least, he also thoroughly described the rhythmical patterns these
units are most commonly organized into.
Despite the range and depth of Švarný’s research undertaken in this area, a
number of questions remain to be investigated. Although Švarný himself
annotated an extensive corpus of spoken texts, his description of the rhythmical
features of Modern Chinese is based on an analysis that covered only a certain part
of these texts. There is no doubt that this corresponds with Švarný’s intention to
provide a general overview for the purpose of teaching Chinese as a foreign
language. Moreover, the pedagogical needs have in fact motivated the creation of
a prosodic notation system enabling a comprehensive analysis of different kinds
of spoken discourse. This means, in other words, that Švarný invented a system

data into a single row of transcript. Despite the seeming simplicity, it is noteworthy to emphasize
that Švarný’s model captures all the relevant phonological prosodic features; thus represents a
comprehensive tool for the analysis of the suprasegmental features of spoken Chinese. As has
already been mentioned above, even the adaptation of ToBI for notation of Chinese appears to
be primarily driven by an effort to record tonal prominence of individual syllables and intonation
of the sentence. The attribute that makes Švarný’s transcription unique is that it captures the
rhythmical features of the sentences. For details on adaption of ToBI for annotation of Modern
Chinese, see Peng Shu-hui et al., »Towards a Pan-Mandarin System for Prosodic Transcription«, in
Prosodic Typology: The Phonology of Intonation and Phrasing, ed. by Sun-Ah Jun (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2005), 230–270; and Li Aijun, »Chinese Prosody and Prosodic Labeling of
Spontaneous Speech«, < citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.4.565&rep=rep1&type
=pdf> (last retrieval April 13, 2018).
6

This means, in other words, that two arses can never occur in immediate proximity to one other.
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that can achieve much more than merely helping students of the Chinese language
understand the prosodic realization of educational materials; he created a notation
system to investigate how different factors influence the suprasegmental level of
the Chinese language7, a topic that has received far less scholarly interest than it
deserves. The project, which encompasses the research presented in this paper,
aims at employing Švarný’s methodological and theoretical framework to explore
the prosodic characteristics of different spoken text types (to be specific, different
types of monologues, such as storytelling, news telling, longer replicas in informal
debates, etc. are going to be examined in its first phase). In order to be able to
determine text-typological prosodic variations, a more thorough description of
the overall suprasegmental characteristics of Modern Standard Chinese has to be
established in the first place. To deepen the understanding in this area, a
systematic analysis of sixteen thousand example sentences listed in Švarný’s Učební
slovník jazyka čínského (Learning Dictionary of Modern Chinese) 8 has been
conducted since 2016. 9 By comparing samples from two different parts of the

7

In this sense, a truly innovative approach was taken by Zuzana Pospěchová who analyzed the
correlation between the age and gender of the speakers and the prosodic realization of their
speech. See Zuzana Pospěchová, Tónové změny v moderní čínštině ze sociolingvistické perspektivy [Tone
Changes in Modern Chinese from the Sociolinguistic Perspective] (Olomouc: Univerzita
Palackého, 2016).

8

Oldřich Švarný, Učební slovník jazyka čínského [Learning Dictionary of Modern Chinese] (Olomouc:
Univerzita Palackého, 1998–2000).

9

Some of the findings have already been published in David Uher and Tereza Slaměníková,
»Prozodická analýza monologu« [Prosodic Analysis of Monologue], Dálný východ 5,2 (2015), 104–
115; Tereza Slaměníková, »Rytmické členění příkladových vět Učebního slovníku jazyka čínského
(hesla 1–50)« [Rhythmical Features of Example Sentences in the Learning Dictionary of Modern
Chinese (Headwords from 1 to 50)], Dálný východ 6,2 (2016), 62–82; and David Uher, »The
Rhythmic Structure of Sentences in the Textbook of Chinese Conversation«, China & the World
Cultural Exchange 5 (2016). Speaking of Švarný’s followers, whose research interest draws on his
theoretical concepts, the name of another of his students has to be mentioned as well. Identifying
the similarities with prosodic realization of spoken English, Hana Třísková argues that since the
so-called de-stressed forms (more or less reduced, and those that are represented by weakened-
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dictionary, this paper attempts to identify tempo-specific differences in the
rhythmical segmentation of the speech. 10 In light of the fact that only a few
studies employing Švarný’s framework have been published in English, a basic
description precedes the comparison under each of the analyzed aspects.

1

Description of the Analyzed Material

A corpus of approximately 16,000 example sentences in Learning Dictionary of
Modern Chinese was recorded by one Chinese speaker over a period of 4 months.
She was instructed to familiarize herself with the text in advance in order to speak
as spontaneously as possible. As the recording proceeded, the speaker,
unconsciously and unintentionally, gradually increased her speech tempo—a fact
that was discovered later by quantitative analysis.11 In this way, by chance, unique
material was created that is not only highly homogenous in terms of recorded text
types, but also free of idiolectal variation, and thus makes it possible to examine
the influence of varying speech tempo on rhythmical structure. Owing to this fact,
two samples located in different parts of the dictionary were selected for the
analysis whose results are described in this paper. To be specific, the first sample
covers example sentences listed in entries 420 to 454 (subsequently referred to as
sample A), the second sample includes those listed in entries 1926 to 1969 (i.e.

tone and voice-tone syllables in Švarný’s prominence hierarchy) are more common in running
speech, they represent features deserving more attention than those with a full tone prominence.
For details, see Hana Třísková, »De-stressed words in Mandarin: Drawing a Parallel with English«,
in Integrating Chinese Linguistics Research and Language Teaching and Learning, ed. by Hongyin Tao
(Amsterdam; Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 2016), 121–144; Hana Třísková »De-stressed in
Mandarin: Clitics, Cliticoids and Phonetic Chunks«, in Key Issues in Chinese as a Second Language
Research, ed. by Istvan Kecskes and Chaofen Sun (New York; London: Routledge, 2017), 29–56.
10

It is noteworthy that Švarný was also interested in the influence of speech tempo on the prosodic
segmentation, to be specific, he examined the length of rhythmical units, syllable prominence
and occurrence of disyllabic lexemes with regard to the seven accentuation types (Švarný and
Tang Yunling Rusková, »Prosodic Features in Chinese«). Instead of disyllabic lexemes, this paper
focuses on rhythmical flow of segments and colas.

11

Švarný, »Rhythmical Features of Spoken Chinese«, 132.
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sample B). In order to maintain a certain quantitative balance between the two
samples, it was the number of syllables (i.e. not the number of entries or sentences)
that was taken into consideration during the selection process. Both of the
samples consist of approximately 4,000 syllables.12

2

Linear Segmentation

Švarný defines two basic rhythmical units of linear segmentation. So-called colas
are characterized as compact semantic sections with a certain rhythmical
structure separated by a pause. Syllables in colas are organized into descending and
ascending sequences. The descending sequences are units of two or more syllables
with ictus resting on the first syllable. The ascending sequences, in contrast, are
characterized by ictus at the end. The remaining single syllables can either behave
as proclitics or enclitics and thus join the already formatted descending or
ascending sections13, or remain as odd ictus-bearing syllables.
Colas can be subdivided into smaller units of rhythmical flow, so-called
(rhythmical) segments that contain at least one ictus-bearing syllable. They can
be: either a) composed of one descending sequence and an ascending sequence
or an odd ictus-bearing syllable (i.e. segments with one ictus); or b) organized into
more complex structures, mostly with (but not limited to) two ictuses.
The graphic notation of colas and segments is as follows: a) colas are separated
by a punctuation mark; b) hyphens are used to connect syllables within a segment
in cases where the syllables are not part of one word. To provide an example, the
following sentence consists of 2 colas and 4 segments. The numeric code in
brackets refers to the number of the entry and of the sentence where the segment
in the dictionary can be found.

12

The lexical or prosodic variants of sentences were not taken into consideration.

13

Generally speaking, proclitics are quite often represented by one-syllable personal pronouns,
adverbs, modal verbs or prepositional verbs and enclitics by sentence particles, structural particles
or verb suffixes.
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01 xiànzai4 qing-dàjiā, dōu-tíngzhi gōngzuò. (0453.11)
Linear segmentation of the two samples analyzed in this paper is as follows:
sample A: 630 colas; 1,346 segments; 3,983 syllables.
sample B: 637 colas; 1,087 segments; 4,031 syllables.
2.1 Length of colas
According to Švarný, the average length of colas is 6 to 7 syllables and is, generally
speaking, supposed to be dependent on the complexity of the syntactic structures
as opposed to the speech tempo.14 The results of the analysis are consistent with
this statement: the average number of syllables is 6.3 per colon in both samples.
Differences related to speech tempo can be observed, however, on a higher
level of linear segmentation. The average number of segments per colon is 2.1 in
the case of sample A and 1.7 in the case of sample B. The distribution of colons
with a certain number of segments also manifests noticeable differences. Although
two-segment colas are most frequent in both samples, the following table
illustrates that faster speech tempo is characterized by a significantly higher
percentage rate of one-segment colas, which is compensated for by a significantly
lower occurrence of three or more-segment colas. These numbers imply a
dependence of the length of segments on speech tempo, which is a tendency that
will be discussed in detail in the next sub-chapter.
Table 1
Length of colas
Number of segments
1
2
3
4

14

Sample A
24.6%
44.1%
25.6%
5.8%

Oldřich Švarný, Hovorová čínština v příkladech III, 8, 24.

Sample B
39.4%
51.5%
8.6%
0.5%
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2.2 Length of segments
Švarný states that, unlike in the case of colas, the average length of segment largely
depends on the speech tempo and varies between 2.5 to 4.5 syllables. 15 This
tendency can be observed in the analyzed sample as well: the average length of
sample A is 2.9 syllables per segment and 3.7 syllables per segment for sample B.
In addition, differences in terms of distribution of segments formed by a certain
number of syllables were also identified. As can be seen in Table 2, while sample
A contains more two- and three-syllable segments, the occurrence of four- and
more-syllables segments is higher in sample B. Particularly significant differences
can be observed in case of six- and more-syllable segments. The longest segment
of sample B contains as many as 11 syllables and four ten-syllable segments can be
found as well. The two longest segments of sample A are eight-syllabic.
Table 2
Length of segments
Number of syllables
1
2
3
4
5
6 and more

Sample A
3.5%
38.7%
29.4%
18.5%
7.5%
2.4%

3

Sample B
2.7%
20.8%
27.5%
21.9%
14.5%
12.6%

Syllable Prominence

In connection with tone prominence, Švarný distinguishes between seven types of
syllables. The list of these types, along with the graphic marking used in this
paper,16 can be found in Table 3. Since both toneless (always without a tone) and

15

Ibid.

16

This marking was adopted from David Uher, Jin Xueli and Tereza Slaměníková, Učebnice čínské
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neutralized syllables (without a tone in the given position) are characterized by
tone absence, as far as their occurrence in the transcribed text is concerned, they
are jointly referred to as void-less syllables. Void-less syllables are always theses.
Stressed-prominence syllables, in contrast, are always arses. They either represent
the most prominent syllable of a colon or sentence, or indicate a logical or
contrastive stress.17
Although it might appear at first glance that Švarný’s system contains too high
a number of categories, it actually does not differ all that much from the approach
adopted by other researchers. As can be seen, full-tone and weakened-tone
syllables both occur in two versions, as arses or theses, and thus have to be
understood as two representations of the same prominence.18 Due to this fact,
there are actually four-levels of syllable prominence to be distinguished.19
To understand the graphic marking of syllable prominence, there are two
basic rules that need to be followed:
• The so-called acronymic rule helps differentiate which of the full-tone
syllables in an immediate sequence of full-tone syllables (within a frame of one
segment) are to be understood as arses and which as theses: the first thesis

konverzace 2 [Textbook of Chinese Conversation 2] (Voznice: Leda, 2016). The manuscript of
Švarný’s dictionary was typewritten and thus only limited possibilities for graphic differentiation
were available. To increase the utility of the transcription system, the authors of the textbook
adjusted the marking of stressed prominence syllables and non-ictus-bearing weakened-stress
syllables.
17

In case of colas without any stressed-prominence syllable, the last full-tone syllable is
automatically understood as the most prominent one.

18

As a matter of fact, the implementation of two classification criteria, i.e. syllable prominence and
binary contrast of stressed (arses) and unstressed syllables (theses), is undoubtedly one of the key
arrangements of Švarný’s prosodic transcription since it is what enables an examination of the
nature of rhythmical flow of running speech.

19

The already mentioned Peng Shu-hui et al. (»Towards a Pan-Mandarin System for Prosodic
Transcription«, 255–259) also distinguish between four levels of syllable prominence, although with
different qualitative features. Another researcher, Li Aijun (»Chinese Prosody and Prosodic
Labeling of Spontaneous Speech«), suggests implementation of five levels for analysis of
spontaneous speech.
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and the second arsis in two-syllable structures; the arsis located at the edges,
i.e. at the first and last syllable in three- or four-syllable structures.20
The second rule states that if a weakened-tone syllable occurs at the beginning
of a segment as thesis, it is transcribed without any marking (i.e. indexed
numbers are omitted). Or, to put it in other words, all unmarked syllables at
the beginning of a segment are to be considered as weakened-tone non-ictusbearing syllables.

•

Table 3
Syllable prominence
Syllable prominence
stressed-prominence syllables
full-tone syllables—arses
full-tone syllables—theses
weakened-tone syllables—arses
weakened-tone syllables—theses
void-tone syllables (neutralized
toneless)

or

Marking
mǎ
mǎ
mǎ
ma3
ma3
ma

Sample A
14.9%
26.5%
12.2%
4.3%
11.5%
30.6%

Sample B
12.1%
27.2%
13.1%
5.3%
10.7%
31.6%

Švarný noticed that faster speech tempo should be characterized by an increase in
weakened-tone and void-tone syllables.21 Apart from the graphic marking, Table 3
also demonstrates the distribution of syllables with a certain tone prominence in
the analyzed material. As can be seen, sample B does contain a slightly higher

20

It also has to be clarified that the full-tone syllables surrounded by non-ictus syllables are always
arses.

21

Švarný and Tang Yunling Rusková, »Prosodic Features in Chinese «, 241–242.
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percentage rate of void-tone syllables 22 . In contrast, a higher occurrence of
stressed-prominence syllables can be observed in the slower-speech sample.23

4

Rhythmical Segmentation of Segments

Based on the number of ictuses, segments can be divided into three basic groups:
those carrying one, two or three, resp. even more ictuses. Švarný has detected that
while slower speech tempo is characterized by a higher occurrence of one-ictus
segments, in faster speech, these segments tend to join together and create moreictus units.24 The findings of the analysis presented in this paper are consistent
with this statement: the sample A contains 21% more one-ictus segments than
sample B. The question that arises is whether the different speech tempo impacts
the occurrence of certain types of rhythmical patterns as well. The following subchapters examine patterns observed in the analyzed material. A brief description
of existing possibilities is followed by a comparison of the two samples.
4.1 One-ictus segments
Apart from a limited group of monosyllabic segments, the majority of one-ictus
segments are formed either by one ascending or by one descending sequence.
Simply speaking, two types of both descending and ascending segments can be
distinguished. Firstly, those that are ascending or descending completely, which
is the case of all two-syllable segments (examples number 02 and 03 below). The
ascending completely segments, however, can also consist of three or four syllables
(04) with gradually ascending syllable prominence. The descending completely

22

It is important to mention that the previous analysis of the first fifty entries of the dictionary has
shown an even smaller occurrence of syllables with this prominence: 29.1% of the 3,993 analyzed
syllables are void-tone. For details, see Tereza Slaměníková »Rytmické členění příkladových vět
Učebního slovníku jazyka čínského (hesla 1–50)«, 80.

23

The already cited analysis of the first fifty entries has revealed that stressed-prominence cover
19.1%. Moreover, it has been determined that stressed-prominence syllables and full-tone
syllables together cover 60% of the sample. For details, see Tereza Slaměníková »Rytmické
členění příkladových vět Učebního slovníku jazyka čínského (hesla 1–50)«, 80.

24

Oldřich Švarný, Hovorová čínština v příkladech III, 24.
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more-syllable segments can either descend gradually (05), or more frequently can
contain one ictus-bearing syllable at the beginning followed by a sequence of two
or even more void-tone syllables (06). Secondly, the ascending segments can be
followed by an enclitic (07) or much more rarely by a group of enclitics (08), and
the descending segments can be preceded by a proclitic (09). The following
examples illustrate different types of ascending and descending segments.
02 shuǐgāng
03 dàifu
04 bu-shàng-xué
05 tài-suān-le
06 lǐzishang
07 ni-fàng-xīn-ba
08 jīngqí-d-ne
09 wo-xǐhuan

(1969.02)
(1926.08)
(0451.09)
(1942.01)
(1966.03)
(0433.07)
(0422.08)
(1935.08)

To make the list of possibilities complete, a specific type of one-ictus segment has
to be mentioned. In cases where the boundaries of the words do not enable the
classification of a syllable as proclitic or enclitic, combinations of one ascending
and one descending sequence can be identified. Nevertheless, their immediate
proximity within the same segment is the reason why only one of them contains
an ictus-bearing syllable. In case of the first example (10), the ictus-bearing syllable
is located at the end of the ascending sequence; in case of the second example, it
is at the beginning of the descending sequence (11).
10 bàngōng-shíjian
11 jiu-bǎ-ěrduo

(0443.08)
(0454.12)

Comparison of the two samples:
• The occurrence of one-ictus segments is 21% higher in the sample with slower
speech tempo. Specifically, the percentage rate of one-ictus segments is 67%
in sample A and 46% in sample B.
• As far as the length is concerned, most of the one-ictus segments consist of
two syllables in both samples, nevertheless, their proportion in sample A is 11%
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higher than in sample B (sample A 57%, sample B 46%). In contrast, sample
B is characterized by a higher occurrence of three- and more-syllable segments.
One-syllable segments cover app. 5% in both samples.
As concerns the rhythmical patterns, two thirds of two and more-syllable
segments are formed by one descending sequence (completely or preceded by
a proclitic) and one third by one ascending sequence (completely or followed
by an enclitic) in sample A. A higher occurrence of descending sequences can
be observed in sample B as well, although segments formed by an ascending
sequence cover a higher percentage range (i.e. 42%) than in sample A. The
reason for this is a proportionally higher occurrence of ascending sequences
in two-syllable segments: while in sample A they represent only 38% of twosyllable segments, in the case of sample B it is 53%.
Descending sequences are more frequently preceded by a proclitic in the
sample with a faster speech tempo. On the other hand, enclitics attached to
ascending segments occur more often in the sample produced with a slower
speech tempo.

4.2 Two-ictus segments
The majority of two-ictus segments are characterized by the acronymic pattern.
Two types of these segments can be distinguished: a) the so-called “cretic” type
containing a three-syllabic acronymic sequence represented by a combination of
a descending sequence and an odd ictus-bearing syllable (12), or, less often, a
combination of one odd ictus-bearing syllable and an ascending sequence (13); b)
the so-called “choriamb” type containing a four-syllable (or even more-syllable)
acronymic sequence that is formed by a descending sequence followed by an
ascending sequence (14). Both of these types can be proceeded by a proclitic (15)
and/or followed by an enclitic (16, 17).
12
13
14
15
16
17

zěnme-yàng
duó-ke3lián
wàiguo-jiàoshòu
ye-hēbuzuì
kànbuqǐ-d
dou-zhànbuqǐlái-le

(0444.01)
(1954.01)
(1932.02)
(0428.03)
(1951.02)
(0431.07)
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The second most frequent rhythmical structure is a combination of two
descending sequences (18). A proclitic can precede the first sequence at times (19).
Combination of two ascending sequences (20), alternatively followed by an
enclitic (21), represents another possibility, however, its occurrence is fairly rare.
The same can be said about other patterns with a more complicated structure,
such as combination of an ascending and descending sequence separated by a nonictus-bearing syllable (22) or combination of a three-syllable acronymic sequence
immediately followed by a descending sequence (23).
18
19
20
21
22
23

zìran-kēxue2
wo-yǐjing-zuòle
shùnxù-shang4-chē
miányī-miánbèi-le
tóngnián-d-huíyì
zhǎobuzháo-gōngzuò

(0424.07)
(0435.17)
(0449.01)
(0441.06)
(1936.08)
(1944.08)

Comparison of the two samples:
• 15% more two-ictus segments can be found in sample B than in sample A: they
cover 30% of sample A and 45% of sample B segments.
• As concerns the number of syllables, most of the two-ictus segments are
composed of four syllables in both samples (46% in sample A, 40% in sample
B). What is different is the proportion of three-syllable versus five- and moresyllable segments: three-syllable cover 32% and five- and more-syllable 21% of
two-ictus segments in sample A; the ratio is the opposite in sample B, to be
specific, 22% versus 38%.
• Both samples are characterized by a prevailing acronymic rhythmical
structure: the acronymic pattern can be observed in 70% of two-ictus
segments in sample A and in 66% in sample B. The occurrence of the second
most common pattern, a combination of two descending sequences, is
basically identical: they cover 24% of two-ictus segments in sample A and 23%
in sample B.
• Another difference can be observed in the length of the acronymic sequence.
The results indicate that a slower speech tempo is characterized by a higher
occurrence of a cretic type of acronymic structure: while in sample A this
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pattern was identified by 67% of two-ictus acronymic segments, in sample B
it was only 53%.
4.3 Three and more-ictus segments
Five- and more-syllable segments can consist of more complex combinations of
different sequences with alternatively joined proclitics or enclitics. Similarly as in
the case of two-ictus-segments, the majority of these segments are characterized
by acronymic structures: the core of three-ictus segments is formed by an
acronymic sequence of the cretic (24, 25) or choriamb (26, 27) type enlarged by one
descending sequence at the beginning or one ascending sequence at the end. In
case of four-ictus sequences, either both of these sequences can be present or one
of them can be reduplicated (28). Apart from the acronymic structures,
combinations of descending sequences have been identified as the second most
productive pattern (29).
24
25
26
27
28
29

wǒ-guo2-wàijiaobù
jǐshi-nian2-yiqián-d
bāngle-nàme-duō-máng
zai-jiékesīluòfákè
dou1-shi-zhòngyao-d-gōngye-yuánliào
zhù-zai-sūzhōu-d-shi2hour

(0447.14)
(0447.09)
(1922.05)
(1944.01)
(1942.02)
(1917.04)

Comparion of the two samples:
• The occurrence of three- and more-ictus segments is 7% higher in sample B
than in sample A. They specifically cover 3% of sample A and 10% of sample
B.
• Two four-ictus segments can be found in sample A and five in sample B. In
addition, sample B also contains one five-ictus segment.
• Approx. 60% of these segments are characterized by an acronymic pattern in
both samples.
4.4 Summary of the analysis of segments
The following table compares the total distribution of the basic rhythmical
patterns in both samples. It demonstrates a preponderance of a descending
rhythmical arrangement of segments, either formed by one descending sequence
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or by a combination of two or eventually even more descending sequences.
Despite this fact, one cannot overlook differences in their total distribution:
acceleration of the speech tempo is associated with a significant decrease in the
percentage rate of descending patterns predominantly in favor of an increase in
acronymic rhythmical structures. The table also highlights the fact that while the
higher speed of speech is accompanied by a clear shift in percentage rate between
one-ictus and two- and more-ictus segments in favor of the latter.
Table 4
Rhythmical patterns occurring in segments
General
pattern
descending

Sample
A
B
48.8% 37.2%

ascending

22.9%

19.6%

acronymic

22.5%

35.3%

others

5.8%

7.9%

5

Subtype
one arsis
two and more arses
one arsis
two and more arses
two arsis
three and more arses
one-syllable segments
others

Sample
A
41.1%
7.7%
21.6%
1.3%
20.9%
1.6%
3.5%
2.3%

B
24.2%
13.0%
18.0%
1.6%
29.4%
5.9%
2.7%
5.2%

Rhythmical Segmentation of Colas

Combinations of sequences within a colon is what establishes the overall
rhythmical flow of the speech. Disregarding the segments, several components of
colas can be distinguished:
\ descending sequence; °\ descending sequence proceeded by a proclitic
/ ascending sequence; /° ascending sequence followed by an enclitic or group of
enclitics
V cretic type of acronymic structure occurring within one segment
| odd monosyllabic ictus-bearing syllables
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Four basic types of colas can be distinguished:
type A: one-segmental colas
These colas can be formed by one descending or one ascending sequence, by one
cretic acronymic structure or by one odd ictus-bearing syllable.
type B: colas without an immediate sequence of two ictuses
The most typical model of the rhythmical flow within the frame of these colas is
an acronymic one. It can be formed by a simple acronymic structure containing
one descending and one ascending sequence (30) or by a complex acronymic
pattern. The second mentioned can be formed by one cretic or choriamb
acronymic structure with a repetition of an initial descending and/or final
ascending sequence (31–33). The repetition of the descending sequence is more
common which in other words means that the cretic or choriamb structure is
mostly located at the end of the colon. The second most common rhythmical flow
is the repetition of descending sequences (34, 35). Repetition of ascending
sequences, in contrast, is quite rare (36). Additional rhythmical models are also
limited in their occurrence.
30
31
32
33
34
35
37

\/
\\\/°
V/
\V/
°\\
\\\\
//

māma tóu-téng
màiz yi3jing mòcheng miànfěn-le
zhe4-zhi-gǒu yǎo-rén
shūli3 yǒu-hen-duo1 túbiǎo
ta-hūran2 bìng-le
ta1-shi yánjiu zìran-kēxue2-d
zhe-wǎn-cài tài-là

(1964.04)
(1965.02)
(1954.02)
(0445.02)
(0423.03)
(0434.19)
(1950.01)

type C: colas with an immediate sequence of two ictuses neighbouring one other
The immediate sequence of two ictuses can be found at the boundary of two
segments. To be more specific, the contact of two arses occurs when an ascending
sequence or an odd ictus-bearing syllable, located in the final position of the first
segment, is immediately followed by a descending sequence or an odd-ictusbearing syllable located at the initial position of the following segment. In the
examples below, the contact points of the two arses are marked by the + symbol.
Out of all the combination possibilities (examples of some of them are listed under
40–43), reduplications of the acronymic patterns are most common (37–39).
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42
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V+V
\V+\/
/+\
/+\/
/+\V
l+\/+\\

wo3men-jiā rén-tài-duō
suǒyi měi-ge-ren2 dōu-dei fùzé
wūdǐng lòu-le
tā-zì xiě-d-bù-hǎo
nǐ-děi dàizh gōngminzhèng
tā jīngligo bu-shǎo jiānnan2-kùnkǔ

(1943.04)
(0429.10)
(1952.06)
(1921.03)
(0424.01)
(0427.11)

type D: colas with enclitic and proclitic syllables preventing the immediate sequence of
two ictuses at the boundary of two segments
These colas can be organized into the same patterns as the previous type; however,
there is an enclitic or proclitic syllable located between the two arses preventing
their immediate sequence. The most productive model is also the reduplication
of acronymic structures (44).
44

\/°V

zhe4-tai-shuǐchē wo-yáobudòng

(1924.05)

Comparision of the two samples:
• The occurrence of one-segment colas and colas without an immediate
sequence of arses does not differ all that much. Nevertheless, as can be seen
in Table 5, more colas can be found with a non-ictus-bearing syllable
preventing the immediate sequence of two arses at the boundary of two
segments in sample A. On the other hand, the faster speed tempo is
characterized by more frequent contact of the two ictuses at the edges of the
two neighboring segments.
• As for type B, the acronymic structures and repeated descending sequences
represent the two most frequent patterns in both samples. The first
mentioned covers 56% of type B colas in sample A and 60% in sample B. The
second mentioned is typical for 31% of type B colas in sample A and 27% in
sample B.
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Table 5
Rhythmical patterns occurring in colas
Number of segments
Sample A
Sample B
type A
18.6%
18.4%
type B
52.1%
55.1%
type C
8.1%
17.4%
type D
21.3%
8.8%
4

Conclusion

As mentioned in the introduction, the analysis presented in this paper should be
understood as one of the initial steps undertaken in a long-term research project
which will, based on the methodology developed by Oldřich Švarný, target the
prosodic characteristics of different spoken text types. Preliminary investigations
indicate that speech tempo represents one of the important factors that will have
to be taken into consideration during the analytical procedure. In light of this fact,
the in other aspects homogenous corpus (especially in terms of syntactic
complexity and the number of speakers) of sample sentences listed in Švarný’s
Learning Dictionary of Modern Chinese has been examined in order to identify a
tempo-specific differences. An analysis of two samples, one of which was selected
from the first half and the other from the end part of the dictionary, has
demonstrated that speech tempo affects several aspects of the prosodic
segmentation of running speech. The fact that speech is organized, in the case of
the slower tempo, into smaller units, also manifests itself in the general proportion
of occurring rhythmical patterns. Thus, although the analyzed samples differ only
slightly as far as the total number of ictus-bearing syllables are concerned, the
rhythmical arrangement of both levels of linear segmentation, i.e. segments and
colas, reflects tempo-specific differences. The acceleration of the speech tempo
in the case of the first mentioned level is associated with a higher occurrence of
acronymic patterns. As for the arrangement of colas, the most noticeable
difference lies in the percentage of colas with an immediate sequence of two
ictuses at the boundaries of segments, a pattern that occurs considerably more
often in the sample produced with a higher speed of speech.
Palacký University in Olomouc, Department of Asian Studies

Distribution of »Young Words« in the
Chinese Web 2011 Corpus and
the Hanku Corpus
Mateja Petrovčič

Abstract This study compares two recent large-scale corpora, i.e. The Chinese Web 2011
Corpus and The Hanku Corpus from the perspective of ‘young words’. The term ‘young words’
refers to the expressions that were added to the standard Chinese dictionary Xiandai Hanyu
Cidian in the 7th edition in 2016. The analysis reveals that in relative terms, the proportion
of young words is larger in Hanku, and points out some differences and varieties of word
queries in the discussed corpora.
Keywords
Chinese corpora · Sketch Engine, Chinese Web 2011 (zhTenTen), Hanku
corpus · young words

Introduction
As already noted by McEnery and Xiao over ten years ago, the corpus approach
has been increasingly recognized as a useful tool for linguistic investigation. 1
Numerous studies in corpus linguistics show that the use of corpora is widespread
in various fields of language research. Moreover, following rapid development of
computer technology and increasing capability of data processing and storage,
large-scale corpora with over billion tokens have become feasible.
Query results can provide more data about the actual usage of words than
dictionaries, and in this respect they are a very valuable source of information.
Even the most common queries, such as simple word queries or collocation
candidate lists can reveal considerable information on a specific expression.2

1

Tony McEnery, Richard Xiao, »The Lancaster Corpus of Mandarin Chinese (LCMC)«,
<http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/fass/projects/corpus/LCMC/default.htm> (last retrieval January 20,
2017).

2

For discussion on corpus query tools for collocation analyses, see Irena Srdanović, »Corpus-based
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This paper investigates the query results for Chinese ‘young words’ in two
large-scale monolingual corpora of present-day Chinese, i.e. Chinese Web 2011
corpus and Hanku corpus. The term ‘young words’ is used to denote words that
were added to the last, 7th edition of Xiandai Hanyu Cidian
[Contemporary Chinese Dictionary] published in 2016.3 These words cannot be
considered as neologisms any more, since they are already a part of standard
vocabulary, nevertheless are relatively young expressions.

Chinese Monolingual Corpora
The last twenty years gave rise to numerous Chinese corpora- monolingual and
multilingual, synchronic and diachronic, balanced and specialized. Unfortunately,
many of them are no longer available.4
Currently publicly available corpora include the following. Some of them
require free registration, and/or vary in the number of query results.
1. The CCL Corpus <http://ccl.pku.edu.cn:8080/ccl_corpus/>
2. The CNC Corpus <http://www.cncorpus.org/>
3. The BCC Corpus <http://bcc.blcu.edu.cn/>
4. The Hanku Corpus5 <http://konfuciovinstitut.sk/corpus-hanku/>
5. A collection of Chinese corpora (Chinese Internet; Lancaster Corpus of Mandarin
Chinese; Corpus of business Chinese) <http://corpus.leeds.ac.uk/query-zh.html>

Collocation Research Targeted at Japanese Language Learners«, Acta Linguistica Asiatica 4,2 (2014),
25–36. DOI: 10.4312/ala.4.2.25-36.
3

Xiandai Hanyu Cidian

7

[Contemporary Chinese Dictionary (7th

edition)]. (Beijing: Shangwu yinshuguan, 2016).
4

Compare

the

list

of

corpora

provided

by

Richard

Xiao

in

2005:

<http://www.corpus4u.org/threads/233/> or <http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/fass/projects/corpus/>,
maintained 2003–2015.
5

For detailed analysis of corpora 1–4, see Ľuboš Gajdoš, Radovan Garabík, Jana Benická, »The New
Chinese Webcorpus Hanku—Origin, Parameters, Usage«, Studia Orientalia Slovaca 15,1 (2016),
21–33.
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1. Corpora Collection, Leipzig University
<http://corpora.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/en?corpusId=zhosimp_news_2010> <http://corpora.informatik.unileipzig.de/en?corpusId=zho_news_2007-2009>
2. Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese
<http://asbc.iis.sinica.edu.tw/> or <http://rocling.iis.sinica.edu.tw/CKIP/
engversion/20corpus.htm>
3. CQPweb at Beijing Foreign Studies University (including several Chinese corpora)
<http://111.200.194.212/cqp/>
It should be noted that this is by no means an exhaustive list. Moreover, with the
rising number of research projects, new corpora are emerging, e.g. RussianChinese parallel corpus, 6 Slovak-Chinese parallel corpus, 7 Spanish-Chinese
Parallel Annotated Corpus, 8 just to mention some of the non-English-Chinese
corpora.
Among monolingual corpora that are available upon payment of the
subscription
fee,
we
should
mention
Sketch
Engine
(https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/), a powerful tool that covers several languages.
Currently available Chinese corpora are listed in Table 1.

6

Yu Tao, Victor Zakharov, »The Development and Use of Russian-Chinese Parallel Corpus«,
Automatic Documentation and Mathematical Linguistics 2,49 (2015), 65–75. <https://doi.org/10.3103/
S0005105515020077>.

7

Ľuboš Gajdoš, »Slovensko-čínsky paralelný korpus«, Studia Orientalia Slovaca 12,2 (2013), 313–317.

8

Cao Shuyuan, Iria da Cunha, Mikel Iruskieta, »Toward the Elaboration of a Spanish-Chinese
Parallel Annotated Corpus«, AESLA 2016 (EPiC Series in Language and Linguistics 2 (2017), 315–324.
<https://easychair.org/publications/open/l> (last retrieval January 20, 2017).
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Table 1
Chinese corpora in Sketch Engine (December 2017)9
Corpus
Chinese GigaWord 2 Corpus: Mainland, simplified
Chinese GigaWord 2 Corpus: Taiwan, traditional
Guangwai - Lancaster Chinese Learner Corpus
Chinese Web (Internet-ZH, NEUCSP tagger)
Chinese Web 2011 (zhTenTen11, Stanford tagger)
Chinese Traditional Web (TaiwanWaC)
OPUS2 Chinese Simplified
OPUS2 Chinese Traditional

Size in words
205 031 379
382 600 557
1 289 065
198 205 344
1 729 867 455
259 156 002
243 427 123
380 245

Whereas the other corpora are available only to paying subscribers, Chinese Web
2011 (zhTenTen11) is available to both paying subscribers as well as trial users.

Outline of Compared Corpora
In this research, we compare Chinese Web 2011 (zhTenTen11) and Hanku
Corpus. Both of them are monolingual, synchronous corpora of contemporary
Chinese language, they were built in the last decade and share some common
features, as presented in the following paragraphs.
Simplified Chinese TenTen corpus was created from the Internet in 2011. It
contains around 2.6 million documents with more than 1.7 billion words in over 72
million sentences, and has reached the size of 2.1 billion tokens. It is available via
Sketch Engine’s website <https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/>. The corpus has been
processed with Stanford Chinese Word Segmenter and Stanford Log-linear PartOf-Speech Tagger using the Chinese Penn Treebank standard models.
9

List of available Chinese Simplified corpora (https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/user-guide/usermanual/corpora/by-language/chinese-simplified-text-corpora/), and List of available Chinese
Traditional

corpora

(https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/user-guide/user-manual/corpora/by-

language/chinese-traditional-text-corpora/).
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The building process of Hanku corpus began in spring 2016 and it was
supported by the Chinese National Office for Teaching Chinese as a Foreign
Language in 2016. By June 2016, it had reached the size of 800 million tokens.10 It
is available via the website of the Confucius Institute at Comenius University in
Bratislava (www.konfuciovinstitut.sk). Apart from the texts from the Internet, a
corpus of legal texts from the PRC is also available.11 According to the description
on Hanku’s webpage, texts from different registers (e.g. professional texts, texts
of Modern Chinese literature etc.) will n the future.
The Hanku uses NoSketch Engine, i.e. an open-source version of the Sketch
Engine corpus manager. For the POS annotation, it, too, uses the Chinese Penn
Treebank tag set.

Definition and Classification of Young Words
As already mentioned above, the term ‘young words’ refers to the expressions that
were added to the last edition of the standard Chinese dictionary Xiandai Hanyu
Cidian. This dictionary was first published in 1978, and since its first official
release, it has been revised many times. The last update was made in September
2016, as the 7th edition of this referential dictionary was published.
Compared to the 6th edition, the 7th edition contains more than 400 words
that were newly added or semantically redefined. This paper does not discuss all
of the changes in detail, but focuses only on newly added words. Yin Ruonan12
presented the classification of the new words into the following semantic
domains: new words related to politics and parties, economics and trade, networks
with science and technology, social life, recreation and sports, laws and
regulations, cognition and emotions, military and diplomacy, work and study,

10

According to the calculations based on various queries, its current—probably filtered—size
should be approximately 745 million tokens.

11

For details, see Ľuboš Gajdoš, »Chinese Legal Texts—Quantitative Description«, Acta Linguistica
Asiatica 7,1 (2017), 77–87.

12

Yin Ruonan

, »Xiandai Hanyu cidian (di 7 ban) xin zeng ciyu yanjiu

7

« [The Study of the Newly Increased Words in Modern Chinese Dictionary

)

(7th Ed.)], Journal of Harbin University 38,12 (2017), 99–104.

(
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social groups, transportation, environmental protection, linguistics, biology,
construction and engineering, and medicine.
Table 2 below presents the number of expressions in each of these categories.
For detailed list of newly added words, see Yin (2017).
Table 2
Number of newly added words to Xiandai Hanyu cidian (7th ed.)
Category
Politics and parties
Networks, science and technology
Economics and trade
Social life
Recreation and sports
Cognition and emotions
Laws and regulations
Military and diplomacy
Work and study
Biology
Environmental protection
Social groups
Linguistics
Construction and engineering
Transportation
Medicine
Total

No. of words
53
41
36
36
29
27
17
9
8
7
5
5
4
4
2
1
284

Data Analysis
Frequency Distributions
Observed absolute frequencies were higher in zhTenTen11 in most cases, but since
the two corpora are not equally large, the following data compare their
corresponding relative frequencies.
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The analysis has shown that some words resulted in higher relative frequency
in zhTenTen11, whereas some other words appeared to be more frequent in
Hanku. For example, among 53 expressions in the category of politics and parties,
27 words were more frequent in zhTenTen11, and 26 words had higher frequency
in Hanku.
Chart 1 below visually presents the number of words with higher relative
frequencies across categories.

Chart 1
Number of words with higher relative frequency in zhTenTen11 vs. Hanku.
As can be seen in Figure 1, Hanku would be a better choice for ‘young words’ in
several categories, at least in relative terms.
Segmentation and Query Varieties
57.8% of the newly added words are disyllabic, and therefore in most cases easily
searchable in both corpora. There are some minor discrepancies that should be
taken into account when searching for some of the words. In Hanku, for example,
a simple query of shuāngchuàng
‘the two ins’ 13 returns 77 hits (0.10 per
million), whereas the same query in zhTenTen11 does not return any results.
Morphologically speaking, the ‘word’ shuāngchuàng
is actually an
abbreviation of dàzhòng chuàngyè
(to initiate mass entrepreneurship),
13

The author’s translation.
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and wànzhòng chuàngxīn
(thousands of innovations), meaning ‘mass
entrepreneurship and innovation’. As such, it should be searched as a word phrase,
not a word, which is—from the user’s perspective—less user-friendly.
The CQL string [word=" "] [word=" "] then returns additional 9 hits (0.01
per million) in Hanku and 1,800 (0.85 per million) in zhTenTen11.
The variety of segmentation is to some extent larger for the three-syllabic
words, which represent 13.4% of all newly added words. Table 3 shows an example
of available queries for the word chōngdiànzhuāng
(charging station/point).
Table 3
Query varieties in zhTenTen11 and Hanku

Simple query:
CQL: [word="

"][word=" "]

CQL: [word=" "][word="

"]

zhTenTen11
100
(0.05 per million)
329
(0.16 per million)
-

Hanku
356
(0.48 per million)
90
(0.12 per million)
159
(0.21 per million)

In the Hanku, young words are more often treated as simple query entities,
i.e. they behave like words; whereas in zhTenTen11, the same young words are
considered word phrases. The user should be aware of this difference for relevant
results.

Summary
Chinese Web 2011 (zhTenTen11) and Hanku Corpus are both very useful and
appropriate corpora for further research on ‘young words’. Whereas there are in
general larger absolute frequencies in Chinese Web 2011, the relative frequencies
speak strongly in favor of Hanku corpus. For the proper interpretation of this fact,
a further and more detailed research should be conducted.
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Although both corpora have similar technical characteristics and run on
Sketch Engine corpus manager, there are some varieties in segmentation and POS
tagging. From the user’s perspective, Hanku is segmented in a more user-friendly
way and includes more query varieties than Chinese Web 2011.
There is still plenty of room for further and more detailed studies, including
the comparison of collocations drawn from the two corpora.
Ljubljana University, Department of Asian Studies

A Syntactic Object in Chinese—
A Corpus Analysis*
Ľuboš Gajdoš

Abstract The paper deals with corpus analysis of a sentence constituent (element), namely
an object in Chinese. The aim is to improve the identification of an object in a corpus using
regular expressions with part-of-speech (POS) annotation, however, unlike other methods,
a purely linguistics approach is used in this article. Some of the examples given in the paper
also demonstrate practical implications of this approach.
Keywords Chinese language · syntax, sentence constituents, object · corpus linguistics,
regular expressions, CQL

1

Chinese Language

Chinese is often classified as an isolating or analytic language;1 general word order
is relatively restrictive (S-V-O).2
By syntactic analysis of Modern Chinese, a sentence might be broken down
into the following constituents3 —a subject (SU; zhǔyǔ
), a predicate (PR;
wèiyǔ
), an object (OB; bīnyǔ
), an attribute (AT; dìngyǔ
), an
adverbial (AD; zhuàngyǔ
) and a complement (C; bǔyǔ
).

*

The article is a part of my forthcoming publication: Practical Corpus Linguistics—Chinese.

1

See e.g. Charles Li and Sandra Thompson, »Chinese« in The World’s Major Languages (Second
Edition), ed. by Bernard Comrie (Oxon: Routledge, 2009), 703–723.

2

As for the ‘restrictive word order in Chinese, see e.g. Shao Jingmin [
Study of Chinese Grammar [

] (Guilin: Guangxi shifan daxue chubanshe, 2003),

7–12.
3

In Chinese jùzi chéngfēn

] et al., A Monographic

.
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The title of the article might not clearly refer to a predicate; however, an
object in dependency grammar is (directly) connected to its predicate verb. Thus,
studying an object is inconceivable without taking into account a verb, that is to
say, one should not see an object as an isolating constituent but rather as a part of
this relation.

Chart I
Prototypical word order in Chinese.

2

Methodology

As corpus linguistics is chosen as the methodological approach for studying the
object, one would expect a corpus with adequate parsing. Unfortunately, to our
knowledge, such a corpus does not yet exist. The analysis is therefore based on the
POS annotation or more precisely, on regular expressions (also known as regex).
In this study, the Hanku corpus is used. The Hanku is a monolingual corpus
available at: <http://konfuciovinstitut.sk/corpus-hanku/>, NoSketch Engine4 is used

4

Nosketch Engine is an open-source version of the Sketch Engine. See more at: <www.sketchengine.
co.uk.> (last retrieval August 10, 2018).
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as the corpus manager with CQL language. 5 The corpus is divided into two
subcorpora (May 2018):
• web-zh—texts from the PRC
• zh-law—legal texts from the PRC; texts of laws and regulations.6
Using complex regular expressions is a processor-intensive task, which might
result in errors, therefore the smaller subcorpus zh-law is chosen.

3

Regular Expressions and CQL

Regular expressions are »a type of string that may include special characters
(sometimes called ‘wild cards’) that mean the regular expression as a whole will
match with more than one string«. 7 The essential principles of CQL may be
summarized as follows:
• different criteria (attributes) for a token may be set—WORD, TAG,
LEMMA8
• the order matters in pattern matching
• different operators (conditions) may be used—MEET, CONTAINING,
WITHIN etc.

4

Identification of a Sentence Constituent

Bearing in mind the syntactic rules of Chinese and the limitations of the corpus
manager, we will try to identify constituents by writing a regular expressions
pattern. Since the Hanku corpus does not have a syntactic annotation (only POS
annotation), it is worth noting that this method should be seen as experimental in
which the potential and the limitations of regular expressions are confronted with

5

See more at: <www.sketchengine.eu/documentation/cql-basics/> (last retrieval August 10, 2018).

6

See more: Ľuboš Gajdoš, Radova Garabík, Jana Benická, »The New Chinese Webcorpus Hanku—
Origin, Parameters, Usage«, Studia Orientalia Slovaca 15,1 (2016), 53–65.

7

Paul Baker, Andrew Hardie and Tony McEnery, A Glossary of Corpus Linguistics (Edinburgh:
Edinburgh University Press, 2006), 138.

8

As for Chinese, only WORD and TAG are relevant.
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empiric data. To make it clear—when talking about a sentence constituent and its
identification in the corpus, it only refers to the potential (!) occurrences of
constituents.
When looking for a constituent in Chinese using regular expressions with the
POS annotation (POS tags), it is necessary to realize that it is actually the search
for (potential) constituents and that of in the more complex sentences (e.g.
compound sentence) is generally impossible to conduct. Thus, we will limit the
scope of research to simple sentences and the typical occurrence of a constituent.
For example, identifying only a subject using a regex with POS tags represents a
complex problem with a non-trivial solution.

5

Object

An object in Chinese linguistics tradition or language pedagogy is mostly seen as
an element related to a verb9 and is a part of the verb-object construction (in
Chinese shùbīn jiégòu
). The verb (or the predicate) is then a necessary
precondition for the emergence of the object.10 Consequently, when identifying
an object in a corpus, two conditions must be fulfilled, namely pre-existence of a
verb and its position in front of the object.
As mentioned before, we will limit our search only to objects at the end of the
sentence. That means, in the prototypical word order SVO, we will search for
following patterns:
1. PR < OB
2. PR < (AT’>OB)
3. (PR<C’) < OB

9

In Chinese—dòngcí de liándài chéngfen
xiandai Hanyu yufa

, see e.g. Liu Yuehua

et al., Shiyong

[Practical Chinese Grammar] (Beijing: Waiyu jiaoxue yu

yanjiu chubanshe, 2004), 460.
10

Zhu Dexi

, Zhu Dexi wenji

yinshuguan, 1999), 126.

[Collected Works of Zhu Dexi] (Beijing: Shangwu
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4. (PR<C’) < (AT’>OB).11
Let’s start with the simplest pattern. The CQL12 query (1):
[tag="VV"] [tag="NN|PN"] [tag="SP"] {0,1} [word=" | | "] within <s/>
where VV may represent a predicate PR; NN or PN may represent a protentional
object, followed by SP and punctuation " | | " and the search is limited to one
sentence by the condition within <s/>.13
The following figure shows the position of an object in Chinese, where <s> is
a sentence in the corpus and </s> is the end of a sentence.

Chart 2
The position of an object in a sentence <s>.

11

The apostrophe here signals the facultativeness; the signs <, > point to a head.

12

CQL—Corpus Query Language.

13

The tag VV stands for a verb, NN for a noun, PN for a personal pronoun, SP for a sentential
particle, symbols <s/> stand for one sentence. For more information, see: <www.cs.brandeis.edu/
%7Eclp/ctb/posguide.3rd.ch.pdf> (last retrieval August 10, 2018).
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From the following table (Frequency list of Node forms), it is obvious that these
co-occurrences of tokens may be considered as verb-object structures. It is also
clear that only a portion of the structure PR<OB is matched by this CQL query.
Table 1
The results of CQL query (I)
word

Freq
542
301
282
260
222
195
191
172
145
136

In Chinese, an object (subject) may be preceded by an attribute. To our
knowledge, there is no quantitative study of the length of an attribute in Chinese,
hence we will vary a number of tokens of a potential attribute. Let us modify the
first CQL query as follows (2):
[tag="VV"] [tag!="PU|CS|VV|DEC"] {0,} [tag="NN|PN"] [tag="SP"]
{0,1}[word=" | | " ] within <s/>
where the tag after the verb is neither punctuation PU, a subordinating
conjunction CS (thus eliminating the complex structure), a verb (occurrence of
modal verbs), nor a nominalizer DEC; {0,} means that the tag/tags may occur from
zero to infinity but only in one sentence.
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Table 2
The table shows the result of the CQL query (2), (Frequency list of Node tags)
Tag
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV

NN
NN
NN
JJ
DT
NN
JJ
NN
NN
NN
NN
CD
NN
NN
DT
NN
CD

NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
CC
DEG
NN
NN
M
NN
CC
NN
DEG
M

NN

NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
DEG
NN
CC
NN
NN
NN
LC

NN

NN
NN

NN

NN
NN

NN

NN
CD

M

LC

DEG

NN

Freq
24774
18030
4867
4132
2977
1741
1550
1265
796
760
693
651
618
565
489
488
441

From the results, one may conclude that most patterns presented in the table are
protentional forms of the structure PR<(AT>OB). In addition to the quantitative
aspect (the length of an attribute), the qualitative aspect of the attribute is also
evident from the data, i.e. part-of-speech representation or the preference of
omitting the structural particle (DEG) in the attributes, which are composed of
nouns NN (the second row ATNN>OBNN or the third row of the ATNN + NN>
OBNN). It should be noted here that not all concordances are valid and match to
the structure PR<(AT>OB).
From a practical point of view, if the maximum value of 5 tokens (inclusive) is
assigned to the length of an attribute, it will include approximately 92% of all
attributes. Needless to say, this is only valid for the attribute of an object attribute
and only in the right-hand position to the verb (predicate).
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The following chart demonstrates the application of the previous approach to
the quantitative analysis of constituents. The graph shows the representation of
the length of an attribute in the tokens in legal Chinese (zh-law) and in the
subcorpus web-zh when calculating 99.9% of the most frequent occurrences. The
results, among other things, show that native speakers prefer to use 2 (3) tokens
attribute in the subcorpus web-zh (which might be, for this case, considered as
more colloquial). The length of the 5 tokens attribute does not occur in the
subcorpus web-zh at all.

70,0
60,0

Ratio in %

50,0
40,0
30,0
20,0
10,0
0,0
1

2

3
Length in tokens

zh-law

4

5

web-zh

Chart 2
The length of an attribute in tokens.
In the case that one is interested in a particular verb (e.g. [to provide] tígōng
and its object, we may modify the previous query to (3):

)
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[tag="VV" & word="
"] [tag!= "PU|CS|VV|DEC"] {0,4} [tag="NN|PN"]
[word=" | | " | tag="SP"] within <s/>

Table 3
The results of the query (3), (Frequency list of Node forms)
word

Frequency
39
37
32
30
29
22
18
18
17
14

The results also show the most frequent objects and their attribute of the
structure AT>OB. But if we want to find out only most frequent objects to the
verb, the query must be changed to (4):
(meet (meet [tag!="PU|CS|VV|DE.|SP"] 1:[tag="VV" & word="
"]-5 0)
[word=" | | " | tag="SP"]0 1) within ([word="
"] [] {2,6} within <s/>)
where the first token (as an protentional object) in the MEET operator is defined
as any token except tag!="PU|CS|VV|DEC" and word=" | | " | tag="SP" is a
contextual filter of this operator; the search is conducted only in the space
between 2 to 6 tokens from the right-side of the word
(operator within) and
only in one sentence within <s/>.
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Chart 4
Objects of the verb tígōng

.

The analysis (using Frequency list of Node tags) reveals that the position is
occupied solely by nouns NN, thus, in the next search we will only consider nouns
NN as objects. The CQL query (5):
(meet (meet [tag="NN"] 1:[tag="VV" & word="
"]-5 0) [word=" | | " |
tag="SP"]0 1) within ([word="
"] [] {2,6} within <s/>)
The search result presented in the following table is a list of potential objects to
the verb tígōng
. Analogously, we may proceed to other verbs.
Table 4
The objects of the verb tígōng
word

Frequency
289
156
145
101
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81
66
55
48
46
40
39
38
33
29
24
21
20
As for the other two patterns (PR<C’)<OB and (PR<C’)<(AT’>OB), writing down
an adequate regex is a rather complex issue as one must consider variations of
complements in Chinese, e.g. a resultative verbal or an adjective complement, a
directional complement, a quantitative complement etc. The solution lies in an
ad-hoc query and we will consider this as an area for future research. On the other
side, the full potential of regular expressions is still not fully developed.

6

Conclusion

In this article, we have tried to identify a syntactic object in the subcorpus of legal
Chinese by using regular expressions. The results have clearly revealed that this
method has potential use. It is not always easy and may require considerable effort,
but we believe that this study confirms that the helpfulness of the corpus not only
for linguists or linguistics research, but also for someone who works with the
language on an everyday basis.
When writing regular expressions, we had syntactic rules in mind and this may
be qualified as corpus-based approach. On the other hand, when determining the
length of an attribute, only minimal position was set and this might be considered
as a corpus-driven approach.
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What are the practical implications of this study? First, with just one query, a
translator or a student may find a verb to the specific object-noun and vice versa.
Needless to say, this approach provides only a limited number of collocations
(most frequent), nonetheless the number is still higher than those the ‘traditional’
sources would provide. Secondly, similar search methods may be adopted for other
constituents, such as adverbials and attributes.
Comenius University in Bratislava, Department of East Asian Studies

Believe It or Not: Dōgen on the
Question of Faith
Zuzana Kubovčáková

Abstract The founder of the Sōtō School of Japanese Zen Buddhism, Dōgen
(1200-1253) was a fervent advocate of silent meditation, as well as a prolific writer.
He authored a great number of essays and treatises, instructions and
commentaries, poems and kōan interpretations. History remembers him, however,
mostly as an ardent proponent of sitting meditation, the famed shikan taza of the
Sōtō School. Yet despite his undeniable support to meditation practices, he was
also a Buddhist monk and teacher, who transmitted to his disciples a more
coherent notion of Zen Buddhism including aspects of faith and devotion. By
means of surveying Dōgen’s own texts in the Shōbō genzō, Treasury of the True
Dharma Eye, the aim of this paper is to shed light on Dōgen’s view on both sitting
meditation, zazen, and the importance of devotional practices noted therein.
Keywords Dōgen
(1200-1253) · Shōbō genzō · zazen, shikan taza · meditation
· Buddhist practice · faith · devotion · Bendōwa

Introduction
The present paper aims to concentrate on the question of faith in Japanese Zen
Buddhism, viewed particularly by the figure of Dōgen, founder of the Sōtō Zen
School.1 Dōgen
(1200–1253) is usually regarded as an ardent proponent of
zazen, seated meditation. Meditation of the Sōtō School of Japanese Zen

1

For Sōtō roots in China see e.g., Jana Benická, »Speculative/symbolical Elaborations of the
Relationship between the Noumenal and Phenomenal Aspects of Reality according to the
Chinese Chan Caodong School«, Orientalia Pragensia XVI, Acta Universitatis Caroninae, Philologica
3 (2007), 103–114.
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Buddhism is referred to as shikan taza
, meaning »just sitting« or »simply/e
sitting«. Dōgen and his newly established Sōtō school are customarily described
with the pair of words of zazen and just sitting. However, I understand Dōgen to
be a more universal teacher, one emphasizing various methods of Zen practice and
encompassing a spectrum of monastic practices. The aim of this paper, therefore,
is to offer a portray of Dōgen as a teacher advocating not only seated meditation,
but one who embraced a number of aspects of Buddhist teaching, presented it to
his students accordingly and with identical emphasis. After a brief introduction
on Dōgen’s life, I proceed to concisely examine the trajectory of his life and the
circumstances that led him to develop his ideas of the content of Zen thought and
practice. The paper continues by shedding light on Dōgen’s view on Zen
meditation and concentrates on the issue of faith and belief in Dōgen’s legacy. For
this purpose, I explore several chapters of the Shōbō genzō
, Treasury of
the True Dharma Eye, Dōgen’s lifetime work. By comparing his own ideas on both
seated meditation and devotional practices, I attempt to propose a picture of
Dōgen as a Zen master who was as much a devotee of meditation, as he was a
proponent of balance within the teaching and practice of Zen Buddhism.

1

Dōgen the Seeker

Dōgen, the founder of the Sōtō school of Japanese Zen, counts among a group of
Japanese thinkers of the medieval Kamakura period (1185–1333) generally regarded
as innovators and reformers of Japanese Buddhism. 2 He is second in line of
Japanese Zen masters whose name went down in history as that of the founder of
separate Zen schools. Dōgen’s contemporary, Eisai
(1141–1215), was the first
Japanese monk of the Tendai tradition that had been firmly rooted in the capital
who in an attempt to study the original teachings of the school ventured to
mainland China. Even though embassies between the Japanese and Chinese

2

See, for instance Kazuo Ōsumi, »Buddhism in the Kamakura Period«, in Cambridge History of Japan:
Volume 3, Medieval Japan, ed. by Kozo Yamamura (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008),
573.
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Buddhist establishments have been quite frequent in the previous centuries, more
than a hundred years had passes since the last Japanese contacts with China. After
two voyages undertaken within the period of two decades—the first in 1168 and
the next between 1187 and 1191—Eisai returned from China with a novel teaching
of the Lin-chi lineage of the emerging Ch’an school of Buddhism. Upon his return,
Eisai was fortunate enough to establish a temple in Kyōto that was separate from
the Tendai School and bears the claim to be the first Zen temple in the capital.3
Ken’ninji
, as the temple is called, was indeed founded as a Zen temple, yet
it is necessary to distinguish between the style of Zen that this temple proselytized.
Established by Eisai in 1202, Ken’ninji served as a training centre in the new
tradition focusing on the practice of seated meditation zazen
. For this
purpose, a separate meditation hall, sōdō
, was constructed at Ken’ninji.
However, it also housed ritual halls for traditional esoteric practices customary for
both Tendai and Shingon schools. Due to pressure exerted by the established
schools in the capital, Eisai merely inserted seated meditation into the largely
esoteric daily routine of Ken’ninji.4 Indeed, we know of two forms of Zen that
spread in Japan in this early period: one of them being the combinatory kenshūzen
, with training involving the doctrines and practice of Tendai, esoteric
mikkyō
teachings and Zen, and the other one being the pure Zen of junsuizen
, claiming to lay emphasis solely on meditation practice, sans the
ingredients of other schools of Japanese Buddhism.5 Therefore, it would be better
to describe Ken’ninji as a combinatory »Tendai-esoteric-Zen temple«, since its
daily routine resembled that of Enryakuji temple, head temple of the Tendai
School at Mt. Hiei, with the exception of inserting daily practice of meditation
into the monastic training. However, this approach was still an innovation and
soon the temple distinguished itself among the religious milieu of the Kyōto
capital, attracting monks and students interested in the new doctrine.

3

»The Oldest Zen Temple in Kyoto Kenninji«, <http://www.kenninji.jp/english/> (last retrieval
January 18, 2018).

4

Treasury of the True Dharma Eye: Zen Master’s Dogen Shobo genzo, ed. by Kazuaki Tanahashi (Boulder:
Shambhala, 2013), 40; or Nara Yasuaki and Okimoto Katsumi, Zen no sekai
of Zen], (Tokyo: Tokyo shoseki, 2007), 242.

5

Nara, Okimoto, Zen no sekai, 233.

[The World
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Similarly to Eisai, Dōgen too embarked on a voyage to China. His reasons for
the journey, however, were different from Eisai’s. Dōgen grew dissatisfied with
the Tendai teaching and so he left Enryakuji in a pursuit of Buddhism which would
answer his internal questions about the authentic intention of Buddhist teaching
and practice, doubtful questions that seemed to take off Dōgen’s mind from
concentrating solely on his training. According to tradition, he was advised to seek
out the help of Myōzen
(1184–1225), a disciple of Eisai at Ken’ninji, who was
considered an insightful teacher trained within the novel Chinese-style Buddhism,
which deemed him capable of answering Dōgen’s questioning of the path. After
three years of studying with Myōzen at Ken’ninji, Dōgen was chosen to
accompany his teacher on a voyage to China, on which they embarked in spring
1223. Following the footsteps of Eisai, they arrived at Zhejiang province
in
eastern China in the fourth lunar month of 1223. Thence they entered Tiantong
monastery
, counted as the third among the Five Great Ch’an Temples, the
so-called Five Mountains
. After practicing at Tiantong temple for a year,
Dōgen started a pilgrimage to other monasteries within the province, from which
he returned in spring 1225. Three weeks later, his old teacher Myōzen passed away
and Dōgen entered the Tiantong temple to study with master Rujing (Tendō
Nyōjō
in Japanese, 1163–1228), whom he now considered his Dharma
teacher. It is from Dōgen that we learn about Rujing as a distinguished Ch’an
master, as he was not a particularly prominent figure in the contemporary Ch’an
establishment.6 Also, the Tiantong monastery is presently more revered due to its
reference to Dōgen than in connection to Rujing himself.7 However, even though
Dōgen received a document of lineage heritage, inka shōsho
from both
Myōzen and Rujing, it was only from his Chinese master that Dōgen obtained the
full Dharma transmission in 1227. Soon thereafter, Dōgen left Tiantong temple
and returned to Japan, where he became a fervent advocate of the practice of
seated meditation.

6

Steven Heine and Dale Wright, Zen Masters (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 129.

7

Ibid., 140.
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Back from China

Upon his return from China, Dōgen joined the Ken’ninji community for another
three years. From there he moved to Fukakusa area south of the capital, where he
found Kōshōji temple
in 1233. Kōshōji, together with Ken’ninji and
Tōfukuji, count among the first Japanese Zen temples that imitated the style of
Sung-period Ch’an monasteries by erecting a monks’ hall—sōdō
—dedicated
solely to Zen monastic practice within their precincts. The temple was to remain
the home for Dōgen’s first monastic community, which was also joined by monks
of the controversial Daruma School. In winter 1243, however, Dōgen moved the
entire community to Echizen province north of Kyōto, for reasons that still
remain obscure. The temple built there in 1244, Daibutsuji
, was later
renamed Eiheiji
, Dōgen’s legacy and the present seat of the Sōtō school.
In the years directly following Dōgen’s return from China, he devoted his
energies into spreading the knowledge that he encountered while traveling in
mainland. Soon after his arrival, Dōgen started writing texts that dealt with Zen,
both its teaching and practice, so that he could properly introduce the meditative
tradition in his home country. As a matter of fact, the practice of seated
meditation had been a fundamental part of the Buddhist training itself and an agelong part of the training of the Tendai School, where it was referred to as
cultivation of »calming and insight« shikan
. However, the contemporary
reality differed, as the meditation practice had been largely disregarded by the late
Heian period. 8 In an attempt to revive seated meditation, Dōgen took to
spreading the teaching of the Ch’an school in both action and writing. The first
text Dōgen has written after his return from China in 1227, On General
Recommendation of Silent Meditation, Fukan zazengi
, is a brief
treatise written in formal Chinese. It is an explanation and advocacy of seated
meditation, which Dōgen considered the ultimate practice throughout his entire
life. Also, it was an attempt to explain the benefits and importance of zazen to
everyone, as well as to disseminate the teaching of Chinese Ch’an schools in Japan.
The Fukan zazengi (T2580, 82) begins with Dōgen’s original doubt that he
struggled with before leaving Japan. As a disciple of the Tendai school that teaches

8

Griffith Foulk, »Ritual in Japanese Zen Buddhism«, in Zen Ritual: Studies of Zen Buddhist Theory in
Practice, ed. by Steven Heine and Dale S. Wright (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 42.
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the doctrine of original enlightenment hongaku
of all beings being innately
enlightened, Dōgen deeply pondered why monastic training and practice were
necessary if one was already enlightened. It seems that during his voyage to China
Dōgen succeeded in finding the answer to this urging question, and it seems Fukan
zazengi was his attempt to share this experience immediately after his return to
Japan. Fukan zazengi therefore starts with a declaration of all-pervasiveness and
universal availability of Buddha’s teaching and follows with bringing forward the
example of Shākyamuni Buddha and Bōdhidharma, who both practiced silent
meditation for a number of years, as Dōgen reminds the reader—under the bodhi
tree and against the wall, respectively—even though, as is generally understood,
they were already enlightened. If the masters were already enlightened and still
practiced silent meditation nonetheless, Dōgen asks, who does not need to do so
nowadays?
Next, Dōgen continues with explaining the essentials about meditation
practice: what to wear, how to ready oneself, where to sit, how to prepare one’s
environment, how to place one’s feet, arms and hands, how to settle on the
cushion, adjust the spine and position one’s teeth, tongue and eyes. He follows
with commenting on the practice of zazen with a caution not to be conditioned
by one’s pre-conceived ideas. He speaks about how to end zazen and how to raise
from the cushion, while at the same time explaining and describing the
importance of seated meditation and its circumstances—beginning with teachers
and ancestors in India and China and concluding with oneself. The text is at the
same time direct and practical, as well as figurative and symbolic, changing in style
fluidly from one paragraph to another. It is the first of Dōgen’s texts written in
Japan and it can already serve as a clear example of the style and content of his
future writing.
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Dōgen the Writer

Steven Heine calls Dōgen a »sermonizer, essayist, and poet«9, while Kazuo Ōsumi
refers to him as the producer of »Japan’s most sublime religious philosophies«.10
Dōgen was, to say the least, a truly prolific writer and an assiduous teacher. Since
setting foot back in Japan, he has authored a great number of texts dealing mostly
with instructions to his community of monks and lay people, both formal and
informal dharma talks, monastic guidelines and rules for conduct in a Zen
monastery.
A great number of these amounted to his own lectures and writings, especially
from an earlier period of his teaching during the years spent at Kōshōji, collected
in the Treasury of the True Dharma Eye, Shōbō genzō, different editions of which
count as many as 28, 60, 75, 84 or even 95 chapters.11 At the same time, his disciples
Senne, Ejō and Gien compiled the Extensive Record of Eihei Dōgen, Eihei kōroku
, a truly ample collection of ten volumes that includes Dōgen’s formal
talks from later period, as well as less formal instructions to his community at
Eiheiji, commentaries on traditional Ch’an kōans and a number of Dōgen’s own
Chinese and Japanese poems. Thus, the Eihei kōroku imitates the original texts
of Ch’an recorded sayings and was primarily intended for more laicized patrons
and members of the Eiheiji community. Yet another part of his writing is the
Shōbō genzō zuimonki
, also dubbed the Kana Shōbō genzō, a six
volume collection of 120 texts containing Dōgen’s oral discourses written in
vernacular Japanese that originated in an earlier period before his move to Echizen.
Dōgen’s style of writing was novel, for the Japanese Buddhist setting in
particular, and eclectic in general. Throughout these collections, he used kōans
and encounter dialogues from the golden age of Ch’an in the Sung period, which
were employed to shed light on ancient masters, their distinct teaching methods
and the efficacy of these. Dōgen frequently referred to a variety of Chinese sources
and used cases from the past as examples to illustrate the teaching. He used
references to Ch’an patriarchs, as well as to the earliest Buddhist teachers like

9

Steven Heine, Did Dogen Go to China? What He Wrote and When He Wrote It (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2006), 50.

10

Ōsumi, »Buddhism in the Kamakura Period«, 555.

11

For more on the various editions of Shōbō genzō, see Heine, Did Dogen Go to China?, 51–63.
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Shākyamuni and Kaśyapa themselves. Besides citing these sources, however,
Dōgen commented and expanded the source materials, often interpreting them
or offering critique of an approach or utterance of a patriarch, thereby succeeding
in establishing a unique discourse for the emerging Japanese Zen establishment.12
In addition to the aforementioned collections of sermons, Dōgen also
authored a treatise called Eihei shingi
, regulations for his monastic
community dealing with precepts and temple rules. Adherence to moral precepts
was one method that Dōgen considered necessary for the revival of Japanese
Buddhism, as the virtue of morality had been, alongside with concentration and
wisdom, among the tree fundamental approaches to Buddhist thought. The rules
and precepts have proved to be essential for the organization and upkeep of a Zen
monastery, especially because its principal emphasis was on Zen meditation and
the achievement of the ultimate goal of Buddhism, enlightenment. Due to the
highly individualistic, generally elusive and hard-to-describe experience of
enlightenment that seated meditation aimed to invoke, the organization of Zen
monasteries necessitated a strict hierarchical structure and earnest adherence to
rules. The written records of previous Ch’an patriarchs were intended to explain
the subtle experience of enlightenment, while the strictly hierarchical
organization of the temple, its adherence to precepts and regulations, was aimed
at stimulating it. The intention of this was to help induce the experience of
enlightenment for practitioners by illustrating the example of previous patriarchs
of Ch’an schools and by the monks’ subsequent own endeavours in the meditation
hall. By combining the two types of monastic background, doctrinal and
regulatory, Zen temples were establishing an analogy to the age-old example of
one’s arriving at enlightenment by means of the combination of the two wings of
wisdom and compassion.13 Only in this case, the two wings were not specifically
wisdom and compassion, like in early Buddhist thought, but examples of ancient
Ch’an masters put down in kōan and recorded sayings’ compilations, combined
with everyday adherence to rigorous monastic discipline.

12

Ibid., 28.

13

Rupert Gethin, The Foundations of Buddhism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 30.
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Based on the number and volume of Dōgen’s works, one can clearly perceive
the effort with which he was endeavouring to root meditation practice firmly
within the contemporary Japanese monastic environment. At the same time, also
based on the scope of his writing, one can imagine his striving for a proper
doctrinal instruction of his followers in the teaching of Ch’an/Zen school by
means illustrating examples of ancient patriarchs and masters, combined with the
practice of noting down his lectures to be revised and studied. It seems hard to
imagine what was his primal intention—imposition of a regular zazen routine
within Japanese Buddhist temples or doctrinal instruction of his monastic
community. Heine tells us that »Dōgen’s central concern […] was to establish a
full-scale community effectively guided by a highly-ritualized approach to
meditation practice and doctrinal teachings«.14 Undoubtedly, by the sheer breadth
of topics that he covered in his writings, Dōgen was laying foundations for a school
that lay equal emphasis on both study and practice.

4

Dōgen on Zazen

Dōgen was an ardent proponent of zazen and it is again from Heine that we learn,
put in a nutshell, that »an emphasis on the necessity of practicing zazen meditation
is seen throughout all stages of Dōgen’s career«. 15 As I have stated previously,
zazen is one of the various topics of Dōgen’s writings in general and the Shōbō
genzō in particular. However, I resolved to determine whether he really mentions
the practice of sitting meditation ceaselessly. Within the Shōbō genzō16, there is
a number of chapters dealing with seated meditation per se, the most
representative being of course The Point of Zazen, Zazenshin
, and
Meditation That is the King of Meditation, Sanmai Ōzanmai
.
Exploring the various chapters in greater detail, however, one does find that
Dōgen is less than preoccupied with the concept of ‘just sitting’ of shikan taza as
such, or at least with referring to it specifically by name. He makes innumerable

14

Heine, Did Dogen Go to China?, 86.

15

Ibid., 82.

16

Kawamura Kōdō

, Dōgen zenji zenshū

Dōgen], 6 vols. (Tokyo: Shunjūsha, 1995).
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references to zazen as the principal practice of the meditative schools in multiple
chapters of the Shōbō genzō, quite understandably, the word zazen being
mentioned a total of 183 times in 16 different chapters of the manuscript.
Alternately too, Dōgen refers to sitting meditation by the term kekka fuza
or fuza
, meaning full-lotus sitting posture or sitting posture, respectively.17
Yet another synonym for seated meditation would be samādhī, sanmai or zanmai
in Japanese
, a deep meditative practice, which Dōgen also refers to on a
number of occasions.18
However, when concentrating upon the generally-held and long-emphasized
view of Dōgen’s advocacy of still sitting of shikan taza, one finds that out of the 96
chapters compiled in this edition of Shōbō genzō, only 11 specifically use the word
taza.19 Moreover, in majority of these chapters it truly is a mere mention, stating
the word once or twice throughout the entire text. Two chapters within the Shōbō
genzō stand out as an exception, that being the previously mentioned The Point
of Zazen, noting the word taza five times, and Meditation that is the King of
Meditation, which refers to taza an astonishing 15 times. All in all, the 15 times
»still sitting« is mentioned in the Meditation That is the King of Meditation is
almost a half of all the references of shikan taza in the entire Shōbō genzō, which
counts for a total of 33 times. Subsequently, judging by the number of Shōbō genzō
chapters dealing with seated meditation, Dōgen certainly is a passionate
proponent of sitting, albeit under various terms of zazen, fuza and zanmai, yet not
singularly referring to it under the term of shikan taza as such.
A good example for illustrating Dōgen’s views on not only zazen, but on Zen
thought and practice in general would be Bendōwa, A Talk on Endeavour on the
Way
.20 Written in 1231, it is Dōgen’s second text after Fukan zazengi, it is

17

Dōgen refers to fuza 33 times in only 5 chapters, discussing it primarily in chapter Meditation that
is the King of Meditation, Sanmai Ōzanmai, with a total of 26 times.

18

Sanmai is mentioned as many as 80 times in 21 chapters.

19

These being: On Endeavour of the Way, The Point of Zazen, Continuous Practice, pt. two, Old
Mirror, Arhat, Buddha Sūtras, All-inclusive Study, Eyeball, Thirty-seven Layers of Enlightenment,
Udumbara Flower, and Meditation that is the King of Meditation.
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one that Kazuaki Tanahashi describes as »Dōgen’s most comprehensive
explanation of dharma«. 21 This essay, however, Dōgen decided to write not in
Chinese, as would be the usual practice for an educated monk, but in Japanese,
since it was directed at a general audience and not at a monastic community of
monks accustomed to reading literary Chinese. It explains Dōgen’s own
understanding of the teaching of Ch’an schools, of meditation, its practice and the
possibilities of spreading the Ch’an tradition in the land of Japan, his views on the
issue of Buddhist teachings, precepts, enlightenment, and one’s endeavour on the
path to it. Bendōwa, a rather lengthy exposition compared to the majority of
Dōgen’s other texts, begins with an extensive introduction on zazen, placing it
within a tradition that begins with Buddha Shākyamuni, Mahākaśyapa and
Bōdhidharma, and continues with masters and patriarchs both from India and
China. Also, Dōgen states his own reasons for resolving to writing the text: his
intention is to convey what he has learned in Sung monasteries, out of pity and for
the benefit of anyone in Japan who would seek the true path of the Dharma just
as he had, and to propagate it.22 He portrays himself as someone whose struggles
brought him to pursue Buddhism directly, a decision that has led him to important
encounters that have been valuable in providing him with answers about the
objective of the teaching versus practice. As such, his experience, Dōgen states on
a number of occasions, can serve as an example to anyone who too would feel left
in a vacuum.
After this introduction, Bendōwa continues with an imaginary dialogue
between an inexperienced Japanese novice-monk and Dōgen as the master, the
disciple posing doubtful questions or offering critical objections, to which Dōgen
always offers a reply based alternately on his direct experience from China or on
the age-old teaching of Buddhas and ancestors. Dōgen thus repeatedly drives on
the uninterrupted continuity of Ch’an school as a tradition based in historicity
and authenticity. Thereby, he emphasizes the legitimacy of the lineage, as well as
supports his argument by a personal account. He serves as a living proof of the
validity of actual experience that—in Zen—is considered essential for practice as
well as enlightenment; enlightenment, which is also alluded to on a number of
occasions in Bendōwa. Here, Dōgen describes his own experience of
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enlightenment under the guidance of his master Rujing, the famed dropping off
body and mind, shinjin datsuraku
, only to follow with a further
elucidation of what it is and how it feels to be enlightened, and how enlightenment
transmitted within the lineage of patriarchs unfolds within the phenomenal world.
Bendōwa thus serves as an explanation of reasons for those in doubt, and an
advocacy of paths and methods leading to enlightenment, the ultimate goal of
Buddhism.
Already in this second essay that he composes, Dōgen shares his key concept
about the non-duality of zazen and enlightenment. He delivers the idea quite soon
after the introduction, and afterwards alludes to it on several occasions
throughout the text, claiming that while in meditation, one follows the path of
the Buddha-ancestors directly and that by the simple means of engaging in zazen
one becomes a buddha himself.
When someone, even for one moment, expressing the Buddha seal in the three means
of conduct [of body, speech, and mind], sits upright in meditation, the phenomenal
worlds everywhere become the Buddha seal and together with the entire vast space
become enlightened. Hence, all buddhas and tathāgatas celebrate the dharma bliss of
their original nature and renew the splendour of the path to enlightenment. Also, the
bodies and minds of beings within the ten phenomenal worlds as well as of those in
the three lower realms of existence become bright and pure. As they realize a state of
great emancipation and reveal their original face, numberless phenomena actualize
complete enlightenment and together with the myriad things assume a buddha body.
In a flash, they transcend the environs revealed to them and sitting upright as Lord
Buddha under the bōdhi tree, they begin to turn the unparalleled great Wheel of the
Dharma as the unconditioned profound wisdom springs forth.23

This excerpt serves as a simple illustration of the content and main message of
Bendōwa. It is the general direction of Dōgen’s thought, however, that becomes
rather apparent throughout the text. Besides making the inevitable assertion of
the importance of zazen, he elevates it to a necessity—it is an essential practice
because it is the practice of Buddhas and tathāgatas that has the powers to purify
the samsāric worlds and enables the turning of the Dharma Wheel. For Dōgen,
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we observe, sitting in concentrated meditation is not a vehicle to enlightenment,
not a means to an end, it is the end in itself. Very early on in his writings, Dōgen
does not hesitate to state firmly his conviction about the not only personal, but
universal benefits of zazen. We find that the practice is not about one’s own
enlightenment but about a method uniting the practitioners with the unbroken
line of Buddhas and patriarchs. It may be by means of ordination that Zen
disciples become direct descendants of Shākyamuni and Bōdhidharma, but it is by
virtue of their practice of meditation that they become one with Buddhas and
tathāgatas.
When one sits in meditation, Dōgen writes, one’s surrounding becomes the
Buddha’s seal—the source of Buddha’s wisdom—while the surrounding world—
the entire great earth and the entire vast sky—awakens. When one sits in
meditation, Dōgen continues, Buddhas and tathāgatas celebrate and delight in
knowing that yet another being has embarked on the path of wisdom available to
all. The excerpt also tells us that meditation has the power to brighten and purify
all beings, even those in the lower three realms of existence; beings, who by
discriminatory thinking are considered evil and impure. Further, it is these beings
within the lower realms of the six worlds that reveal their original Buddha nature
and embody the example of Buddha Shākyamuni sitting upright under the bōdhi
tree, which causes yet another turning of the Wheel of Dharma. As a matter of
fact, Dōgen tells us that anyone sitting in meditation has the power to actualize
not only their own enlightenment, but that of the surrounding worlds as well. In
zazen, one not only becomes a Buddha, one becomes the Buddha who is able to put
the Dharma Wheel in motion. One is diverted from one’s individual world of
practice, from the phenomenal world, to the absolute world of Buddhas and
tathāgatas.
Reading this short segment of Bendōwa, we find that Dōgen strongly
emphasizes the example of Buddhas and patriarchs. He not only encourages his
disciples to practice sitting meditation as such, he is also saying that he firmly
believes in the positive karmic effects of zazen, claiming meditation penetrates
the absolute world, claiming it has the power to purify the six worlds and unite
any ordinary practitioner with buddhas. Dōgen is therefore not merely an
advocate of seated meditation—shikan taza and nothing else—he is an advocate of
seated meditation as a practice that unites practitioners with Buddhas, a practice
that unites the phenomenal with the absolute, because he believes in non-duality
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of these worlds, a non-duality that can be reached during meditation. Suddenly we
find that it is not the stripped-bare »easy practice« of sitting that Dōgen promotes
in order to attain one’s personal enlightenment, but it is a passionate advocacy of
meditation as a vehicle for becoming one with the Buddhas. In other words,
Dōgen firmly believes in the powers that meditation transmits onto the absolute
worlds and their beings, and he also believes in both the power and existence of
the absolute worlds and their beings, the Buddhas and tathāgatas. By reading his
writings attentively, we find that Dōgen writes about the effects and benefits of
sitting meditation in terms that reveal a deeply-grounded faith in both the
absolute and an indisputable awe in its powers. Put differently, for Dōgen there is
no distinction between meditation and/or faith; meditation is a declaration of
one’s faith in buddhas and the absolute.

5

Dōgen on Faith

Based on a broad survey of the Shōbō genzō chapters, we have observed that
Dōgen was not entirely absorbed in writing specifically about zazen. Also, despite
the Sōtō Zen practice being generally almost equated with shikan taza24, we have
found that Dōgen uses this term among other expressions that describe
meditation, other expressions that feature just as prominently in his writings.
However, judging from a more general notion on Zen and meditation that Dōgen
conveys also in the excerpt quoted above, I became interested whether he writes
about faith and whether the mention of faith and/or belief feature prominently in
the Shōbō genzō.
By means of a similar survey aimed at the issue of faith within Dōgen’s
Treasury of the True Dharma Eye, I found that the word for faith itself (shinkō
) is only mentioned within the entire Shōbō genzō a mere two times, in chapters
Self-fulfilling Samādhī, Jishō zanmai
, and Deep Faith in Cause and Effect,
Shinjin inga
. However, looking into the matter more deeply, I came to
realize that when discussing the matter of faith, Dōgen uses not the word itself
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but—just like in case of seated meditation—he resorts to a number of synonyms
to refer to various aspects of Buddha’s teaching and practice. The character for
belief shin
was mentioned an astonishing 185 times in as many as 48 chapters.
Therefore, we find that a reference to belief features in the entire Shōbō genzō
just as often as a mention of zazen. Naturally, Dōgen uses this word in the negative
sense too: not to believe
. On the other hand, however, he
more often than not employs the character for faith in other combinations, such
as »pure faith« jōshin
, »true faith« shōshin
, »wondrous faith« myōshin
,
‘embrace the faith’ shinju
, or ‘believe, then understand’ shinge
. Clearly,
all these words describe a reliance upon the other-worldly, a sense of belief and
devotion, which in fact is yet another word also used by Dōgen, shōjin
.
Consequently, based solely on references to certain words within the Shōbō genzō,
we ultimately find that Dōgen is just as concerned with the issue of faith, as he is
with zazen.
Admittedly, a numerical reckoning of certain expressions within the Shōbō
genzō can be regarded as superficial and insufficient, especially in the context of
Zen and Zen writings. I have therefore consulted the works of other scholars
regarding their opinion about the issue of faith within Zen. Griffith Foulk, for
instance, is convinced that faith within the monastic establishment is declared by
practices such as incense offerings, prostrations, sutra reading, devotional worship,
upholding the moral precepts, recitations of Buddha’s name or penance.25 Since
these activities represent the axiomatic part-and-parcel of any monastic training,
one could assume they belong more into the vinaya basket of Buddhism.
Nonetheless, just how close adherence to monastic rules and faith is within the
context of Zen temples, explains Kazuo Ōsumi by saying Zen »conveyed the
absolute through symbolic acts of ritual and discipline«.26 Both the observance of
monastic regulations as well as performance of rituals within the Zen monastic
setting can therefore be understood as an interpretation of the absolute world of
the Buddhas and a direct participation in it. It is clear that these statements do
both affirm the performance of ritual behaviour and worship of Buddhist deities
lying at the core of such practices. Nevertheless, they do not bring us any closer
to the overall matter of faith in Zen Buddhism, unfortunately. The question of
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faith in Zen seems generally disregarded, as meditative schools are usually
described as iconoclastic or unorthodox.27 Indeed, the pioneer of Zen Buddhism
in the West, D. T. Suzuki seems to confirm just that when he says that »Zen
monks were not always engaged in offering prayers, practicing penance, or
performing so-called deeds of piety, nor in reading or reciting the canonical
books.« 28 As a matter of fact, one can also come across reports claiming that
»Dōgen is said to have rejected ritual and stressed the exclusive practice of
zazen«.29
In order for this issue to be clarified, it seems best to yet again turn our
attention to Dōgen’s writings themselves. There we find that he did attach a
certain degree of importance to repentance rituals performed in front of Buddhas,
merit-gaining and purification activities, as well as to confession and general
sincerity of one’s heart and mind. These are practices that can be labelled as
ritualist behaviour rooted in faith and devotion, at least by Dōgen’s rendering.
Regarding his views on penance, for example, one can look at the chapter Valley
Sounds, Mountains Colours, Keisei sanshoku
, where Dōgen writes the
following:
Also, if you are lazy in both spirit and body, if you’ve even lost faith, you should
rediscover the sincerity of you heart-mind and repent to Buddhas of the past. In such
moment, the power of merits of the Buddhas of the past will save and purify us. These
merits give birth to pure faith and devotion that is free from any obstacles. […] If you
repent in this way, you will surely receive invisible help of Buddha ancestors. You
should openly worship the Buddhas with prayers of mind and rituals of body, and the
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power of such devotion will eradicate the roots of evil. This is the single notion30 of
true practice, of true heart of faith and true body of faith.31

Clearly, Dōgen does not hesitate to describe Zen Buddhist practice—or its
struggles, rather—with the help of such terms as faith, devotion, repentance,
prayer and merits of the Buddhas. He claims that by relying on merits (kudoku
) of past Buddhas, one can be saved and purified, relieved from burdens or lack
of faith. Obstacles are to be challenged by looking sincerely into one’s heart-mind
(seishin
), where one should try to search for the original intention for
following Buddha’s path. By refreshing the initial purpose, one gives rise to pure
faith (jōshin
) and devotion (shōjin
). This, to Dōgen, is at the heart of the
practice of repentance (sange
). In that moment, Dōgen claims, the merits of
Buddhas and ancestors will come to one’s rescue as invisible help (myōjo
). It
is the performance of concentration of mind (shin’nen
) combined with rituals
of body (shingi
) that has the power to root out evil (zaikon
). Dōgen says—
unrelentingly—that these rituals and this manner of devoted worship is the true
practice (shōshūgyō
). And he continues by stating that devotional rituals
also are the true heart of faith (shōshinjin
) and true body of faith (shōshinjin
). Dōgen tries to encourage his disciples by explaining that the lack of faith
they can feel throughout their practice may, with the invisible help of those of the
absolute, lead to true practice of both body and mind. Also, to receive the invisible
help of Buddha ancestors, one needs no more than to reach out with faith,
devotion, and a sincere heart capable of repentance. Essentially, there can be no
doubt that he is talking about modesty and humility that the faithful practitioner
shows before the face of buddha-ancestors.
In yet another essay, Dōgen shares more on the issue of repentance, in
connection to the topic of good and bad—or wholesome and unwholesome—
karma. We can read this at the very end of a fascicle named Karma of the Three
Periods, Sanjigō
.

30

Instead of »single notion«, Dōgen writes »one colour« (

) in the original, creating thus a direct

connection to the title of the essay Mountain Sounds, Valley Colours. A literal, albeit correct
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to an alternative iteration here, one that I found more relevant for the present purposes.
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As the World-Honored One has shared on various occasions, the effects of good and
bad deeds spread and even during hundred, thousand, or ten thousand kalpas they
multiply and don’t vanish. If one meets with favourable causes and conditions, they
will certainly undergo profound realization. If, however, one repents his bad deeds,
these will be destroyed and heavy wrongdoings will become light. As for good deeds,
these cause joy and delight, and one can even rise as a priest.32 It is said that good
deeds never vanish. Their effects are without end.33

I tend to interpret this piece of writing as a validation of Dōgen’s deeply-rooted
belief in the functioning of karma, his firm belief in the workings of the universe.
The previous examples established Dōgen’s view on how the worlds of buddhas
and tathāgatas affect the human world—or the phenomenal world, as Dōgen sees
it—and his devoted reliance on the other-worldly. Yet this passage shows how the
entire universe, ruled by the law of karma of the three periods – the past, present,
and future—operates. Simply stated, traces of both good and bad karma,
wholesome and unwholesome actions, beneficial or harmful, persist and spread
further, like ripples on water surface, only to give rise to consequences in both the
phenomenal and the absolute worlds. He explains the basic Buddhist doctrine on
the law of karma, which has the power to penetrate and move freely between the
absolute and phenomenal, and which therefore has the ability to influence one’s
actions within the three periods of past, present, and future that one usually
perceives as separate. Good deeds, positive karma, not only never fade but also
create effects that grow and multiply. On the other hand, however, while the
traces of bad karma and harmful actions also never leave this world, they can be
extinguished by means of one’s true penance. Once again, Dōgen concludes with
an allusion to one’s devotion, repentance, and sincere conscience being an
essential portion for the practice of Zen.

32

Becoming a member of the sangha, joining the priesthood in the present life, was regarded as a
reward for good karma accumulated in past lives. In this sentence, however, Dōgen takes yet
another step further when he says that good deeds can even amount to one’s rising as a priest
within the sangha hierarchy (sōchō
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Faith or Zazen, Zazen or Faith

Since I have included a piece of Bendōwa in this paper, it seems only fair to also
admit that it is precisely this essay which is often cited as evidence for Dōgen’s
single-minded and unwavering advocacy of zazen as an exclusive practice.34 The
reason for this is the following paragraph, in which Dōgen writes:
Among the authentically transmitted dharma schools, the Buddha dharma of this
simple tradition of direct transmission is the supreme among the supreme. From when
you first meet with a learned master, make no use of burning of incense, making
prostrations, repeating the Buddha name, making repentance or reading sūtras, simply
devote yourself exclusively to zazen and embrace dropping off body and mind.35

Surely, this is a very straightforward recommendation to engage in seated
meditation at the expense of all other practices, which customarily form a part of
everyday monastic training even in a Zen monastery, however iconoclastic or
unorthodox its organization. Also, it is the practices that Griffith Foulk described
as devotional and ritualistic, as stated previously. Nevertheless, it is necessary to
add, whoever chose to cite this passage of Bendōwa as a proof of Dōgen’s exclusive
praise of zazen, also made the deliberate decision to pay little attention to the
essay in its entirety. To be more exact, there can be no doubt about Dōgen
emphasizing zazen, but he does not discredit any other activities of the monastic
training. In this particular passage, zazen is supported, yet within the entire
Bendōwa it is not promoted as an exclusive practice, certainly not at the expense
of burning incense, repetitions of buddha’s name or reading of sūtras. What is
more, it is also in Bendōwa that we read a general description of the effects of
zazen:
Even a short zazen of one person causes harmony of all phenomena and creates a subtle
balance among all things. Thus, within inexhaustible dharma worlds, in the past,
present and future, it brings matters toward the righteous path of Buddhist
transformation. With each and every person sitting, this is the utmost practice of
togetherness, realization of togetherness. It is not about the practice of mere sitting,
because it reverberates through the sky and weaves a wondrous sound even before and
after the initial strike. But it is not just about this. All the myriad beings reveal their
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original face and engage in their original practice, yet there is no way measuring it. You
should know that because of the endless wisdom and combined efforts of all buddhas
of the Ten Directions, who are innumerable like the sands of the Ganges, it is
impossible to fathom the merits of even one person’s zazen, as well as it is difficult to
partake on their enthusiasm.36

In line with the previously cited passage from Bendōwa, Dōgen shows his
unrelenting belief in the power of zazen, in the powers that zazen in the
phenomenal world effects in the absolute. In the phenomenal world, it is the
practice of togetherness (dōshū
) and the realization of togetherness (dōshō
). In the absolute world, Dōgen is convinced—and he is trying to convince his
imaginary dialogue partner in Bendōwa—that even one session of zazen
reverberates through the sky and incites the combined efforts of numberless
buddhas. As stated above, any zazen of even a single person unites them with
Buddhas and creates right circumstances for a Buddhist transformation (bukka
). By the same token, zazen is not only a path to enlightenment—»it is not just
about this«—it is enlightenment itself, for myriad beings at the same time.
Further in the same paragraph, Dōgen continues with a clear-cut exposition
on his understanding of the traces that zazen creates:
The merits of this zazen will resound far and wide, without end. Speak to anyone [and
you will learn that] there are many gates to Buddha dharma. Whichever one you
choose, I urge you to earnestly sit in meditation. What I am trying to tell you is that
this is the true gate to Buddha dharma.37

Previously, Dōgen said zazen of past Buddhas and ancestors created numberless
merits. Here he claims that even zazen of one person has the same results, the
merits of their zazen resounding far and wide, that even ordinary practitioners
approach dharma gates when sitting zazen. In Dōgen’s view, zazen is the single
practice to enlightenment. But it is not the single practice because it leads to
buddhahood, but because it unites the practitioners with the world of buddhas.
Dōgen states it is the only path worth pursuing, within the practices of any school
of Buddhism.
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Dōgen does not hesitate to share his views directly and straightforwardly.
However, by mentioning zazen, the original face of the myriad beings, and merits
of both ordinary practitioners and those of past buddha ancestors within the same
essay—and repeatedly, as we have seen—he makes no distinction between the
language of a practical this-worldly monk fascinated with zazen only, and the
language of someone who believes in the meritorious effects of devotional
activities in a monastery. I regard this to be a sign of his non-dual approach to
Buddhist thought and practice. However, to refrain from the Zen terminology of
non-duality, I believe Dōgen’s stance is simply an all-encompassing one. In my
understanding of his words, Dōgen presents himself as a universal teacher
concerned with a comprehensive transmission of Buddha’s thought—indeed, a
Zen master—who does not distinguish between any type of Buddhist practice. For
Dōgen, zazen is the ultimate that we have seen being stressed on a number of
occasions, but that does not make it soar above other approaches. There is one
intention in any of these practices and that is true practice (shōshūgyō
)
performed with a true heart of faith (shōshinjin
).
By saying that zazen unites those who engage in this practice with the world
of Buddhas, I understand that Dōgen does not create any kind of opposition
between the practical monastic training centred solely on zazen on the one hand,
and everyday rituals directed at prostrations, penance, incense offerings, reciting
of buddha’s name or reading of sūtras on the other hand. For Dōgen, it is not a
question of whether to sit or to engage in activities regarded as devotional, because
for him there exists no distinction and no preference between them. There are
many gates to Buddha dharma, says he, the gate of zazen and the gate of ritual
practices counting among them.

7

Conclusion

When Dōgen was still a student of Buddhism, he left for China with a quest; he
had a question in his mind and he was desperate to find a truly authentic answer
to it. One can imagine him being an ambitious and hard-working seeker,
passionate about his mission, who must have felt a sense of both fulfilment and
burden after finding the answer to his perennial question: why do we need to
meditate if we are already enlightened? As a matter of fact, the answer to this
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query is similar as the explanation on the matter whether Dōgen was more
concerned with sitting meditation or with devotional practices: meditation is
already equal to enlightenment, since just as Buddhahood is inherent in everyone,
enlightenment is inherent in meditation. In like manner, zazen is the practice
expressing one’s deep devotion to the absolute and reliance on the powers of
enlightened beings. There is no first or second and one is not superior to the other
because there is no hierarchy between them; they are inherently identical.
Meditation encompasses devotion to Buddhas, faith in the absolute is expressed
via the medium of meditation.
Dōgen teaches that every single step on the path of Buddhism is a true step,
in his writings he reiterates that every practice—whether it is the practice of one’s
body or mind—is equally relevant, equally important and equally valuable. Be it
the practice of connecting with the earth in this phenomenal world by means of
sitting meditation, or the practice of uniting this with the absolute world of
buddhas, tathāgatas, or ancestors, to Dōgen these are alike.
When reading his writings, one can make no mistake that Dōgen—staying
true to the non-dual aspect of Zen—does not place a greater value on one aspect
of Buddhism above another. Even though there is a great variety of topics to be
explored within the Shōbō genzō, the intention of this paper was a comparison of
Dōgen’s view on the issues of zazen and faith. Zazen on the one hand, as the
advocated method of the Sōtō school, versus the aspect of faith and devotion
within the Buddhist practice that is only rarely connected to Zen schools on the
other hand. The topic pursued in this paper was how much is Dōgen, the founding
master of the allegedly iconoclastic and unorthodox Sōtō Zen School, concerned
with the ritual and devotional side of Zen practice. Needless to say, the originally
intended comparison has turned out to be a correlation; the single practice of
sitting in meditation is closely related to a strong devotional worship of Buddhas,
as is clear from the passages of various chapters of the Shōbō genzō cited above.
The truth is, as these examples mean to illustrate, Dōgen indeed does claim that
not only is zazen equal to enlightenment and that the practice of zazen already
corresponds to the state of samādhī, but in the same breath he also states a nondiscrimination between zazen and faith, worship of buddhas and ancestors, and
an individual repentance. The passages quoted above aim to illustrate Dōgen’s
own belief in Buddhas and tathāgatas, in the power of merit transcending the
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relative and absolute worlds, as well as in the reality of karma of the past, present,
and future, and its functioning within all of these worlds. Dōgen frequently writes
about past Buddhas and ancestors, and the performance of repentance rituals in
front of them, he makes numerous mentions of the importance of a sincere heart,
a deep and honest devotion, as well as places emphasis on the enactment of rituals
with one’s sincere mind and body of faith. To Dōgen, there is no distinction
between any of these practices, as they equally lead to buddhahood.
Masaryk University in Brno, Department of Japanese Studies

Monks and Magic:
A Model for the Study of Thai
Buddhism
Miloš Hubina

Abstract
In this paper the author proposes a model for the study of Thai Buddhism
radically de-emphasizing Buddhist soteriology in favor of magic. Magic is characterized by
suppressing the symbolic value of objects and acts as well as superseding the standard causal
expectations with »weak causation« based on perceptual features of similarity, contagion
contiguity, force dynamics and essence. De-emphasis of soteriology undermines Tambiah’s
explanation of Buddhist charisma as a product of regulated practice and explains the
apparent paradox of monks of deriving ritual-empowering charisma from adherence to
rules which prohibit monks performing these rituals.
Keywords

Thai Buddhism ‧ magic ‧ soteriology ‧ cognitive science of religion ‧ charisma

Magical thinking in Theravāda Buddhism is old news. The very book and article I
have borrowed the title and subtitle from has been published in the mid-seventies
of the last century1 and represent just one piece in the array of scholarly works
which interpret, reinterpret, accommodate, and compartmentalize magic and
Theravāda Buddhism in accord with their respective methodological stances.
While the fact that rather than a primary religious focus »Nibbāna remains a
remote goal for almost every member of the society—monk as well as layman«2

1

Jan B. Terwiel, Monks and Magic: An Analysis of Religious Ceremonies in Central Thailand (London:
Curzon Press, 1976); Jan B. Terwiel, »A Model for the Study of Thai Buddhism«, The Journal of
Asian Studies 35, 3 (1976), 391–403.

2

Charles Keyes, »Ethnography and Anthropological Interpretation in the Study of Thailand«, in
The Study of Thailand, ed. by Eliezer Ayal (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Center for International
Studies, Southeast Asia Program, Papers in International Studies, Southeast Asia Series, #54,
1978), 1–60.
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has been a staple of academic literature, it is also videly accepted that magic
represents a set of practices set apart and coexisting with Buddhist soteriology. I
will argue that Nibbāna is not even the most remote goal and the presupposition
gives a false perspective on religious motivations and the social and religious
functions of monks. It also posses difficulties reconciling the belief in monks as
efficient ritual officiants with the fact that their very performance of rituals
violates monastic rules, the compliance with which is, according these accounts,
the source of monks’ charisma and supernatural status necessary for the ritual
efficacy.
On the positive side I will argue that Buddhist concepts, objects, places and
figures are better understood in magical terms devoid of their doctrinal content
which in Thailand plays no role in extra-textual Thai. What I mean by ‘magic’ has
broader implications than mere turning doctrinal concepts into means of magical
manipulation of the environment and protection described by anthropologists.
Here I follow Sørensen’s3 thesis that magical thinking strips objects and acts of
their symbolic meaning and supersedes standard causal expectations with »weak
causation« based on perceptual features4 of similarity, contagion and contiguity,
force dynamics and essence.5
What it means is that in magical context utterances, for example, don’t have
a clearly understood meaning; their symbolic communicative function is suspendd
as are the standard causal outcomes of instrumental acts which are replaced by
postulated magical effects. Listening to the murmur of chants is not to receive an
information, eating consecrated wafer is not to quenchhunger, getting a painting
on your forehead is not for decorating. All these acts change one’s existential
status by bestowing a form of grace. With the standard instrumental values gone

3

Sørensen, Jesper, A Cognitive Theory of Magic (Lanham: Altamira Press 2007).

4

Hans Kummer, »Causal Knowledge in Animals«, in Causal Cognition: A Multidisciplinary Debate, ed.
by Dan Sperber, David Premack, and Ann J. Premack (Oxford: Clarendon Press 1995), 26–36.

5

Sørensen, Jesper, »Charisma, Tradition, and Ritual: A Cognitive Approach to Magical Agency«, in
Mind and Religion: Psychological and Cognitive Foundations of Religion, ed. by Harvey Whitehouse and
Robert M. McCauley (Lanham: Altamira Press 2005), 167–186; Sørensen, A Cognitive Theory of
Magic, 150.
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these acts appeal to our weak causal intuitions about contagion, contiguity: by
contact with a substance one can be contaminatedby it, and similarity: similar
events bring about similar effects. Also, the more chants one listens to or produces,
and the more ascetic practices performed, the stronger magical effects one can
expect (force dynamics.) It is these reinforced cognitive structures rather than
doctrinal explanations that inform peoples’ perception of doctrinal concepts (such
as kamma, morality (sīla), meditation (samādhi), or the monastic code (Vinaya).
Specific magical actions are then directed and understood through imageschemata6 , i.e., »pre-conceptual and non-propositional [mental] structures that
arise in the interaction between the individual cognitive and psychological systems
on the one hand, and the world on the other«7. Put simply, complicated processes
of »receiving grace« through drinking consecrated water are intuitively understood
as specific instances of a general act of »placing something into something else«:
the CONTAINER-schema. As Lakoff and Johnson put it, »We are physical
beings, bounded and set off from the rest of the world by the surface of our skins,
and we experience the rest of the world as outside us. Each of us is a container,
with a bounding surface and an in-out orientation. We project our own in-out
orientation onto other physical objects that are bounded by surfaces. Thus we also
view them as containers with an inside and an outside«.8

1

Charisma of Monks

Tambiah criticized Max Weber’s emphasis on charisma as the primarily volatile
quality of an individual which is derived from unpredictable sources and dissolves
through routinization. Such a notion of charisma, in his view, did little justice to
its Buddhist understanding because »It underplays the highly formalized and
systematized technology of meditation and ascetic practices; and it leaves out of
account the finely elaborated rules of Vinaya, whose objective was the regulation
of monastic life and the promotion of »brotherly« conduct among the members of

6

Sørensen, A Cognitive Theory of Magic, 166.

7

Ibid., 39.

8

George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live by (Chicago; London: The University of
Chicago Press 1980), 29.
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the monastic community«.9 As he further explains, »A bhikkhu, though necessarily
ordained into a status and bound by rules of abstinence, is constantly evaluated by
fellow monk and layman alike on his achieved progress on the path of purification
and on the charisma of supranormal capacities and sainthood (arahant) that derive
from individual effort and achievement«.10
Though this characterization may hold true on some abstract level it has very
little »ecological validity«. First of all, it presupposes that people, in whose eyes
the monks’ charisma lies, are cognizant of the Vinaya rules and monks’ spiritual
status. The latter is highly improbable as monks are not supposed, and in fact don’t
discuss their spiritual progress with laypeople. Thai lay Buddhists have also not a
clear view of monastic rules. For example, with regard the most serious »pārājika«
rules, the violation of which entails disrobing (the rules prohibit monks from
sexual intercourse, killing, stealing, and lying about their spiritual achievements),
people typically give a variety of responses citing the prohibition to eat after lunch
time, touching money, eating meat of big animals, wearing underwear, or touching
women. None of them is a »pārājika« rule. Being silent about moral precepts
doesn’t mean that they are deemed irrelevant. Rather, they are presupposed for
monks and laypeople alike and the focus is on distinctive monastic prudential rules.
This, in my view, suggests their ritual understanding: the concern lies with strict
adherence, rigidity, and specific avoidances rather than the pragmatic or ethical
aspects of the rules. An example of such strict avoidance is the Thai extension of
the rule against touching women to all female animals.
Scholars have noted that »The appearance of the monks and nuns is a central
concern in the Vinaya texts. This issue is essential because the dignity and
aloofness of the monk is linked to how he looks and he behaves«.11 But though

9

Stanley J. Tambiah, The Buddhist Saints of the Forest and the Cult of Amulets: A Study In Charisma,
Hagiography, Sectarianism, and Millennial Buddhism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1984),
324.

10

Ibid., 327.

11

Torkel Brekke, Religious Motivation and the Origins of Buddhism: A Social-Psychological Exploration of
the Origins of a World Religion (London; New York: Routledge, 2002), 39. See also John C. Holt,
Discipline: The Canonical Buddhism of the Vinayapiṭaka (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass 1981) and Miloš
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comportment and appearance are generally appreciated by Thais, they are not
valued in themselves but as pointers to one’s social status and mental constitution.
Monks’ demeanor and paraphernalia (robe, bowl, tattoos, physical characteristics)
are in the same way indicators of an underlying magical essence (»sagsit«). They
serve as »iconic expression of indexical connection with the sacred space«.12
The point is apparent also from another angle. I have asked on various
occasions whether a person behaving strictly according to the Buddhist norms but
not believing in the Buddha, »kamma« or »nibbāna« can be considered a Buddhist.
None of my sixty-five informants agreed. But about three quarters of them
insisted that a person utterly neglecting all Buddhist precepts is a Buddhist as long
as he or she believes that the behavior has »kammic« consequences. The value of
action was deemphasized in favor of conceptual identity markers. Rather than
elements of a »worldview« wielding explanatory and directive force the concepts
serve as identifiers.
Under these circumstances, though goodness and integrity of monks can
always be appreciated, their charisma seems to be perceived independently of »the
norm« selected aspects of which provide iconic indicators of the charisma.

2

Magical Agency

The concept of operative magical power (charisma, mana, agency) is in Thai
language expressed by the word sagsit ศักดิ&สิทธิ&, which is also the word for »holy« and
»sacred«. There is no canonized view of sagsit and what I am offering is only a
description of how the concept is generally represented. »Sagsit« is a mana-like
free-floating force attributed to monks but also some other people and objects. It
is believed to be acquired, rather than produced, by meditation, ascetic practices,
rituals or other means.
This charisma is safely instilled into monks through their ordination
ceremony (upasampadā อุปสมบท, บวช). Monks through their ordination participate in
»sagsit« of the historical Buddha Sakyamuni who personally ordained the first

Hubina »Monetarily Engaged Buddhism«, Hieron—Studies in Comparative Religion 10,1 (2012),
30–55.
12

Sørensen, A Cognitive Theory of Magic, 80.
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monks, and with disrobing sagsit is lost. But not even the historical Buddha is the
very source of »sagsit« as there were endless numbers of Buddhas before him.
»Sagsit« amounts to the power of the supernatural realm one can participate in
through metonymic contact represented, in this case, by the ordination lineage.
But the essence can be further distributed to other objects in which case the
transfer is accomplished, in specific ritualistic context, primarily through a special
thread (sāi-sin สายสิ ญจน) which also provides metonymical connection with the source
(monks) and its composition carries symbolic significances.
»Sagsit« is not an exclusive product of monastic status, discipline or mediation
practice. As one of my informants explained, if meditators—whether monastic or
lay—are ascribed »sagsit«, this is typically not due to their meditation alone but
also because of their ascetic practices. But it is »samādhi« meditation—a
mainstream meditation practice in the times of the Buddha incorporated later
into the Buddhist path—not »vipassanā«, the exclusively Buddhist soteriological
technique, that is productive of »sagsit«. »Samādhi« translates »concentration«,
»focus« and—like asceticism—is associated with effort while »vipassanā« refers to
insight—a detached, passive observation of mental and physical processes. Not
even the monks who have achieved the highest soteriological levels, including the
highest figures in the hierarchy—»arahants«, are by the same token ascribed the
highest participation in »sagsit«.
Besides monks, ascetics and meditators, also people believed to be able to
communicate with the deceased, as well as objects such as trees inhabited by
spirits or deities, or specific natural objects are believed to possess »sagsit«. At the
same time, with some rare exceptions, Buddhist novices and »nuns« (mä chī แม่ชี) are
not ascribed »sagsit«. Women in general are not only denied »sagsit« but physical
contact with them is also believed to eliminate or lessen the »sagsit« of monks.
All this suggests that instead of a product of disciplined practice, the charisma
of Thai monks is represented as resulting from their connection with the
independent sacred realm. The contact is maintained through an unbroken
ordination lineage and in the eye of beholder it is invoked by visual clues provided
by paraphernalia, decorum or meditation. In this view, the paradox of deriving
ritual-empowering charisma from adherence to rules which prohibit monks
performing these rituals disappears. Indeed, it is an open question as to what
extent such a contradiction would actually call for a solution in people's minds.
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But instead of solitary seekers for the escape from the misery, the emerging
picture of monks as ritual-agents connecting sacred and profane spaces through
metaphoric (iconic) and metonymic (indexical) connections seems much more
akin to the observed practices of Thai Buddhism.

3

Ritual

In the following I want to illustrate how this de-emphasis of symbolism in favor
of schematic perceptual structures presents itself in the context of one of those
prohibited rituals. I will consider the »nōnlōng นอนโลง« ritual where people lie in the
coffin to die to their past and thus improve their existential situation. The ritual
is an interesting example since it is preserved despite the fact that it violates not
only the regulations against »[p]erforming ceremonies to counteract the influence
of the stars« 13 but also—when interpreted as affecting one’s kamma—the basic
dictum of inviolability of »kamma«.14
Since the interpretations of the ritual, its function, and conditions of
performance differ from monastery to monastery its detailed description would
require an extended space. But as the point of this paper is this fact of variability
which indicates suppressed symbolic aspect in favor of basic perceptual features
of similarity, contiguity and force dynamics, a tabulated comparison of the ritual’s
representations would suffice. The presentation is based on my research in three
Thai monasteries in Bangkok and its vicinity.
»Agent« and »Place« indicate the person and place requirements, »Agency«
refers to the presupposed »magical force« that makes the ritual efficacious.
»Object of Manipulation« refers to the postulated supernatural cause of the
difficulties the ritual is to remedy. The answers are by the officiating monks and
abbots of the monasteries (wat วัด):

13

Thānissaro [Bhikkhu], The Buddhist Monastic Code: The Pātimokkha Training Rules Translated and
Explained (Bangkok: The Mahāmakuta Buddhist University 1993), 133–134.

14

See also Miloš Hubina, »Preliminaries to the Study of Sadokhro Rituals: How Rituals Make
People Better Buddhists«, Studia Orientalia Slovaca 16,1 (2017), 43–67.
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Table 1

Wat Thāmai
(วัดท่าไม้)
Monks only

Wat Phrāmanī
(วัดพราหมฌี)
Anybody

Wat Ta-khian
(วัดตะเคียน)
Monks only

Place

Wat, three-road
intersection,
cremation place

Anyplace

Anyplace

Agency

Monks’ morality,
meditation and
wisdom, chants,
the statues of
the Buddha and
Phra Rahu
endowed with
»sagsit«, peoples’
belief

Good deeds,
peoples’ belief

Peoples’ belief

»Kamma«, black
magic (มนต์ดาํ )

Khro, selfconfidence

Agent

Object of
Manipulation

Bad luck, khro,
spirits (วิญญาณ),
the stars (ฐานดาว)

What is obvious is the conceptual underdetermination of all three main
components—agent, agency, and the object of manipulation. Participants in the
ritual also gave them various interpretations, not always consistent with that of
monks. As the source of difficulties, which the ritual is expected to remedy are
given alternately the stars, spirits, bad luck, black magic or »kamma«. This source,
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whatever its name, is represented not semantically but as an element in the ritual.
In Wat Phramani, for example, where the object of manipulation is called
»kamma«, precautions are taken against onlookers being contaminated by the bad
»kamma« leaving the coffin. Despite the officiant monk’s explicitly held belief that
»kamma« is an abstract law, the ritual context, and probably also our intuitions
struggling with the doctrinal notion of »kamma« as an abstract law that doesn’t
actually describe an observable pattern, supersede the abstract doctrinal concept
with more intuitive, yet symbolically undetermined, notion of quasi-material
substance. Some participants in the ritual do follow the explanation; others speak
of spirits leaving the body. But rather than fixed beliefs these explanations are
changeable, ad hoc specified occupants of the »something undesired leaving the
body« slot. The whole ritual obviously invokes the notion of death and rebirth, or
completion of a cycle and the new beginning which can be interpreted as reenactment of the Buddhist notion of »kammic« rebirth. But the ritual is equally
well interpreted as an act of fooling the spirits into believing that the person has
died and they should leave the body.

4

Conclusion

I have sketched out here a view of Thai Buddhism which, probably more than the
prevailing scholarly literature, de-emphasizes the doctrinal and soteriological
aspects of Buddhism in favor of its »magical« interpretation. I admit that the
proposal includes a generous share of speculation and along more exact data it
reflects and relies on my overall experience with Thai Buddhism.
But while mine is a rather rough proposal I believe that it is not difficult to
see how it can be fleshed out with corroborating empirical data. The claim here is
also about so-called mainstream Buddhism and, obviously, various doctrinally
better-grounded forms of Buddhism can also be found in Thailand. Even then,
however, the interpretation should be done cautiously as discourses of »nibbāna«
are often driven by purely therapeutic interests—e.g., elimination of anger or
anxiety-relief—or by the expectations of social prestige that associating with
famous monks and their spirituial goals brings about.
Mahidol University, College of Religious Studies
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